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THE WEST INDIES. 

CHAPTER XIII. 

Drivers - Corporal punishment - Stocks - Attor
neys - Attention to the sick ~ Manumission -
Passes-Runaway negroes, tc. 

MANY a_bsurd stories are told of the conduct 

of drivers, and the license al1owed them by 

the planter. A driver always carries a whip; 

3;nd it is alleged in Britain that no small use of 
.' I 

it is daily ~made, while he stands behind those 

at work in the field ; for he has only to do with 

such. Now I state the precise truth when I 

say, that taking all the year round, during 

many years' residence in the colonies, _I always 

walked five afternoons out of the seven, upon 

one or other estate, and often upon more than 

one in the same evening, and I can solemnly 
VOL. II. B 

. . 
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declare, that I never ~aw a whip once used~ 

eitqer by the driver or by any other person ; 

neither did I ever hear a negro complain qf 

such a thing, although l us.ed often to make 

inquiryo The estates I walked over were near 

town; where negroes are less mal)ageable, and 

1nore troublesome tha_n in the country. lt is 

true that every driver carries a whip, and the 

use of the whip is this :-the driver always 

goes out first in the morning, and cracks his 

whip three times loudly;. and as the crack is 

heard distinctly at the negro houses, this is a 

warning to go to laboura. If the whip were 

us~d, as described in England, I must have 

seen it so used; for, besides ,my afternoon walks,, 

I was often- .out before breakfast early, but I 

never once s~W:-it used, nor ever sawthe people 

at work, otherwise than cheerful and happyo 

The proprietor, rmanager, and overseer, know 

the individual character of every negro upon 

an estate; and it is astonishing, notwithstand

ing their numbers, how soon you becorne ac

quainted with all their wayso I can now look 
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back upon the people an1ong whom . I resided 
. . 

in Trinidad ; and although they amou~te1 to 

about eighfy, yet I can distinctly recollect, and 
. . 

could accurately depict the individual character 

of every one of them, and even the tempers 

and disposition of all the little children. How 

much 1nore must they., who are with th.em the 

whole day, he intimately acquainted with the 

\ true character and disposition of them all. A 

master or a manager knows the value of a good 

negro, wheth-er male or female, too well not to 

treat them with respect, kindness, and discre

tiono There are negroes upon every •estate, 

n1ore or less, _ who are of this description, and 

who, even if they did behave incorrectly, would 

only be admonished in privateo A master or 

111anager would no more think of whipping o,r 

;flogging such people for their faults, than if 

they w-ere free servantSci Good negroes may be 

fo-und am·ong all ranks, and are not confined t 

head people, who are how.ever generally chosen 

with a refer-enee to character as well as abilities, 

although now and . then disappointments will 
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occura It cannot be denied, however, that cor= 

poral punishment _is a dread, and tends to keep 

all bad characters in order ;-for incorrigible 

thieves, who either steal from their masters or 

who steal boldly fron1 the good negroes,.-for 

those, who are wantonly cruel to each other or 

the brute creation, for boxers and biters, I 

cannot help believing that -some corporal pun

ishment has hitherto been necessa_ry, and will 

still be found so, until a radical change be 

effected, by 1nental instructiono 

Bad characters pref er the stocks to any em

ployn1ent, however easy ; and as for solitary 

confinement as a punishment to a negro of this 

character (who considers it the highest privilege 

to be allowe<J, to sleep away his hours, and to 

have his food brought to him), it would be 

rather an inciten1ent for him to behave ill. I 

have often seen it tried; and ~ave heard negroes 

say that they were "much obliged to massa for 

letting them sit down easy." Inimical as I 

was to all corporal punishment, on first coming 

to the West Indies, I tried every experiment I 
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could either hear or think of, until I found that 

my domestics and negroes w€re daily becoming 
( 

bolder and bolder in wickedness ; and at last I 

was forced to agree to some change of system. 

The very announcement of a change produced a 

perfect revolution in th.e establishment. The 

mind must have made considerable pr.ogress in 

civilization before mental punishtllent will be 

' found productive of the slightest benefit, either 

to the offender personally, or as an example to 

the community where he resides. 

l have been informed by old West India 

proprietors, that they can recollect the time 

when the best ·negroes they had, looked upon 

flogging as no disgrace. ·No one can now say 

this is the case. I have known · many negroes 

possessing such fine feelings, that were they to 

be flogged, I feel confident that the.ir ·-first act 

afterwards would be, to commit suicide, -

though the majority of negroes h-ave not indeed 

attained this mental superiority. I speak only 
I 

of the colony of St. Vincent, when I say that I 

have had the greatest reason to admire, what I 
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would call the wise administration of justice 

to the slaves, both fron1 proprietors and ma 

nagers; who accurately measure the treatn1ent 

of a negro, according to his real personal cha

racter. This involves a world of trouble, but 

it is a trouble they daily take. To manage a 

West Indian estate· with wisdom, justice, hu- · 

manity, and prudence,-with a never-ceasing 

reference to individual character, both as to 

rewards and punishments, requires more pa

tience, good temper, and penetration, than 

those who never lived upon, or knew the real 

circumstances of an estate, can aln1ost believe. 

I tried for two years to have no recourse to cor

poral punishment an1ong our domestics (and 

town domestics are more unmanageable than 

country negroes), but ·finding at length, after a 

course of kindness, indulgence? and instruction, 

that my servants becarne notorious for insolence 

and mis·conduct, and abhorring the alternative 

of corporal punishment, I had them all sent to 

the estate, excepting B., who never had been 

any thing but a domestic ; and I hired free 
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negroes, feeling certain that I should now have 

a quiet, order]y household. They were hired by 

the- monthr at one joe, and three-quarters of a 

dollar per week for allowance.-They agreed 

to the work, when mentioned to the1n ; but 

next day, one required " a little sugar" to_ do 
. / 

this, and another to do that; so that if I had 

been ill off with slaves, I was-ten to one worse 

with ~ree peopleo-There is nothing like the 

conviction produced by experirnent, so I deter 

mined to resume my slave dotllestics, and they 

w~re soon at their old plans, and, if possible, 

worse. It was literally impossible to· keep any 

article in the ]louse ; it seemed a regular strife, 

who was to steal t4e fastest ; yet so clever were 

they, that I could not catch them in the facto 

Little S. was a most convenient person to them,; 

for they pretended that he had been born with 

a moral or constitutional inability to tell an 

u ntruth: -therefore S. was always produced as a 

witness, in whorn there not only was not, but 

could not be guile. But S~ was not to be so 

useful for nothing; and his demands upon the 
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.thieves became at last so · extravagant, that the 

farce was dropped. 

It was at this time the reign of :unpunished 

wickedness. I say unpunished; for although 

the stocks and confine1nent were tried often, 

yet as they had no effect in either lessening or 

suppressing crime, I consider them just in the 

same light that negroes do,-which is, " no 

punishment at all." I have frequently seen 

our female domestic boxers, when sent to the 

stocks, make a very low curtsey, and with the 

most ironical smile of insolence say, " Thank 

you massa, ·much obliged to you for let me sit 

down softly." The stocks are a wooden bed; at 

the foot of it is a board with circular holes, 

which open to admit the feet. The feet- are 

fastened and padlocked ; the prisoner is gene

rally accomn1odated with a n1attress ; and I 

never saw one without a pillow, and rarely 

without mosquito netting. To those who have 

never seen West India stocks;_ this information 

will be of some interest. 

I regret to have it to say, that female negroes 
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are far more unmanageable than males. The 

little girls are far more wicked than the boys : 

. and I am convinced, . were every proprietor to 

produce the list of his good negroes, there 

would be, in every instance, an am_azing majo

rity in favour of males11 

It was when all n1y domestics were in the 

. state of absolute anarchy described, and their 

\ n1aster absent from the island, that Ro, the 

very r·espectable negro already often referred to, 

can1e to me in a state of considerable en1otion ; 

he sai~, '' Misses, do you know what my eye 

see now, now in a market; your neger C. selling 

three of your turkeys; misses, I axe pardon, 

hut if massa wont flog his house nigger, misses, 

there's no living by them-they are a pest. '' 

R. could substantiate what he had seen easily 

enough; but just as we w-ere talking, the gate 

opened, and in came C . I said, "C. don~t yon 

see the turkeys going about?" "' No, misses, ] 

no see them dis day, yesterday, or tother day." 

" Where do you think they are C" ?'' " Misses 

(said he, . in a violent passion), " me no know 

B 3 
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noting 'bout trickey-me µo take trickey-oh, 

no no,-me tieve leetle chicken, but no goose 

or trickey ." I had paid three dollars each for 

them when turkey poults; but they were now 

fully grown, and - I learnt that Ce got four 

dollars for each, as they were much larger than 

when boughto 

About four or five days after this, R. again 

returned, and said, " Misses, C. tieve seven fat 

fowls o'mine-he sold two ;-I got him at the 

work, and here is the best villain that Kings

town holds," said he, as he held C. fast by 

the collar, who could not resist the superior 

strength of R. I said, '' Well C., are you not 

ashan1ed to go and steal from R . so?" "Misses, 

me no shame one bit-R. may go flog me if he 

like." R. said, " Misses, you do very bad no 

to punish such a villain; but as he tieved from 

rne, I'll punish him, unless you forbid me; for 

I don't keep fowls for C. only to tieve them." 

C. was punished ; it was the first punish1nent 

of any negro living in the house, and C. while 

he remained, did not steal again. 
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In the absence of· a proprietor of an estate, 

two or more attornies are appointed : one only 

acts, except in cases of necessity, when the 

other is consultede The business of an attorney 

is to ship sugars, draw bills, pay all current 

expenses, and remit an annual account to the 

proprietor. Should the negroes consiqer then1-

selves aggrieved, they apply to him, -the same 

as if he were their own n1astero By the term 

a ttorn~y, it must not be understood that he is a 

lawyer ; for he may" be either of that profession, 

a merchant, or any gentlen1an in whom the 

proprietor reposes confidencei) 

I need not tell the reader, that legal redress 

for wro-ngs, or supposed wrongs, is open at all 

tin1es to the negro; but I should consider 

a planter far from being a fair specimen ·of 

planters generally, who, in his cot:lduct to his 

n egroes, kept merely within the . bare letter of 

the law.. I would say, that the kindness of 

proprietors to their negroes, must be most grati

fying to any one, who resides among them, and 

witnesses their anxiety to relieve the sick ; their 
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attention to the young; the respect they pay 

to the aged, whose little comforts are most 

minutely attended to, · even after they are super

annuated ; and those many little -kindnesses 

which a negro knows very well how to value : 

entering into their pleasures and amuserr1ents,

taking an interest in their provision grounds,

chatting fami.liarly with them, and hearing and 

being _judge of all their petty quarre1s,

peremptorily, as I allow, the master speaks to 

his sJaves; that is, only when giving orders ; 

for upon all other topics negroes converse with 

the utmost familiarity· with the white popu

lation, and the white population also with 

them. 

I was but a very short time in the West 

Indies before I was compelled to· acknowledge 

that the proprietors of negroes were kind to 

the1n, not only in supplying the1n with good 

'and abundant food and clothing, both in sick

ness and in health, but in giving them many 

indulgences, such as negroes prize. But so 

deeply did the impression of the slave-owners' 
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cruelty cling to me, that I set down all his 

attention to the slave to self-interest. In visit

ing the negro-,houses on different estates, I was 

certainly surprised to see how n1uch the wants 

of the old, and even superannuated negroes, 

were attended to; but still I said, though they 

do not work, their name is on the list, and 

swells · the total amount of the estates' people, 

- and confers respectability. I mention these 

my first feelings to shew, that if rny mind was 

prejudiced, it wa_s so at all events upon the 

'popular side ·of the question. These opinions 

however, gradually suffered a change-a change 

which proceeded wholly from being placed in 

circumstances that enabled me, with great 

facility, to converse often both with town and 

estates' riegroes; and also to visit them in their 

own houseso 

I was more and more interested in the subject 

the longer I lived in the country; and I became 

daily more arid more persuaded of how little I 

had really known of the state of either the 

white, black, or ~oloured population. 
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One of the first causes of my change of 

opinion, on the subject of the attention of pro

prietors to negi:oes, proceeding not solely from 

self-interest, but from really benevolent motives, 

was, in becoming acquainted · with n1any cases 

where the greatest care had been bestowed, and 

no expense spared, upon free negroes, wfiu , 

in c9nsequence of their expensive and_ impro

vident ·habits, were reduced in sickness to a 

situation that rendered them in want of those 

co1nforts which beco~e necessary to the pre

servation of life. I shall give one, out of 

numerous instances to which I was witness. A 

negro woman had freed herself and child : her 

former pr_oprietors had, 1 believe, not the very 

best opinion of her ·; but her child, who was 

about se:ven or eight years of age, fell sick. The 

lady, whose servant she had formerly been, 

walked to some distance to see the child, and 

from the situation she saw it in, felt that it 
was irnpossible it could be nursed as it ought 

to be. She therefore had the poor little suf

ferer removed, not only to her own house, but 
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to her own room; and there a small bed was 

prepared for her, and the best medical ·advice 

obtained$ Her m.edical attendant saw the child 

several times every day for a length of time, 

and the mode of cure was both · tedious and 

expensive. Yet this lady administered the 

food and physic with her own hands, and she 

and her daughter nursed the child; and had 

the satisfaction, after some length 9f time, to 

see the little girl restored to perfect health . 

She was a . very patient sufferer; . and I have 

more than once sat by her, and hardly knew 

whether to admire most, the active benevolence

of such a family, or. the cheerful obedience of 

the child in all that was required of her 

Many, very many such instances as this 

began to open my eyes. A proprietor, thought 

I, may order the best food and clothing for 

the sick; he may give what is necessary to 

keep up ·the strength of the aged; be n1ay have 

the best nurses for the little ones, anC, yet may 

be unfeeling; because self-interest would lead 

him to do all this. But when I see a proprietor 
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arid his family watching, and dressi!lg sick 

children; talking kindly to the aged, and 

humouring their little foibles; rising in the 

midst of the night, and going out whe~ cases 

of sudden sickness occur : when I see them 

indulging the little children, and that eve!} to 

a n1ost unwarrantable length · (for it is no un

eon1mon thing for the lady of the house or her 

daughters to collect the young people, and give 

them a dance to the piano-forte ; and· to make 

up gay dresses for Christn1as or Easter, which 

the negro has himself purchased ;-for a negro 

lad thinks nothing of asking his mistress to 

make a pair of trowsers or a shirt for him); 

when I see all this, and see it directed towards 

the free negro, as well as the slave,-and in a 

climate too not favourable to activity; how can 

I shut my eyes to the truth, or resist the con- · 

viction, that want of real active benevolence is 

not the fault of the slave proprietor .. 

I am aware some may say, that if slaves 

were . treated in the way above described, 

the population would increase, not decrease, 
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But it appears to me that much n1ore natural 

grounds than the . over-working of the negro 

·may be brought to account for this. I took 

some pains to inquire into this matter. The 

first question I put was this :-during the 

continuance of the slave-tra-de, were there more 

males or females imported? -· I was informed by 

several gentlemen w~ho could recollect the scenes 

which then took place, that males greatly pre

dominated. This is one important fact; and, 

living, as negroes do, generally speaking, 

unbound by the ties of matrimony, I need not 

tell the economist how this state of society 

tends to p~event the increase of population. I 

believe these two causes, combined also with 

the frequent manumissions of negroes, will fully 

account for the decrease in the slave population. 

During a residence of nearly three years in St, 

Vincent, I can recall to my recollection scarcely 

a single weekly newspaper where there ·was not 

one manumission; and I have read the manu

mission of six and eight negroes, all under one 

date. These freedoms w~re sometimes granted 
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by the proprietor; and sometimes purchased by 

the negroes themselves; for I made very minnte 

inquiry of the persons whom· I thought the best 

able to give me an impartial account of such 

matters: viz. the negroes themselves; and they 

aiways assured me that, however sorry · their 

master might be to , part with them, still no 

obstacle was thrown in their way to prevent 

their purchasing their freedom, if they wished 

it. That some few instances of a contrary 

conduct, in the West Indies, may be adduced, 

I do not deny. There are some men in the 

colonies, a disgrace to humanity, as well as 

elsewhere; but I do assert, that no one instance 

of a refusal to manumit has ever come within 

my knowledge. And here I would make a 

remark, which struck me most forcibly while 

resident in the West Indies,-that benevolence 

there can never proceed from motives of osten

tation. We never see in any of the colonial 

prints, that Mr. -- this year gave the most 

complete and appropriate clothing to his negroes 

ever seen in the island,-that his Christmas 
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provisions were served out in the n1ost liberal 

way possible; and that the quality of the pork 

and flour was of the very best description No 

high-sounding paragraph blazes abroad their 

good deeds ; and unless you are personally 

kno,vn to them or their negroes, it is very 

unlikely you ever hear of their kindness. 

The active kindness ·of the slave owners is 

shewn in a thousand ways, that might appear 

too trivial to mention, were it not that these 

trifling circumstances oftentimes serve the best 

to illustrate the true feelings of the ·heart. A 

gentleman of my acquaintance was appoi1Jted, 

from another colony, to fill a high official 

situation in St. Vincent : some few of his 

servants accompanied him; and shortly afte~ 
. " 

his family followed~ Owing I believe to ·some 

peculiarity in the laws of the country h.e had 

left~ he could ~ot bring his servants without 

their being free. I am not certain whether he 

freed them, ·or whether they purchased freedon1 

themselves; but I rather think their master did 

free therne This, however, is of no importanceo 
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The family arrived in perfect safety, and very 

soon after an invjtation for a ball was sent to 

themo To young ladies arrived in a new 

colony, a ball is a great affair; and these young 

ladies were just at that age when a ball was 

most likely to engross their attention. But 

in the meat;ltime intelligence was received, that 

the schooner in which the servants had em

barked, was lost at sea ; and that all had 

perished. - The family sent an excuse imme

diately; saying that the melancholy catastrophe 

that had happened, must prevent their being 

able to appear in public. Now it may be said 

there was only good sense and decency in this . 

But I can prove there was more; for a gentle

man who went to visit them on the day of 

promised pleasure, with the view of inducing 

the young ladies to alter their determina'tion, 

told me, that when he went it was impossible 

to 1nention the subject to them, for he found 

all weeping in different corners of the room. 

This is a trifle ; but I repeat, that it is an 

i1nportant one. 
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I cannot conclude .this subject, without again 

recurring t9 the alleged over-working of the 

negroes, as the cause of the decrease of popu

lation. The following are facts, to the truth of 

- which I pledge myself, and in them l think ~iU 

be found a sufficient. refutation of the state-

1nents so frequently made, even by those who, 

from their high official situation in the Cabinet, 

Qught to have been better info~med. 

I can without hesitation affir1n, that the field 

labour on an estate is never begun before a 

quarter to six in that season of the year wh~n 

the sun rises earliest,-say from April to July : 

in the other months, from a quarter past six to 

half-past, is as early as work ever commences. 

At eight, the negroes go to breakfast; they 

return at nine ; at noon they go to dinner, and 

return at two in the afternoon- : and at six they 

leave the field, after which they. have generally 

to bring .a bundle of grass each, or cane top, 

for the stock, which occupies them from five to 

ten minutes n1ore : but they may all be in tl~eir 

houses by a quarter after six, or at half-past six 

at farthest . 
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The moment a heavy shower of rain is seen 

approaching, the estates' great bell is rung to 

call . them in from the field; and I have seen a 

whole day in .this way often sacrificed, lest 

their health should be injured by working out 

in wet clotheso If by any accident a negro 

gets wet, he is instantly sent to put _on dry 

clothes, and rum and water is given to hime 

Negro men who are employed alone at some 

distance in cutting wood, or jobbing of any 

kind, do ·not mind the rain, as they take off 

their clothes, and hide them under a bush, as ·1 

thin~ I have stated before; nor are they ever 

the worse from exposure to wet, so long as 

they do not suffer their clothes to dry upon -

them; but negro men only adopt this practice 

when working alone, for savage as they are, 

they ne-yer appear so in the field, or where any 

one can see them ; but I know it is their 

general practice when working as jobbers, 

where the women are not employed. 

Field negroes are often allowed the privilege 

of an afternoon from two o'clock, to kill their 
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hog, and the half of next day to retail it: 

~ndeed a well-behaved negro never asks for a 

pass for a day or two,- that his request is not 

granted. 

That a negro should ~ot go off the estate 

without a pass, or permit, is a very necessary 

and important regulation; it at once draws a 

111arked distinction between the good and the 

ill-disposed . Suppose I see a strange negro 

lurking about the estate, I ask him " Where is 

your pas~?" If he has one he can shew· it, 

and you feel no further ~uspicion of him; if 

not, you are sure he is a run-away, and probably 

a thief; therefore you either send him to the 

estate he belongs to, with a trusty negro; 0r 

you, at all events, order him off your premises . 

If your negro delivers him safely to his master, 

or n1anager, he receives two dollars for taking 

hin1 up, and eighteenpence per mile for bringing 

hin1 home : ·so that the good negroes look very 

sharp after run-aways. 

Formerly, run-a ways were very con1mon ; 

but now this fault is confined wholly to negroes 
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of decidedly bad character; and to be a run-

-away among slaves, is as much a term of 

reproach as it is an annoyance and expense to 

their master. Sometimes they are taken up 

and put in gaol ; they are then advertised in 

the newspaper; and when their owner sends 

for them, he has to pay for their maintenance 

and the gaoler's feeso I have known _negroes 

who had such a propensity to run off continu

ally, that in a few years their gaol fees amounted 

to more than their purchase-money; yet this 

estate was placed in the circumstances that 

n1any West India properties are, burdened with 

debtf and surrounded hy uncertainty; so that 

the nominal proprietor could not, with honour, 

have. sbld or freed a single negro belonging to 

the property; indeed it would have been nearly 

impossible to have sold people of such a charac

ter, though it would have been for the real 

interest of the estate to have freed, rather than 

retained, slaves who were not only of no · 

assistance as labourers, but who were such bad 

examples to others . During sugar-making, 
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those employed in the rnill are s01netimes occu

pied as late as eight o'clock, or at farthest ten 

o'clock. The three boiler-men have their victuals 

brought to them by their wives, to the boili.ng

house. The boiling-house is a large high

roofed building, with a very free circulation of 

air through it; and, though hotter than a 

con1mon room, it is by no means so disagreeable 

~ as to render it either unhealthy or annoying to 

those employed ip. it . I have often been an 

hour, or more, in the boiling-house, from the 

mere wish to con1prehend the process; and have 

stood beside the head boiler-man at the teach, 

the whole time, without feeling any inconve

nience. These three boiler-men never give up 

their place, unless illness interferes; only reliev

ing each other,-but all the rest occupied about 

the 1niU are so regulated, that those in the 

mill-gang one day, do not come on again for 

five days or a -week; according, of course, to 

the number of strong efficient work-people; for 

elderly men or women, mothers with young 

children, and . the weak in any respect, are 

VOL . II . C 
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never 1n th~ mill-gang at all. Old people, or 

those not very strong, do all the odd jobs: such 

as cutting _cane tops, spreading 1nigass, and 

watching the sheep and cattle in the pastures, 

with the assistance of some of the children. 

· On large est~tes there is . generally an overseer 

i·equired for the field, one for the stock, and 

often one, also, for the mill. But it is obviou~ 

that there can be no certain rule for these 

arrangen1ents, which depend con1pletely upon 

the ~size of the estate. Upon large properties 

the white people can relieve each other in their 

duties; but on -smaller estates, the fatigue to 

be undergone by the white people during crop

time is very great,-for they are, with the 

driver, the first out in the morning, and the 

last at night; and where there is only one 

person to perform this duty, it is very laborious 

indeed, whereas negroes always have some one 

to relieve them. 

Were negroes so over-worked as 1nany de

scribe them to be, their general health would 

be injured in crop-time; now the reverse is the 
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case, _for the slaves are always healthier Ill 

crop·time, and look uncommonly robust. 

The boiling-house is a scene of great merri

ment. It is without an exception, wherever 

_I have seen it, accurately clean,-not a spot to 

be seen. The boiler-men are clean in their 

persons, with a nice apron, arid towels to wipe 

up the least drop of liquor that is ~pilt. When 

a stranger goes into a boiling-house for the 

first time, the head boiler-man comes up, and ,. 

after making a bow, he takes a bit of chalk 

and ma~es a cross upon your shoe; intimating by 

this sign, that he is aware you never were in a 

boiling-house before, and that therefore a dou

ceur is expected: you generally give him a 

dollar, and this he shares with the other two 

who are his assistants. ,vhen the people are 

disrnissed from the field or elsewhere, in the 

evening, the boiling~house is soon full enough : 

there you s·ee negroes of all ages, drinking hot 

and cold liquor, singing songs, te1ling the jokes 

of the day, and sitting down enjoying them

selves, roasting and eating yams and plantains. 

C 2 
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J have been thus particula·r in my description 

of negro work while sugar is 1nanufactured, 

for there is nothing more false than that 

negroes are overworked at such times, or that 

they dislike it. 

Did any one ever hear a negro complain of 

crop-time, who was· a good character; or was 

there ever a negro whose own grounds were in 

order, who did not prefer crop-time to all other 

seasons ?-I never put the question to any who 

did not answer in the affirmative. As for 

negroes of bad character, as their testimony 

would not be r~garded in this country, neither 

ought it to be in England: -but the anti-colonial 

party have unfortunately seemed ever to be 

unaware that any difference of either rank or 

character exists among slaves; a plain proof 

that they are most unfit persons to collect slave 

evidence upon any subject. For although I 

greatly doubt the propriety of putting a slave 

upon hi oath, in their present state of civiliza

tion, yet I would make a great difference in , 

the credit I would attach to the answers of a 
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negro who bears a good characte.r from mis 

master and his fellow slaves, and that which 

I would give to the testimony of a run-away, a 

thief, or a liar. When I use the term a good 

neg~o, I wish my readers to understand it as we 

do in the West Indies-industrious, civil, with 

son1e sense of his own dignity, and a wish to 

retain a place in the good opinion of his master 

and all around him. This is the usual accepta

tiot) of the term, a good negro: such a man 

is seldom altogether proof against occasional 

deceit and theft, to an extent that would ruin 

the character of a servant at home; but com

pared with the majority, " he is a good negro." 
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CHAPTER Xlv~. 

Preparations for removing to Trinidad-Conduct 
(!/' the negroes- Voyage -Approach - Negro 
expectations-Arrival-· Views-Port au Spain 

-Public walk-Population-Visit to the negroes 

at Laurel-Hill-Black ants-Valley of Maraval 
-Magnificent scenery of the tropics-Visit to 
the markets-Prices of provisions .~ and ertume
ration of vegetables and fruits,. 

AFT ER having been resident ~uring some years 

in St. Vincent, Mr. C. paid a visit to the 

island of Trinidade He !\ad been there, for a 

few days, some months before; and had re

turned with a very favoural)le opinion of the 

island e. His second visit confirmed his :first 

impressions; and he came at last to the resolu

tion of removing frorn St.. Vincent to that 

colony. 
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One of the first steps. was, to ascertain whe

ther our people would like to accompany us 

or not. The proposal was no sooner made to 

them, than they instantly seemed, not only 

willing, but delighted at the prospect of a 

change. Their n1aster told them, that if any 

of then1 preferred remaining, they had only 

to say so; and he would give them a paper,

a written permission from the master, for them 

to go round among the estates, and find a new 

master for themselves. This is the universal 

practice with the master; and the negro never 

finds any difficulty in suiting himself with a 

new master. The higher the value put upon 

the negro, the higher does he hold his head, as 

it is a proof that he is a good character ; and I 

know of no more cornmon reproach frorn a good 

to -a bad negro, than the expression, " You 

dare tell me so, you ! what you worth? you sell 

to-n1orrow, n1as~a get noting for you, you no 

worth that!" and they conclude by biting off 

a little bit of the right-hand thuffib-nail, and 

spitting it out with a toss of the head : by t.hi 
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they mean in plain English,-you are so unpro

fitable· a servant to your master, that you are 

not worth the paring of a nait 

One domestic negro alone wished to remain, 

as his wife, for the time being, was not a negro 

belonging to us; nor if she had, would she 

have liked going to Trinidad ; at least so she 

said. This domestic was transferred to another 

member of our fa1nily, and filled the same 

situation there as he had done with us. H e 

was neither a good servant, nor a good charac

ter, though not wanting in cleanliness or intel

ligence; but so exceedingly cruel to his fello w 

servants, that I was not sorry for his deter

mination. 

One request was made by all the other 

negroes, and that was a most reasonabie one

that J., who was a run-away and a notorious 

thief, should be left behind. Mr. C . said , to 

try them, '' but what shall I say to J . ?" '' Say 

massa, say noting at all; just leave him ; he 

be one wild neger-he 'll go to the woods. ''- .. 

But B., the domestic who was to remain, said , 
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' -~ Oh no ! massa, I'll soon manage him ; I'll 

tell him the snake so big and so plenty in 

Trinidad, they would eat him up if he went to 

the mountains, and so he'U be glad to be left 

in St. Vincent.''. The others said-" Well, any -

way, so he don't go, and shame us; mass~, you 

know we all great sinner, but we try be good 

negers to you, massa, and no bring you to 

shame in a strange place. Massa, J. is one 

great tief : he no tief a little ting, but go ' bout 

aH the plantations and tief as impudent as one 

1nonkey.'' 

Their master could not but allow the truth 

of this statement; and it was promised that J. 

should be left to get another master ; and tha t 

they should be neither disgraced nor annoyed 

by such a comrade. 

All was now bustle and preparation amon'g 

them; smart dresses making, &c., and the 

excitement was alike felt by old and young. 

Many went out, by permission, to the country 

to take leave of old friends, and some old 

friends came to see them; but there was no 

-c 3 
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appea·rance of regret in any one instance in 

leaving old. scenes and old faces. The neg.roes

had heard a great dea] of the fertility of Trinidad 

by B.,. who had been there with his master,. 

and who allowed that Trinidad negroes had 

it in their power to get on fast in money

making. I do not doubt that this report mad.e 

a strong i:mpression upon them ;. but inde

pendently of any incentive of this kind, negroes 

are uncom.1nonly fond of change; and shew 

liess feeling in parting from their old friends~ 

and the scenes of their early youth,. than 

Europeans generally shew and feel. 

. Although ,the society of St°' VinC'ent was not 

very congenial to my taste; yet there were 

some individuals from whom I could not sepa-. 
rate without feeling deeply. Independent of 

those to whom I was connected by the nearest 

ties, there were others who had shewn us great 

and unaffected hospitality upon · our arrival, 

and whose kind offices of friendship had never 

relaxed. I also regretted leaving St. Vincent 

without having been able to see every part of 
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the island ; and particularly without having 

ascended the So~ffriere. But those who en

deavour, however in1perfectly, to· do their duty 

to their family, and instruct their dornestics, 

will find very little opportunity for excursions 

of pleasure in the West Indies. In point of 

fact, although I was five years and six months 

altogether there, I never found it possible to 

-devote any one whole day to the gratification of 

mere curiosity. The fatigue of ascending the 

Souff riere is very great in so hot a clin1ate. 

My husband/s eldest daughter accomplished 

the ·ascent at the expense of losing nearly the 

whole of the skin of her face and neck. The 

party by whom she was accompanied, rode part 

of the way u pon mules, after which they were 

obliged to scramble up as they could-slipping 

and sliding-now holding on by the brushwood, 

and when _that failed, creeping upon all-fourso 

The exertion, however, .was amply rewarded by 

the n1agnificent prospect from the su1nn1it. 

Her feelings of awe, too, were probably in

c reased by the recollections of her very early 
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childhood, as she had witnessed the awful 

irruption of the volcano in 1812~ Frequent 

slight shocks of earthquakes had, before that 

event, al?,rnrnd the inhabitants; but they were, 

nevertheless, not at all prepared for the awful 

scene of horror and devastation which then 

took place. The sound of the explosions was 

terrific: they were heard distinct! yin the island 

of Grenada_, where the militia were drawn out, 

on the supposition that the French were coming 

to attack them. Baron Humboldt says, the 

sound of the explosion was " heard at a dis

tance equal to that between Mount Vesuvius 

and Paris." . The whole fruit and vegetables 

of the northern part of the island were de

stroyed,-w h ile the country was covered with 

grey sand and ashes, in some places to the 

depth of several feet. The canes were levelled 

to the ground - immense forest-trees nearly 

denuded of their branches; the trunks standing 

erect, smoking and charred. The stones pro

pelled from the mouth of the crater, were 

thrown in the form of a parabola-striking the 
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opposite side of the trees from the mountain, 

lodging in what branches remained, and often 

in the. solid trunk. 

All the orange and lemon tribe suffered 

especially: and even when l left St. Vincent, 

so long after these events, · I had never ~een a 

fine full-grown orange-tree ; nor a li1ne that 

was superior in height to a middle-sized lauris

tinus shrub in Europe. Limes and oranges 

were then almost all imported from the neigh

bouring islands. One of the last places I 

visited with regret, was the Botanic Garden of 
{ 

St. Vincent. Not that as a botanic garden it 

had any longer a claim to attention ; but as a 
perfectly beautiful spot. ln the days of the 

late Dr. Anderson, it must ·have been a de-

1ightfu] spot to the lover of botany. Govern

n1ent, whether wisely or not I cannot say, 

ref used to keep 'up the expenses of it ; and at 

the time l allude to, it was occupied as a sort 

of retreat fron1 the heat of Kingstown, by Si~ 

Charles Brisbane, the then governor of the 

island. I had been invited to a very large party 
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there the previous day~ which I had declined 

going to, as Mr. C. was absent; and his ex

cellency next day offered to ride up with me,

as I preferred a quiet day for a lounge in the 

garden, and turning over some excellent botani

cal books, which had been so profitably studied 

by their former possessor. 

The house at the Botanic Garden could neve1 

have been very good, but it was now scarcely 

habitable ; and Sir C. Brisbane described to 

rne, with all his comic powers, the ludicrous 

sce_ne the evening before, when those who 

danced had to keep a sharp look-out, that they 

did not fall through the holes of the flooring 

into the cellar underneath. 

We had fixed the middle of August for ou r 

departure to Trinidad, and embarked with all our 

family, save my husband's youngest daughter, 

who had married Pen1berton Hobson, Esq., now 

attorney-general of SL Vincent. About eleven 

in the -morning we set sail, in the sloop Ariel. 

The negroes had all slept on board, so that. no 

delay took place; and we left the shore im1ne-
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diately, with a fine strong breeze in our favour~ 

The Ariel ,vas an excellent vessel, and her 

captain . a very skilful 1nan,-well acquainted 

with the currents of the Chari bean sea$ As to 

the accommodation, it was as good as such 

vessels usually possess~ There was a rov, of 

berths on each side, which a n1oderate sized 

person could roll hi1nself into, and remain 

co-iled up; so that at least there was no chance 

of being tossed about in bed. I retnained on 

deck long enough to see the shore of St$ Vincent 

gradually fade away, and become at length 
, I 

undistinguishable, without a hope or prospect 

of ever beholding it again ; and I should not 

wish it to be supposed that I could thus lose 

sight for ever of a spot, which had been a home 

for years, and where with all i~s faults, there 

was rnuch to regret, without feeling some of 

that heaviness of heart, which even the prospect 

of new, and I hoped, 1nore prosperous scenes, 

could not altogether rernove~ Sea sickness, 

however, soon 111astered us all; if I except one 

of our fami]y, who remained on deck almost the 
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whole night, enjoying the sport of the sailors, 

catching fish, and salting it for the market at 

. Port of Spain. I could hear- their animated 

exclamations the livelong night, as they caugh t 

another and another king-fish. 

We had sorne ·negroes of our own on board 

who were sailors,-fi.ne spirited fellows: one of 

them enacted the part of nurse to the ladies ; 

and he far surpassed all the female , stewards I 

ever met with in that cap~city. In the - firs t 

·place he had that best of all qualifications, a 

pair of excellent sea legs ; in the second place, 

he had shortly before been . very seriously ill, 

and his young massa had nursed and cured 

hin1 ; and he was now brirnful of gratitude. 

He made very strong grog; and when I 

ventured to rem_onstrate, he said, "Neher mind 

misses, it no make Y<?U tipsy now; you sick 

too n1uch." Then he broiled salt fis11 ; and 

went round the berths insisting upon our eating , 

with a world of gaiety and good h umour,-half 

sorry for us, and half laughing,-proud of his 

own superior abilities at sea, and no less so of 
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his young massa; who he said, '' was fit to be a 
gemmen sailor, he go about so.'' 

At last, Trinidad was announced to be in 

sight. Although .very sick, I was extremely 

anxious to catch the earliest glimpse of the 

island which was to be our future hon1ea With 

the aid of 1ny negro ·nurse, and his infallible re

cipe for sea-sickness-a sprig of Newfoundland 

salt fish , broiled fire-hot with capsicum, and 

sprinkled with lime j uice-J contrived to place 

myself on deck. Our other negroes now began 

to grope their way upon deck; and salt fish and 

grog soon produced a happy change upon them. 

The joke and the laugh went round; and they 

rallied each other upon the comical figure they 

had cut during the paroxysms of sea sickness. 

The island of Trinidad is about ninety miles 

long and fifty broad; but it has never been 

very accurately surveyed. This island derives 

its name from the three n1ountains which are 

discerned, at the distance of thirteen leagues, 

to the south east: they are of considerable 

height, compared with any other ground in the 
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neighbourhood, and consequently are conspi

cuous. They are of the secondary formatione 

The island was discovered by Columbus, in his 

third voyage to the new -world, in 1498* In 

March 1595, Trinidad was visited by Sir Walter 

Raleigh, who, after reducing the defences of 

the island, took possession of it in the natne 

of his sovereign. Trinidad was taken by the 

French in 1676; and in 1797 it was recovered 

·by the British, under General Sir Ralph Aber

crombie; and ad~ed to England by ·the treaty 

of Amiens. 

Considerable knowledge of the currents is 

required, to n1ake the island of Trinidad: for 

otherwise,· vessels are liable to be swept by the 

current to the Spanish Main. There is a very 

strong current from the south-east_:__in the 

strait between the south coast of the island , 

and the continent of South America ; through 

which it sets into the Gulf of Paria. Another 

current sets · along the north coast, tending to 

the south, on the south-east coast of Cumana 

or Paria. I need scarcely say, that these con-
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fiicting currents occasion a constant agitation 

of the sea. It was from these circumstances 

that Columbus named the passages through 

which these currents set-Boccas de Drago, 

or Dragons' Mouths. We had the advantage 

of both wind and current .; and entered the 

Bocca Grande, passing close to the small island 

of Chacachacarreo. There are other channels; 

the- Bocca de N avios, or Ship's Passage: the 

Bocca de Huevos, or Egg Passage; and the 
, 

Bocca de Monos, or Ape's Passage. As we 

entered the Bocca del Drago, the scene be·c~me 

exceedingly ani1nated and beautiful; the -Gulf 

of Paria being studded with small islands, 

rising perpendicularly out of the water; and 

which 1night, from the fine verdure which 

covers them, be well called emerald isles. This 

gulf is as s1nooth as glass, but muddy, as it is 

at all times, particularly during the rainy season, 

which had · now set in; the water is then of a 

dirty reddish hue, occasioned by the waters 

of the great river Oronoco, which enters the 

Atlantic, by many mouths, opposite to the 

island of Trinidad, 
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We now neared the lan<l, so that the houses 

and cultivation became visible; and as every 

m~nute the objects we gazed upon assumed 

more and n1ore distinctness, our people were 

as much interested as we were ; and when at · 

length the amazingly fine plantain trees and 

r.ich provision-grounds caught their eye, there 

was orie simultaneous burst of joy, and '' tank 

you, massa, bring a we to so _fine a country; we 

be good neger to you all the days of our life, 

for bringing us here .. " 

'' Fine easy sailing here,'' said sailor Tom, 

as he surveyed the smooth gulf of Paria, where 

he looked forward to the commencement of a 

new era in his nautical life. ~ 

One elderly negro woman, of great natural 

intelligence,-a native African, seemed if pos

sible, more delighted than any of them. I asked 

her if this was at all like her own country? 

" Me own country misses? no no; me own 

country shew noting like dat-'t is better den 

the Charaib country." This was the greatest 

possible co1npliment a St. Vincent negro could 

pay to Trinidad; for they consider justly, that 
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the Charaib country of St. Vincent is the land 

of rnilk and honey. 

The next question was, " Massa, can you 

shew us the plantation a we go to?" This was 

impossible; but they were quite satisfied when 

massa assured them that Laurel~Hill produced 

as fine provisions as any they now saw; and 

that there was plenty of land for them;-" and 

massa, we'll see massa Warner and misses too.'' 

In fact they resembled a band of children, set 

out on a party of pleasure after being released 

fron1 school,-whose loquacity knows no bounds. 

H.ow fervently do I wish that those who 

passed the Act forbidding the removal of negroes 

from a worn-out island to a fertile and abundant 

one, could have witnessed the scene I did that 

day; nor . was it a scene of highly excited 

expectations, to be speedily destroyed by a 

reality; on the contrary, time only made all 

our people · the rnore thankful for the removal 

from an estate in St. Vincent, where the soil 

was so very inferior, to the rich productive 

island of Trinidad. 
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In the midst of all the noise and boisterous 

fun of the negroes, I could hardly look so 

quietly as I could have wished, upon the 

beautiful panorarna around us. The coast of 

South America was quite distinct; and the 

beauty of the little islands in the Gulf was 

heightened by the rich foliage of the trees,

all of them of the freshest green, in consequence 

of the rains. 

The outline of Trinidad, however, does not, 

in my opinion, at all equal St. Vincent ; which, 

in the bolder features, far surpasses it. Yet it 

is not wanting in beauty ; and those who have 

ever looked at the print of Loch Lomond, in 

Dr. Garnett's Tour through Scotland, may fonn 

some idea of the toute ensemble in miniature of 

the Gulf of Paria. 

Abont five p. m., we anchored off Port 

d'Espagne, or Port of Spain, as it is t~sually 

called. q1he town is low, so that on ship-board 

we could see nothing of it. The Harbour

Master immediately came on board, and being 

satisfied that we had all been vaccinated, gave 
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us pern1ission to land-a pennission which in 

Trinidad is necessary. A young gentleman, 

resident at the house of the late Chief Judge, 

soon ca1ne off in a boat, and took all our family 

on shore, where we found Mr. Warner's car

riage in waiting for us, to convey us up to 

Belmont- a short distance from Port of Spain. 

The sight of a nice English carriage, with ser•

vants, ,,whose appearance and address bespoke -

something very different from St. Vincent, was 

t he first thing that struck me as indicative of a 

n1ore polished state of society than that which 

I had left behind9 The contrast soon became 

still stronger, as we drove through a town par

t icularly clean, and as regularly built as the 

new town of Edinburgh. It was now past six; 

and in that climate the transition from the 

brightest day to night is almost im1nediate; 

and childish as it may seem, the gas lights, 

and the appearance of good, ,vell-lighted shops, 

quite put us all in spirits . Our young Spanish 

friend took ·great pleasure, as we drove along, 

in calling our attention to the differ~ent oLjects 
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likely to please us; and he seemed, as he well 

might be, proud to shew us how well regulated 

a town Port of Spain was, compared with 

Kingstown in St. Vincent. Nevertheless, as 

Cowper says, " God made the country, and 

man the town;" and town, however beautiful, 

could never give birth to such feelings as I 

experienced., when I first saw the Charaib 

country of St. Vincent, with its lofty volcanic 

mountain. 

We had a steep pull up to Beln1ont, the 

residence of the Chief Justice. The very first 

glimpse r caught of Mr. Warner, in1pressed 

me with the most delightful presentiment of the 

happi~ne~s it must be to live under . the roof of 

one, whose every feature bore the impress of 

worth and amiable feeling. Mrs. Warner I had 

forn1erly had the happiness of knowing in Scot

land ; and I need scarcely say, how pleased we 

were to find that the pron1ise we had n1ade in 

Edinburgh, to meet if possible in Trinidad, 

had not proved to be a dream. There was a 

happy meeting too of the little children ; who, 
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though they at first looked strange to each 

other, soon n1ade the house resound with their 

joyous bursts of laughter and mirth. 

Belmont-house was old, and required repair

ing, but it was nevertheless far superior to any 

thing I had seen in the West Indies. . It_ was 

surrounded by a neat and tasteful shrubbery, 

with those beautiful clematuses so abundant in 

the West Indies. The open rafters of the roof, 

and many other singular et ceteras about the 

house, would have seemed strange enough to 

me, had I not been already pretty familiar with 

these peculiarities, by my residence in St. 

Vincent. Mr. C. · was anxious that our people 

should be landed and sent to Laurel-Hilt Im

mediately after breakfast next morning there

fore, our young Spanish friend accompanied 

him for this purpose. I was not present, but I 

understood that 'they were all happy and cheer

ful, and delighted that they were abeut to see 

their new plantation . . 

Arrangements had been made in Trinidad, 

previous to the arr.ival of our people, and aU 

VOL. II. D 
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the old settled negroes, many of w·hom had 

spare room, received the new -comers with great 

willingness and hospitality. I had now· leisure 

to survey the view from Belmont, which was 

truly n1agnificent. The elevations behind the 

house_ were sufficient to confe_r great beauty, 

though not sublimity, upon the landscape; but . 

the magnificence of the wood,-the gigantic 

size, and broad' foliage of the trees which filled 

the valleys and clothed the hills, gave a new 

a11d striking character to the scene. From one 

of the windows there was an extensive view of 

the CQ_ast of South America, and of the calm and 

emerald-studded gulf that bathes .these tropical 

climes. St. Anne's, the residence of his excel~ 

lency · Sir R. J. Woodford,- the then governor 

of Trinidad, was a · pretty object, too, as seen 

fron1 Belmont. It lay rather in a low situation, _ 

in the valley of St. Anne's; but those who 

understand these n1atters better than I do, 

consider such a situation in Ttinidad superior 

in point of health to one more elevated ; which, 

it is said, catche$ the floating miasma during , 
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the rainy season. There is a drive, an alameda, 

at Port of Spain, called the great and lesser 

circle, and which might be called the HJde 

Park of Trinidad. All new comers ; are con-

ducted there; and there we, of course, . repaired 

during the evening after our arrival as soon as · 

the heat had somewhat abated. This promenade 
- -

originated·, and was planned and executed by 

Sir Ralph W ~odford ; whose public spirit knew 

no bounds, where the good of the colony or 

comfort of the inhabitants was concerned. Here -

we found all the population of the town and 

its environs enjoying themselves; and here one · 

may, at all times, have a coup d'ail of the 

singularly varied and 1nany-coloured population 

of this colony; which; from its long connexion· 

with Spain, its vicinity to the- South American 

continent, and its extensive foreign trade, can 

boast a more varied population ·than most of 

the British West India- col@nies~ I had no idea 

that I should see so great a nu1nber of private 

carnages, and of equestrians. The carriages 

D2 
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were f uH of ladies, and · were all open ~ and 

most <?f th_e female.s, I should have remarked,. 

_ were well dressed. Many of them, indeed, 

had a good deal of style in th~ir appearanceo . 

Nothing is more striking to a stranger in 

Trinidad than the extreme reg_ularity with 

which all public business- is conducted,. and 

the excellent regul~tions in force, _in all that 

regards the internal economy of the colony :- and 

this example has had. its influence on the society 

generally, where it always seemed to me that 

the uses and economy of time were most 

thoroughly understood(> I hesitate not to 

ascribe these results to the influence and ex

ample of Sir Ralph \Voodford, than whom no 

man ever ex.isted better qualified for the 

government of a colony e. 

_ It is a thousand pities that the gavernors 0f 

colonies should not be more frequently taken 

from civil and legal offices, rather than fro1n the 

army and navy : those are most honor.able 

professions; but it ought to be recollected, that 

the first principle inculcated in each of them is 
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absolute obedience: and as the young officer 

rises in rank, he learns by degrees to exercise 

absolute con1mand. Right or wrong, to obey 

is the first duty -of a soldier; and such an 

education seems- little fitted to produc_e, in 

after life, a suffici~ntly deliberative character 

fo r a civil governor. 

A few ·days after our arrival in Trinidad, we 

' went to Laurel-Hill, to see the negroes. They 

were already at work, and quite in spirits ; 

quizzing the Trinidad husbandry as far inferior 

to St. Vincent. A great ball had been given 

by the Laurel-Hill negroes, as a compliment to 

the St. Vincent people ; and the young black 

Trinidad dandies were sporting their best clothes 

and address, to gain the smiles and the favours 

of the young St. Vincent belles. I was infor1ned, 

the only alloy in this grand gala, was the envy 

excited in the breasts of the young Trini .. dad 

negresses; ·who felt not a little annoyed at 

seeing the St. Vinc~nt new corners pref erred to 

thern as partners. It is a trite saying, that 

·human nature is every where alike; and no 
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.w~e-re is t~at t~,uth more often 'forced upon our 

obsery.ati~n than in living among a negro popu-

._ lation. 

; Of the many novelties of Trinidad, the black 

ants .are among the soonest to make themselv·es 

known ; and among the least agree~ble of 

acquaintancesG It was but the first night of 

Mr. Co 's ar!ival, that upon stepping into l;>ed 

he was attacked by an innumerable host of 

these sn1all black ants: and in the course of .a 

few minutes he was covered from head to 

foot. Upon examining the bed, it was full of 

them-the floor and walls of the house were 

completely covered ; and in a state of despera

tion from their stings, Mr. C. was obliged to 

leave the chamber to the enemy, and fly un

dressed, to s9me rooms er~cted at a short 

distance from where Mr. W. was sleeping. 

_Here it was not until after a fierce and long 

encounter that the enemy was forced to retreat 

for that night. 

• These ants are small, and in colour very 

black: their bite is attended with considerable 
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irritation. Besides this small ant, ther~ 1s -a 
larger kind, still more unceremonious and more 

formidable as visitors-. The large ants think 

nothing of taking forcible possession of a whole 

house, and fairly driving out its inmates. 

On my first arrival in Trinidad., before settling 

.on the estat~., I took advantage -of the interval 

to see something of the country, and had soon 

e~plored most of the charming valleys that lie 

within the reach of an excursion from Port -of 

. .Spain. The valley of Diego Martin is exceed-

ingly beautiful, and ·within an easy drive of. the 

town. It is throughout weU cultivated; and 

studded with the residences of th~ -planters, 

and with negro houses in abundance. - Diego 

Martin is, however, far inferior to the valley 

of Maraval : a beautiful and most crystal 

stream runs through it - a most _ agreeable 

neighboµrhood in a tropical climate. Groves 

of fruit trees, laden with their treasures ; and 

forest trees of noble growth, cover all the banks 

and ridges; while the elegant cocoa-nut branches 

waving in the light breeze, like gigantic ostrich 
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feathers, · and shewing at times, underneath, 

their silvery tints, contrast finely with the darker 

foliage around, and with the deep sky of a 

~tropical climate~ 

I found Marayal not only cool, but absolutely 

cold,~so completely were the sun's rays ex

cluded from it. But it was a damp unpleasant 

cold, there was a sensation of chilliness induced, 

that made you feel, not only that the sun's rays 

were then absent -fron1 the valley, but that -the 

sun has). ·never shone there. I should doubt, 

with all its beauty, whether Maraval would be 

a desirable place _ to live in. Vegetation is ~e-re 

gigantic. This too was · my first introduction 

to a real grove of noble orange trees. The oranges 

were hanging on the ·boughs,_ as thickly cluster~

~ng as ally apples I have ever seen. They were 

of a pale pea-green; and my first impulse was 

to pull down a bough of the tree to help myself, 

but little did I wo·t who were the inmates of 

that tree. Before almost I was conscious of 

touching an orange, I was covered from head 

to foot with chasseur ants . . There was but one 
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remedy: Mrs. Warner called one of the men 

servants, who tore hastily some switches from 

the brushwood; and I was obliged to submit 

to rather a rough scourging. I was shockingly 

stung; and moreover, many of the insects con

tinued their assaults aH the way home. This 

ant is black, and about the fourth of an inch 

long . . 

Shortly after my arrival in Trinidad, I paid a 

visit to the market of Port of Spain. The early 

111orning hour is the most favourable for visiting 

it ; and the following details, are the results of 

that visit. The butcher 1narket. is exceedingly 

neat and comn1odious ; but the market for fish 

excels in convenience, beauty, and regularity, 

anything of the sort I ever saw: when I say that 

it is even far superior to that of Peter's Port, in 

the island of Guernsey, I pay it only a fai r 

compli1nent. The tide comes in every day, and 

washes the whole site : in fact the market is 

held over the sea, the slabs are all of marble, 

the scales and weights accurately clean ; and 

the prices are un<ler wise and strict regulations-. 

D3 
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The - si1pply. is abundant,_ and for the - West 

. Indies not unreasonable. 

But before going into details regardi~g the 

·. market, it wiM be b~tter t-o mention the current 

coin of Trinidad, and its value in sterling 

.1noney.-The Spanish gold doubloon, a _ v~ry 

handsome coin, is worth 8l. currency; sixteeµ 

dollars. The gold joe is worth 3/. 6s. currency, 

and values from Il~ IOs. to ll. I 7.s. sterling: 

but it js ~seldom worth more than ll. 10s_. 

sterling, varyi~g of course according to th~ rate 

of e~ch~nge. The Spanish roul)d dollar values 

ten shillings currency : about four_ shillings and 

sixpence sterling, or four shillings and four

pence, according to the exchange. The ring 

dollar has a circular piece of silver punched out 

of the rniddle ; the piece taken ' out is of th_e 

value of one ijhilling currency ; so that. the ring 

dollar is Rine ~hillings currency-being one 

shilling currency less in value than the round 

or Spanish dollare There are also Spanish 

half and quarter dollars. The silver bit piece 

,is worth about fourpence sterling; and a half 
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bit piece of silver, twopence. This was the 

smallest current coin in Trinidad, while I was 

there ; ·no copper being then in use. To one 

arriving fro.m SL Vincent, the beef of Trinidad 

is quite a treat ; · nevertheless, Trinidad beef 

-would cut a sorry figure in any English, or -even 

Scotch market. The mutton and lan1b of Port 

ef Spain, I thought inferior in point of flavour 

to that of Ste Vincent. 

I an1 not able to say certainly what is the 

price of beef, mutton, and lamb., in Port of 

Spain; for I cannot find any note in my pos

session of the exact price per .lb, My house

keeping did not begin until I left Belmont ; 

and at Laurel-Hill we were thoroughly supplied 

from the negroes' stock, and from our own; so 

that I only once sent to market in the space of 

twenty 1nonths ; and then the charge was made 

for the rourid of beef, - without mentioning the 

number of lbs. But I think beef, mutton, and 

lamb, sold for fron1 three to four and four bits 

and a half per lb. of sixteen ounces. In every 

thing elSe, I can state the exact price, from a 
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reference to my accounts, having kept a daily 

detail of every article of expendihuee 

. . Po.rk, of st1p.erio.r quality, was bought, eithe r 

in the market, or in the country from the 

negroes belonging · to the different estates, at 

two bits per lbo A fowl, ready for use, at six 

shillings and sixpence currency. There was a 

Jaw by whiGh it was. optional to purchase live 

poultry by weight, if one so inclined~ But the 

negroes· so deceived by feeding the fowl previous 

to weighing, that I preferred paying the price 

I mention, and getting a good article. The 

Peons, that is, the free native Spaniards,. rear 

multitudes of lean poultry ; and they do not 

play the same tricks in selling them by weight 

that the negroes do. They .also sell lean 

turke-ys in the same way. Their fowls are 

u·sually of the value of four shillings and six

pence or five shillings, currency; and turkeys 

about Il. 5s. A chicken is sold for a quarter 

dollar; but if fat and fit for use, a chicken is 

worth fron1 half a ring dollar . to three-quarters, 

according to its-_size. Five round dollars is the 
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common price of a fat turkey : a · pair 0f fat 

ducks, three dollars. A fat goose, three dollars 

to four, according as they n1ay be plentiful or 

scarce in the island. A pork head, according 

to the size, from a cut dollar to half a dollar for 

a very sound one. The feet, half a cut dollar. 

But these a~e the favourite pieces with the 

negro, and they seldom part with the1n. 

King fish, or tazaar, is reckoned the best _fish 

in Trinidad ; it is excellent,-handsome to the 

sight, and resembles a salmon in. size. Grouper 

or vielle, is also very good, but hard'er, and , is 

best stewed : -cod-fish or morne, snapper or 

• poisson-rouge, tong, congor eel or canouver, all 

sell at one shilling and sixpence currency per 

lb., and every other description of small fish at 

one bit. Few of these, however, are very good. 

Shark and cat-fish are prohibited being sold. 

Eggs sell at three for a bit; and when scarce 

I have known then1 half a bit each. Salt 

butter, when sold by the pound in Port of 

Spain market, is three quarters to sometimes a 

Spanish dollar per lb. I never saw or heard 

of fresh butter for sale. 
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- It would be impossible to· enun1erate ·the 

· prices of the vegetables and friuts ; -but as a 

general remark it may be stated, that a tolerably 

sized dish of any comn1on vegetable in season, 

·is never under two bits ; and that · the rarer 

' Vegetables are dearer. English peas cost a 

-round dollar for a small dish. · A fine large 

pine in season may be had for from two to three 

or four bits. A large shadock ~he same. For

bidden fruit, half a bit each; oranges, two to 

three bits per dozen. The other fruits are all 

cheap; excepting- sappadilloes and the prickly_ 

pear. This pear, fron1 its peculiarly cool pulp, 

is a great favourite, and is very wholesome ; 

-and with sappadilloes, are sold a-bout three for 

a bit. 

The guava of Trinidad is very inferior to 

that of St. Vincent; besides, it is hardly pos

sible to get one quite free from worms. The 

custard and n1onkey apple also is subject to 

this defect. The Trinidad mango abounds 

-everywhere; but I saw none to compare with 

those of the Botanic Garden in St . Vincent. 
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. The Trinidad orange is, however, most delicious; 

as are also many of the plums-all indigenous 

to the island. We.re grafting tried, .I am con

vinced the fruit would be much improved ; the 

stone is at present uniformly, too large in pro~ 

.portion to the pulp. The following is a pretty 

accurate calendar of the fruits of Trinidad for 

the year. January, produces sappadilloes, pome

granates, sour sops, plantains, ·bananas, papas 

or papaws. The vegetables are-okros, capsi

cums of all kinds, which indeed are corrnnon 

.every month in _the year,-cocoa nuts, which 

are seldom used but for cakes and puddings, 

ground down-pigeon or angola peas, sweet 

potatoes, yams of different sorts, and tanias. 

February-the vegetable called chicou or chris

.tophine comes in, which is already described 

in a former part of this work. In March, 

grenadilloes are added to the former list. April 

-~Java plums, mangoes, mam.m-sapoetas, pines 

of several varieties, the Otaheite gooseberry, 

Jamaica plums, cerasees, and bread fruit. May 

adds to the list, water lemons and cashew 
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-apples. June is much the sa,me in its pro~ 

ductions ; pigeon peas are, however, nearly out 

of season. In July the avacado pear comes in; 

it is also known by th~ name of the alligator 

pear-or subaltern's butter, from its inside re

sembling very yellow fresh butter, both in con

sistence and colour. In 'August the only new, 

fruit is the yellow hog plum : the other fruits in 

season are the man1me-sapotas and avacado 

pears. September produces sugar, monkey, and 

custard apples, sea-side grapes, and plenty of 

Portuguese yams. The fruits and vegetables of 

October are nearly the same as September; and 

the only difference in N ovembe1· is the bread 

fruit being ripe again. December brings in 

guavas ; and that most excellent and useful 

production, sorrel. This plant has a succulent 

stalk, and grows from three to four feet high. 

There is a blosso.m, not unlike the common 

English columbine. There are two varieties, 

white and red. The blossoms, when slightly 

fermented, produce a . delightful beverage, or 

stewed with sugar make tarts_ or jam. All the 
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orange and lemon tribe; shadocks and for

bidden fruit; plantains and bananas, may be 

had every month in the year; but they abound 

most from April to September. Mountain 

cabbage is alw~ys in season, and is a most 

delicious vegetable. In showery weather, Eng

lish peas will always do well; but the marrow

fat pea does not suit the cli111ate so well as the 

different species of dwarf peas; particularly that 

kind known in England by the na1ne of the 

early nimble tailor. Carrot, turnip, and English 

cabbage are very scarce and dear; and have a 

stunted look8 Asparagus thrives pretty well ; 

and 1 believ·e sometimes may be had at market; 

also artichokes, Jerusalem artichokes, the love

apple or tomata, and the two edible species of 

the egg plant-the one of which is a greenish 

white, the other a purple; they are sold in 

Trinidad under the name of the boulangois. 

Cucumbers, melons, and gourds of an kinds 

are abundant and cheap. Lettuce, radishes, 

and cress, are not so good as in England, and 

are dearer. Onions will not grow to any tole-
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-table- size ; plenty come from Madeira, but 

they are expensive. . Parsley and celery a.re 

also dear and scarce. All the legumes of the 

country are .excellent, abundant, and cheap, 

particularly the Lima bean. - Milk is a quarter 

-dollar a quart bottle. 

- Besides all these natural productions dis-

played for sale in the market, a great variety 

of cakes and pastry is always exhibited, but it 

.is not inviting: ginger beer, mobee, and orgeat 

n:re always plentiful, and generally excellent. . 

To the youthful appetite, the Trinidad mar~ 

ket is very attractive : for there are numerous 

bottles of comfits, sweetmeats of all kinds, and 

coloured papers of con1fits., which all little 

Trinidad masters and misses know well, under 

the name of dragee. There are no seats for 

the sellers of fruit, vegetables, or other wares

some bring a chair or a stool; but many are 

seated on the grass, in the open area where the 

market is held. The first time I walked through 

the market of Port of Spain, it struck n1e as a 

very- animated scene. The gaudy and many,-
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coloured handkerchiefs, on the heads of the 

coloured and negro women, gave great life to 

the picture;, and the diversity of tongues spoken, 

bewildered as much as it astonished me. There 

might be heard, the languages and dialects of 

English, Scotch, - Irish, French, Spaniards, 

Dutch, Ger~ans, Italians, Chinese, and Turks* 

The natives of Britain and Spain predominate, 

and next the French,-a sufficiently motley 

population, without reckoning the coloured and 

negro population, free or slave, African, Indian, 

or creoleG 
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CHAPTER xv9 

Public institutions and buildings-Education and 
seminaries-Island . militia-Churches-Courts · 
of law and public bodies-Shopping-· Excellent 
police regulations-Coranage-The pitch lake. · 

BEFORE settling on our estate, we devoted a 

few mornings to an inspection of Port of Spain, 

its public buildings, institutions, &.c. We were 

accompanied by Sir Ralph Woodford and Chief 

Justice Warner in our peregrinations. His 

Excellency called my attention to the beauty of 

freestone, with which the gaol is built, adding 
-

" _it comes from the county of Fifeo'' I felt as 

I can hardly describe, when I learned that it 

was even frorn n1y father's quarry at Cullelo in 

Fifeshire : it seemed like meeting an old friendQ 
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The prisoners in the gaol were all exceeuingly 

clean, and quite as con1fortable as . prisoners 

qught to be ; and there was, what would render 

it no temptation to commit crime in order 

to get free lodging and clothing,-a tread mill; 

and all prisoners in health worked at it, accord

ing to their age and strength. His excellency, 

Mr. W arner, Mr. C., and another of our party, 

t ried the effect of it. The exertion seemed 

to be fearful ; ~hey did not prolong their dance 

a bove a n1inute or two, and even with this it 

produced profuse perspiration. It n1ay well be 

doubted whether this punishment be judicious 

in a tropical climate. There were not n1any 

prisoners in gaol ; and the colony was then 

prospering, in the best sense of the word . The 

working population, ,vhether free or otherwise, 

seetned contented, and wonderfully industrious; 

if we take into account their constitutional 

dislike to labour. Still there was ' even then, a 

general complaint that free labourers could not 

be induced to work above a day or two with 

regularitye 
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While we remained at Belmont, before settling 

at Laurel-Hill, there was a good deal of visiting 

and gaiety; and among other visitors at Belmont, 

l was particularly pleased by a ~panish gentle

man, Don Antonio Qomez. I am not quite 

certain, but I rather think I was told he was a 

native · of the Spanish Main-. I mention this 

gentleman, from the circumstance of our having 

entered. into conversation concerning the Carac-· 

cas ; and because he was the sole instance of 

any one, with whom I ever conversed upon the 

subject of making sugar by free labour, who 

expressed the least hope upon the subject. He 

did not speak like an enthusiast; but like an 

extremely liberal well-informed man, hoping 

that at some future period this most desirable· 

object might be effected. I knew Mr. Gomez 

tO be a Roman Catholic; and I cannot help 

mentioning, as a proof of that gentleman's 

liberality, that he had a son at Harrow school . 

Mr. Gomez had travelled through England and 

Scotland with Sir Ralph Woodford, and he had 

not forgotten the beauties of Dunkeid, and the 
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clearness of the Scotch rivers and brooks. His 

hospitable reception at the late Duke of Athol's, 

he spoke of with great pleasure; and perhaps if 

this ever meets the eye of Mr. Gomez, he may 

feel some satisfaction in knowing, that when I 

was at Castle-Mona, Isle of Mann, in 1830, 

his name was not forgotten by the excellent 

mernbers of the Athol family then resident-· 

thereo 

The national school of Trinidad is, among 

other places, well worth a vi~it. We were 

unfortunate in the time we visited it ;-the 

children were just about being dismissed, and 

111any of the junior classes had broken up. But 

we heard several boys, from six to eight, read 

English with great propriety ; and their writing 

and ciphering were admirable for their age. 

This establishment promised very fair indeed, 

and I believe it has gone on well -ever since. 

The pupils amou·nted to nearly 180: upwards 

of I 00 could write. 

There are in Trinidad several seminaries for 

the education of young gentlemen and ladies;· 
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and more than one of a highly respectable 

character: there are also ·good private teachers 

-in particular, a professor of music, M. 

Wiames, who has great musical genius, and 

whose style must be said to be brilliant. Such 

schools and such teachers are a great blessing 

to those who cannot send their children to 

Europe for education; and I heard that several 

young ladies, who had been wholly educated 

in Trinidad, were considered, in point of both 

the useful and agreeable, quite equal to those 

who had been in Europe. While upon this 
' 

subject, I may mention that I had demonstration 

of the proficiency of Trinidad taught musicians. 

In the evening, at Government-house, where we 

had dined (and where by the by I did not, as 

iQ. St. Vincent, see the wine bottles disappear 

through the windows; but where, on the con

trary, every thing was in excellent style), I 

listened to s01ne most n1asterly vocal perform

ances ; particularly the choicest morsels of the 

Italian masters, by a lady who had been wholly 

taught in Trinidad . 
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There was some talk of a militia review, 

while we were at Belmont; but the provokingly 

showery weather prevented the show. But 

although I did not witness the militia en 

masse, I must not therefore omit telling what 

excellent, well-disciplined, troops they are, as 

I have been told, by old officers who were 

capable of judging correctly, and I wiU also 
. 

enun1erate the different corps, to give the 

reader some idea of the formidable strength of 

the militia force in this colony. There are, 

then :-the royal Trinidad light dragoons-. St. 

Anne's h_ussars-royal Trinidad artillery-royal 

Trinidad battalion-loyal Trinidad battalion

sea fencibles-royal invalid corps-military 

artificers' company-Diego Martin's chasseurs' 

and infantry-Caranage battalion, first and 

second division-St. Joseph's light cavalry

loyal Trinidad light infantry battalion-Arima 

pioneer company-St. Joseph's invalids-first 

and second battalions Couva and Point-Pierre 

-North Naparima cavalry and infantry

Savanna rangers-- South N aparima cavalry 
1 0 L. I I. . E 
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and infantry. Every colonist is liable to serve 

in. the militia. There are heavy fines for non

attendance ; and a third offence renders the 

individual, if a private, liable to a trial before 

a regin1ental court martial ; and this court 

martial has the power to pass sentence of fine 

and imprison1nent, not exceeding lOl. currency, 

and forty-eight hours' confinement~ Should a 

fourth offence occur, any private so offending, 

is liable upon the conviction of a court martial 

to be expelled from the colony-his conduct 

being considered inimical to the regulations 

established for its security and good order. 

The Cabildo, or body of magistrates, a re a 

public body of great importance in Trinidad e 

Their powers are very extensive; they have the 

n1anagement of the funds of the colony, and of 

all regulations relative to internal taxation . No 

money can be granted, for any purpose what

ever, without their consent. The governor fo r 

the time being is the president. There are two 

alcaldes-a perpetual regidor-seven elective 

regidors-an acting executor-a syndic pro-
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curator-a protector of slaves, and a secretary 

and registrar, with a treas~rer. There is also 

the commissary of population, and surveyer 

general's department. 

There is one Protestant Episcopalian church 

in Port of Spain, with a rector, and assisting offi

c iating minister. The Roman Catholic church 

is under the jurisdiction of a vicar apostolic. 

The Right Reverend the Bishop of Gerren was 

bishop when I was in Trinidad, and I have not 

heard that there has been any change. The 

vice-patron is his excellency the governor fo r 

the ime being. There is also an ecclesiastical 

judge and curate of Port of Spain, and a 

sacristan mayor.. There are Catholic curates 

also, who officiate at four different stations in 

the island . How is it that the Protestant 

episcopalian church of England has not given 

like practical evidence of a desire to carry the 

knowledge of the pure Gospel to the negro 

population of Trinidad ? Had she done her 

duty to her colonies, conscientiously, in this 

-respect, the field would not have been occupied 

E2 
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by ignorant, illiberal missionaries; and had 

such _men never found a footing in our colonies, 

and the religion of the Bible been zealously 

dissen1inated, civili~ation among all ranks would 

have spread with a sure and steady pace. 

Emancipation would then have crept on silently 

and surely ; for when. the mind of man· is 

sufficiently advanced to enjoy freedom, no law 

can keep him a slave. All classes of the com

n1unity,_ under such circumstances, progress 

alike; so that there is no violent tearing up of 

any system-no putting in hazard the lives of 

thousands, and the stability of property

nothing to endanger the possession of the 

colony hy the mother country. But I have not 

yet finished my enumeration of public men, 

public buildings, and public institutions; for 

when I remove to Laurel-Hill, I shall find too 

n1uch occupation on the estate and with the 

negroes, to find leisure to return to these 

n1atters. 

There is a civil, and also a n1ilitia nwdical 

board at Port of Spain; a vaccine institution ; 
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a committee for schools; and a committee for 

building Catholic churches. There is an estab

lish1nent, too, at Bande l'est, for the manufac-

ture of cocoa-nut oil. The law department 

consists of the Tribunal of the Royal Audiencia ; 

t he Tribunal of Appeal of Civi] Jurisdiction, 

Tribunal of Appeal of Crirninal Jurisdiction,

in all of which the governor pro tempore, is 

j udge . There are two other tribunals,-one fo r 

the recovery of debts due to the royal treasury, 

an~ another as judge of crown lands. There is 

a court for the trial of civil matters, called a 
~ 

C omplaint Court,-the Vice-Admiralty Court, 

-court for the trial of cri1ninal prosecutions, 

and a court of criminal inquiry. When I was 

in Trinidad there were nine licensed advocates 

p ractising at the bar; and I believe they have 

since increased in nun1ber. These are all pro

fessional men of good education ; and some 

with talents that would do honour to them in 

any country. Dr~ Llanos and Dr. Garcia, I 

h eard always spoken of as men of sterling 

ability ;-they are natives of Spain. Of the 
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·English barristers, Mrg Edward Jackson enjoJed 

the highest reputation<t There were only seven 

solicitors, besides public notaries,-a marvel..,. 

lously sma11 allowance, certainly. Let n1e not 

omit to name, as a most useful body, the 

conunittee for the irr1provement of roads ; and 

really, the recollection of the roads in SL Vincent 

made one bless this department. 

Trinidad is divided into thirty-two divisions, 

or quarters, as they are there called . Every 

· quarter has a commandant; and the town of 

St. Joseph's has one distinct fron1 the quarter 

of St. Joseph's. These com1nandants had 

originally powers similar to an English jus

tice of peacell In 1825, however, their powers 

were greatly increased, by an order in coun- _ 

cil from Great Britain, and the duties were 

thus rendered very difficult and fatiguing; 

occupying the time of those discharging them, 

almost to the exclusion of private business . 

But the chief hardship consisted in being 

compelled to accept office, if appointed by 

the colonial government : nor was there any 
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remuneration, - not even an allowance fo r 

stationery. 

There were also twelve licensed physicians 

-three or four of w horn were from Edin

burgh, and others with continental diplomas. 

N o man can practise without a license, which 

h e pays for :- an examination for which, if h e 

is well educated, he has nothing to fear ; and 

if not, the population have reason to thank 

government for preserving them from that most 

dangerous of all imposto~s-an ignorant and 

uneducated medical practitioner. There were 

eleven licensed surgeons,-subject to the same 

laws as the physicians. Several of the physi

cians had also a surgeon's diploma, to enable 

them to practise in either branch of their profes

sion. There were four licensed apothecaries, and 

the same nun1ber of druggists& · No empiric 

could gain a footing in Trinidad. Bakers, also 

are licensedo The price of bread is regulated 

according to the price of the barrel of American 

flour~ Bread is tolerably good, but dearer than 

·n Englando 

We were now upon the eve of quitting th e 
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hospitable abode of Chief Justice Warner, to 

settle at Laurel-Hill; and a few days previous I 

was employed in the necessary toil of shopping. 

Money is a bulky commodity in that country, 

where dollars form the easiest mediun1 of ex-

change; for it is sometimes troublesome to get 

change for a doubloon. We accordingly had 

a stout handkerchief full of dollars, tied up 

and laid in the bottom of the carriage. The 

shops were substantial and good : and the 

shopkeepers, whether English, Spanish, or 

French, invariably civil and obliging. Clothing 

of every description I found cheaper than in 

St. Vincent; but Very dear comp_ared to Eng

land. Cotton goods at least twice the price,

a fact rather inconsistent with the over pro

duction and glut of the foreign markets, of 

which we hear so much. 

Right glad I was when we reached Belmont, 

at nearly six p. m. Although we had rested 

in the court-house, and actually ate cakes and 

oranges-, and other good things, in so grave a 

pla,ce, yet, to move at all in so hot a day, was 

fatiguing. Fahrenheit's thermometer was 968 
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in the shade at noon, and usually raged fro1n 

88 to 98. In the morning, e3:rly, we had it as 

low as 80°, and in the evening sometin1es so 

low as 79. Undoubtedly Port of Spain n1ust 

be considered one of the hottest of towns. 

How the judges and lawyers could breathe in 

a crowded co~rt, with so low a roof, too, is 

astonishing. This day, which we chanced to 

select for shopping, was intolerable,-for there 

was not a breath of air; and an atmosphere in 

a tropical climate, ~and not a breeze to agitate 

it, is stifling. But, notwithstanding the heat, 

I was not displeased with the day's occupation, 

I saw _many things I had not seen before,

many streets, . some old and some new, and all 

were alike peculiarly clean. No new houses 

are allowed to be built, otherwise than on a 

plan laid down by government; the conse

quence of which is, a neatness and ~niformity 

not to be . surpassed anywhere. Brunswick 

Square, in which Trinity Church is built, was . 

not then quite finished; but it promised to be 

a fine square. 

E3 
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Every person in Port of Spain is by law 

obliged to sweep and keep perfectly clean the 

whole front of their houses, or lot of ground, 

and every drain is daily ,vashed and kept" clear. 

Every house, too, is obliged to be furnished 

with a barrel of water in case of fire, and there 

is a heavy penalty for any one who transgresses 

these regulations. There are two places where 

the whole sweepings, &c. of the town are or

dered to be deposited ; so that no nuisance of 

any description ever meets the eye. No swine, 

9r goats, are allowed to be seen, either in the 

_town or suburbs : any person, whether free or 

no~, is permitted to kill the animal, if found at 

large within those bounds. The person who 

kills a hog, is entitled to cut off, instanter, and 

.earry away the head ; but half an hour is 

allowed for the owner to claim the body: mean

while the slayer, generally a negro, is seen 

watching at a . convenient distance, and no 

sooner is the half hour expired, than he pounces 

on the body of the pig-, and drags it away with 

him, which he is entitled by usuage to do. 
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Dogs are under the same law as to the right of 

killing; besides a fine of 1 OZ. currency upon 

the owner. Every owner of a dog must have 

it licensed: and it must be secured, during the 

day, with a collar round its neck, with its 

owner's name: by neglect of this, a penalty is 

incurred of 25l. currency. 

With such excellent laws, not only made but 

strictly enforced, it is not to be wondered at 

that strangers are struck by the general aspect 

of Port of Spain . . 

We were now in the middle of the rainy 

season : I heard of no fevers - no sickness, 

beyond what must always exi~t in such a popula

tion, which, by the census taken ten years ago, 

was-whites, 3341; coloured, 13,39'2; Indians, 

893; slave population, 23,227; Chinese, 20;

making in a1I, a population of 40,873. Since 

that period, however, the population has doubt

less changed much, both in its aggregate and 

detail. I may here state, that I never recollect 

of any five years and a half passing in Europe 

,vithout some epidemic sufficiently general to 
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excite alarm; but in all that time I neither saw 

nor heard anything of the kind in either St. 

Vincent or Trinidad. The opening up of new 

land in the neighbourhood of swarnps, must 

alwayH be prejudicial to the constitution in any 

country: and doubly so in a tropical climate : 

but when the land is cleared, and the industry 

of man and civilization are actively at work, I 

have every reason to think a tropical climate as 

healthy as ariy other. Some prudence is requi

site, as to exposure to the sun, and dews at 

night: but the prudence necessary, in a cold 

climate, as regards cold and sudden changes of 

temperature, are quite as trying and frequent ; 

although we think less of those risks in England, 

becau.se our early habits make us accuston1ed 

to them. 

We drove out one day towards the Caranage ; 

where the Spaniards burnt their fleet, when the 

British landed under General Sir Ralph Aber

crombie in 1797. It is a low, swampy spot ; 

and no European could live there. There ·were 

huts here and there, occupied by free negroes, 
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who cultivate vegetables for market; and strange 

to say, I was informed that their health does 

not suffer in the least fro1n the miasma, although 

one h ut in particular I remarked was erected 

almost in a marsh . I know not how long 

before this a white fa1nily, who had lost nearly 

their all by n1isfortune, and who had no hotne 

to shelter them, offered to rent a house which 

had been built long ago, and was considered 

untenable from the mias1na by which it was 

surrounded() They were to have it for a mere 

trifle ; and as h ouse-rent is ruinously expensive 

in the West Indies, they were fain to risk _even 

their health, rather than rent an abode they 

could not honestly see their way in paying for . 

T here was a gentle1nan, his wife, and two or 

th ree ch ildren. His wife was attacked in a few 

days after they went to the spot, and in a week 

or two he was t he sole survivor: broken,...hearted 

before, and doubly so now, he died a . few days 

afte rwards. W e passed the house; it was shut 

up- and all was ruin, and rank dark green 

vegetation around ~ I saw one or two rather 
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poor-looking coloured people straggling abouf; 

but they did not appear unhealthy IP 

I need scarcely tell the reader that the Pitch 

Lake is one of the most curious objects in 

Trinidad. The usual plan is to go down the 

Gulf of Paria, thirty miles, to Point La Brayedl 

This✓ headland is about eighty feet above the 

level of the sea: and about two miles in length 

and breadth. My daughter paid a visit to the 

Pitch Lake, and made· some drawings of it; but 

as the journal of a learned doctor cannot but 

be n1ore valuable than the diary of a young 

lady, I shall make no apology for transcribing 

the short notice of this phenomenon by Dr. 

Nugent, of the island of Antigua.-''We landed 

on the southern side of Point La Braye, at the 

plantation of M. Vessigny. As the boat drew 

near the shore, I was struck with the appear

ance of a rocky bluff, or s1nall promontory of a 

reddish brown colour, very different from the 

pitch which I had expected to find on the whole 

shore. Upon examining this spot, I found it 

composed of a substance corresponding to the 
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porcelain jasper - generally of a red colour 

where it had been exposed to the weather, but 

of light slate blue in the interior. It is a very 

hard stone, with a conchoidal fracture-some 

degree of lustre, and is perfectly opaque, even 

at the edges. In some places, from the action 

of the air, it was of a reddish or yellowish 

brown; and an earthy appearance. We as

cended the hill, which was entirely composed 

of this rock, up to the plantation; wqere we 

procured a negro guide, who conducted us 

through a wood about three quarters of a mile. 

We now petceived a strong sulphurous and 

pitchy smell, like that of burning coal, and 

soon after had a view of the lake, which at first 

sight seemed to be an expanse of still water, 

frequently interrupted by clun1ps of dwarf trees 

and islets of rushes and ·shrubs; but upon a 

nearer approach we found it to be in reality 

an extensive plain of mineral pitch, with fre

quent cr~vices, and chasrns filled with water. 

The singularity of the scene was altogether so 

great, that it was son1e time before I could 
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recover from my surprise so as to investigate it 

minutely. 

The surface of the lake is of the colour of ashes, 

and at this season wa_s not polished or smooth 

so as to ~e slippery: the hardness or consistence 

, was such as to bear any weight; and it was 

not adhesive, though it partially received the 

irnpression of the foot; it bore us without any 

tremulous 1notion whatever, and several head 

of c~ttle were browsing on it in perfect security. 

In the dry se·ason, however, the surface is 1nuch 

more yielding, and must be in a state approach

ing to fluidity, as is shewn by pieces of recent 

wood and other substances being enveloped in 

it. Even large branches of trees, which were a 

foot above the level, had in some way become 

enveloped in the bituminous matter. The in

terstices are very numerous, ratnifying and 

joining in every direction; and in the wet 

season being filled with water, present the only 

obstacle to walking over the surface. These 

cavities are generally deep in proportion to 

their width; some being only a few inches in 
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depth, others several feet, and many almost 

unfathomable: the water in them is good, and 

uncontaminated by the pitch ; the people of 

the neighbourhood derive their supply from this 

source, and refresh the1nselves by bathing in 

it . _ Fish we caught there, particularly a very 

good species of mullet. The arrangement of 

the chasms is very singular; the sides, which 

of course are formed of the pitch, are invariably 

shelving fron1 the surface, so_ as nearly to meet 

at the bottom, but then they bulge out toward 

each other, with a considerable degree of con-
~ 

vexity. This n1ay be supposed to arise from 

the tendency in the pitch slowly to coalesce, 

whenever softened by the intensity of the sun's 

rays$ These crevices are known occasionally 

t o close up entirely, and we saw many sean1s 

from this cause~ How these crevices originate 

it may not be so easy to explain. One of our 

party suggested that the whole mass of pitch 

n1ight be supported by the water which made 

its way through accidental rents, but in the 

solid state it is of greater specific gravity than 
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water, for several solid bits thrown into one of 

the pools immediately sunk. 

" The lake (I call it so because I think the 

common name appropriate enough) contains 

many islets covered with long grass and shrubs, 

which are the haunts of birds of the 1nost beau

tiful plumage, as the pools are of snipe an4 

plover. Alligators are also said to abound 

here, but it was not our lot to encounter any of 

these animals. 

'' It is not easy to state the precise extent of 

this great collection of pitch, the line between 

it and the neighbouring soil is not always well 
1defined, and indeed it appears to form the 

sub-stra_tum of the surrounding tract of land. 

We may say, however, that it is bounded on 

the no·rth and west sides by the sea, on the 

south by the rocky eminence of porcelain jasper 

before mentioned, and on the east by the usual 

argillaceous soil of the country: the main body 

may perhaps be estimated at three miles in cir

cumference; the depth cannot be ascertained, 

and no subjacent rock or soil can be discovered 
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Where the bitun1en is slightly covered by soil, 

there are plantations of cassava ( or cassada, 

as it is frequently spelt), plantains, and pine 

apples; the last of which grow with luxuriance 

and attain to great perfection. There are three 

✓ or four French and one English sugar estate 

in the immediate neighbourhood. Our opinions 

of the soil did not however coincide with that 

of Mr. Anderson, who, in the account he gave 

some years ago, thought it very fertile. It is 

worthy of remark, that the main body of the 

· pitch, which may properly be called the lake, 

is situated higher than the adjoining land~ and 

that ~you descend by a gentle slope to the sea, 

where the pitch is much contaminated by the 

sand of the beach. 

'' During the dry season, as I have before 

ren1arked, this pitch is much softened, so that 

different bodies have been known slowly to sink 

into it; and if a quantity be cut out, the cavity 

left will be shortly filled up; and I have heard 

it related, that when the Spaniards undertook 

formerly to prepare the pitch for useful pur-
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poses, and had imprudently erected their caul

drons on the very lake, they completely sank 

in the course of a night, so as to defeat their 

intention. Numberless proofs are given of its 

being at times in this softened state ; the negro 

houses of the vicinage, for instance, built by 

driving posts in the earth, frequently are twisted 

or sunk on one side. Jn many places it seems 

actually to have, overflown like lava, and pre

sents the wrinkled appearance which a sluggish 

substance would exhibit in motion. This sub

stance is generally thought to be the asphaltum 

of naturalists; in different spots, however, it 

presents different appearances. In some parts it 

is black., with splintering conchoidal fractures of 

considerable specific gravity, with little or no 

lustre, resembling particular kinds of coal, and 

so hard as to require a severe blow of the han1-

mer to detach or break it ; in other parts it is 

so much softer, as to allow one to cut out a 

piece in any form with a spade or hatchet; and 

in the interior is vesicular and oi]y; this is the 

character of by far the greater portion of t he 
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whole mass. In one place it bubbles up in a 

perfectly fluid state, so that you may take it up 

in a cup; and I am informed, that in one of 

the neighbouring plantations, there is a spot 

where it is of a bright colour, shining transpa

rent and brittle, like bottle glass in resin. The 

odour in all thes.e instances is strong, and like 

that of a combination of pitch and sulphur. 

N o sulphur, however, is any where to be per

ceived ; but from the strong exhalation of that 

substance, and the affinity which is known to 

exist between it and the fluid bitumens, n1uch 

is no doubt contained in a state of con1bination ; 

a bit of the pitch melts in the candle like 

sealing-wax, and burns with a light flame, 

which is extinguished whenever it is removed , 

a nd on cooling, the bitumen hardens again . 

Fron1 this property it is sufficiently evident, 

that this substance may be applied to many 

useful purposes, and accordingly it is universally 

used in the country whereve1~ pitch is required ; 

and the reports of the naval officers who have 

t ried it, are favourable to its more general 
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adoption. It is requisite merely to prepare it 

with a proportion of oil, tallow, or con1mon tar, 

to give it a sufficient degree of fluidity. In 

this point of view, this lake is of great national 

importance, and more especially to a great 

maritime power. 

" It is indeed singular that the attention 

of government should not have been more 

forcibly directed to a subject of such mag

nitude; the attempts that have been hitherto 

1nade to render it extensively useful, have for 

the most part been only feeble and injudicious, 

and have consequently proved abortive. This 

vast collection of bitumen 1night, in all pro

bability, afford an inexhaustible supply of 

an essential article of naval stores, and being 

situated on the n1argin of the sea, could be 

brought and shipped with little inconvenience 

or expense. It would however be great in

justice to Sir Alexander Cochrane not to state 

explicitly that he has at various times, during 

his long command on the Leeward Island sta

tion, taken considerable pains to insure a proper 
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and fair trial of this mineral production, for the 

highly important purposes for which it is gene

rally believed to be capableo But whether it 

has arisen from certain perverse occurrences, or 

fron1 the prejudices of the mechanical super

intendants of the colonial dock~ yards, or as 

s01ne have pretended, from an absolute unfit

ness of the substance in question, the views of 

the gallant admiral have I believe been in.va

riably thwarted, and his exertions rendered 

altogether fruitless. 

" I was at Antigua in 1809, when a trans

port arrived laden with this pitch for the use 

of the dock-yard at English Harbour; it had 

evidently been hastily collected, with little care 

or zeal, from the beach, and was of course much 

contaminated with sand and other foreign sub

stances. The best way probably would be to 

, have it properly prepared on the spot, and 

brought to the state in which it may be service

able, previously to its exportation. I have fre

quently seen it used for_ the bottoms of small 

vessels, for which it is particularly well adapted, 
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as it preserves them from the numerous tribe 

of worms so abundant in tropical countries. 

There seems indeed no reason ·why it should 

not, when duly prepared and attenuated, be 

made applicable to all the purposes of the 

petroleun1 of Zante, a well known article of 

commerce in the Adriatic; · or that of the district 

of Burmah in India, where 400,000 hogsheads 

are said to be collected annually." 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

The cigar of Trinidad-Society-Negro effrontery 
-Dishonesty-Slave laws_ in Trinidad-Par
tial manumission-Departure for Laurel-Hill 
estate-approach and arrival-Description of 
the residence. 

N OTHIKG used to annoy us 1nore of an evening 

at Belmont, than an insect known in Trinidad 

by the name of the cigar; it is evidently a 

species of locust. An engraving · in the sixth 

vol. of the Library of Entertaining Knowledge, 

page 251, very nearly resembles it; but neither 

in that, nor any other work, haye I seen an 

accurate description of the cigar of Trinidad . 

It is of a lig~tish brown colour, f~om an inch 

and half to two inches long, with perfectly 

VOL. II. F 
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transparent lace-looking wings, of a delicate 

texture. Every evening, aln1ost as soon as we 

sat down to dinner, the insect settled on some 

tree or shrub close to the house, and began a 

sort of rattling whistle, or rather a ringing, 

chirping sound, - first very weak, and then 

louc]er; this he repeats three tin1es, the last 

time the loudest, when suddenly a complete 

band o( choristers begin·-at first not very loud , 

but swelling out, and increasing, to the effectual 

stoppa·ge of all conversation,. and even n1aking 

it impossible while it lasts, for the servants to 

hear one word that is said to then1. It is ex-

cessi vel y ridiculous to see all at a stand during 

the time this deafening noise continues, which 

is generally about two or three minntes. There 

is then a dead silence for perhaps five minutes,. 

and just as the ear begins to recover fro1n the 

deafening concert, a second act begins; and 

so it goes on, sometimes until nine p.m. 

.. Nature is altogether more gigantic in Trinidad 

than in St. Vincent. The cockroaches are of 
extraordinary size; and during the evening, 
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are extremely troubleson1e, : flying about, ~ dash

ing against the lamps and shades of the candles 

with great force, and occasionally slapping one 

n1ost unceremoniously on the face. The moS-

quitoes also are larger, stronge.r, and more 

torn1enting than those of St. Vincent. The 

sand=flies, though not very numerous near 

town, did great execution; and altogether, the

nervous sensation as regards reptiles and insects, 

is .kept in a more lively state of excitement in 

Trinidad. One evening an enormous crappaud 

got into the room while we were at diianer, 

and made no small disturbance,-the gentlemen 

happened to be dining out, and I believe we 

cut rather a ludicrous figure, as we all jumped 

up -on the seats of our chalFs to avoid the un

pleasant intrude1. 

I had now been about a month ia Trinidad ; 

and was already forced to admit, that the 

society of Port of Spain was greatly superior 

to that of St. Vincent, and the style of enter

tain1nent, &c. very different. One cause of 

this was, the superiority of the servants; but 

F2 
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let it be well und·erstoo-d that I speak of the 

town only, and not of the countrye 

. Mentioning this difference, one day, to the 

Chief Justice, he related to 1ne, in corroboration 

of my opinion, a circumstance that had hap~ 

pened at St. ·vincent before he settled in 

Trinidad. There was a dinner given by a club, 

to the ladies in Kingstown. They dined upon 

the green in tents ; the Governor proposed after 

dinner., that the cold turkeys, fowls and hams, 

&-c., should be taken to the nearest gentle~nan's 

house, and that they should adjourn there and 

give the ladies a dance. The nearest house 

happened to be Mr. Warner's, who was then a 

barrister in St. Vincent's. Mrs. W. took the 

trouble of seeing the arrangements n1ade for 

supper; and one negro boy was left in the 

upper gallery, where it was laid out, to take 

care of it. After the dancing had ended, . the 

party went up to supper,-but alas! supper 

there was none : every artic]e had disappeared ; 

nothing was left but a ·few empty pJatterso 

Every inquiry was 1nade; but of course that 
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clever personage, Mr. Nobody, or Jumbee, was 

the thief. Next morning, an old faithful ser~ 

vant of Mr. Warner's found the bones of the 

f east scattered here and there all through a 

neighbouring cane-piece; the fragments of the 

dishes, also were found ; for they had literally

tossed the supp-er dishes and all, over the win

dows into this cane-piece. This was rather a 

daring piece of impudence ; but the lesser kinds 

of impudence, as I have already remarked, are 

common wherever there are negro servants . 

Negroes understand better than any set of 

people I ever saw, ~ species of annoyance 

which, though it is i1npossible not to see that 

the act has been premeditated, yet can be 

passed off so well as a- mistake, that you have 

not the power of even giving them a reproof 

for it. As an example: a lady, who had a 

large ceremonious party at supper, was rather 

shocked when she took her seat at the head of 

her table, to find a sheet upon it instead of a 

table cloth. She asked the head servant next 

day, how he could do such a thing, as she had 
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giv·en him a table cloth; he admitted that he 

had received it, but he said that he saw some 

sheets lying beside it, and '' he no know, he 

tink sheet as good as table cloth~'' The fact 

was, the -se.rvant was offended at something, 

and on all these occasions such 1nodes of reta

liation are . common. 

Trini-dad negroes are quite as dishonest as 

they are in St. Vincent, and I think have as 

little shame on being convicted. I recollect 

OFle day, at Belmont, upon our return fron1 a 

drive, . one of our party missed a handkerchief~ 

Th<e carriage was $earehed, but it was not to be 

found ; the servants who had attended us were 

asked if they had seen it,-and the young lady 

to. whom it belonged was about to put up 

quietly with her loss, when a very faithful 

female negro servant, -who had nursed all the 

children of the family, wa]ked away, saymg, 

" I'll get it.'' She returned in a few minutes 

with it. '' Where did you find it?" said I. 

'' Misses, me put 1ne hand in L's. pocket, I 

knowed very well who'd have it." There was 
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a lad of about fifteen, in a family I knew, \vho 

persisted he found gold joes under a tree~ and 

that he believed the tree "growd 'em." The 

old Spanish law, which had never been altered 

up to the period of my being in Trinidad, though 

it may perhaps now · be changed, was a much 

milder code as regarded master and slave, than 

that of any English colony. It is but fair 

however to state, that though the laws of St, 

Vi.ncent were not so mild, yet the inclination of 

the masters of slaves rendered it of little con

sequence to them, for the receiving of slave 

evidence under proper limitations was ,as prac

tically followed up in St. Vincent, as if it had 

been the legal code of the island. In Trinidad 

there was even then, a positive law, that every 

slave upon paying his own price at a fair 

valuation, n1ight if he chose immediately claim 

his freedom. Now this was an excellent law, 

because independently altogether of justice, it 

.constituted an incitement to the slave to work 

with industry : that is, if he happened to have 

any wish for freedom,-a wish by the way, 
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never ~heard of in St. Vincent, unless by the 

term free, be-understood free time, with all the 

allowances of a slave. The greatest boon that 

could be conferred on a St. Vincent slave., was 

to let him remain a slave with all his allowances ; 

his grounds, house, clothing, &c. and have his 

own time free. Many good and attached ne

groes in St. Vincent had this favo~r bestowed 

upon them; and they judged very wisely, for it 

enabled them to get rapidly rich, and at the 

same tin1e in sickness or old age, they had a 

sure provision for themselves. 

In Port of Spain, it may be advantageous 

for a domestic slave to free himself; because no 

servant irn town can make so much money as if 

he were free, and either rented or possessed, in 

right of his wife (a slave)a piece of land. T he 

return for the most trifling labour on land [in 

Trinidad is so great, owing to the richness of 

the soil, that I know of no situation, free or 

slave, in town, that can bring the san1e incon1e 

as the cultivation of vegetables and fruit. But 

when I was in Trinidad, it was customary 
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(though I am_ not sure, but rather think it was 

law), that a slave might come to his 1naster, 

and paying a Gertain part of his purchase

money, and agreeing at a future period to pay 

the remainder, promise so -1nany days in the 

week to serve his master, or at all events so 

much time, until he had paid him all. But no 

sooner was this partial freedo1n secured, than 

the master was completely in their power, for 

there was no getting them to work the time -

promised to the master,-though they worked 

for themselves : and thus the master was 

cheated out of both the remaining work and 

money promised. I conceive it completely 

false kindness in a master to pass over such 

conduct as this. If a master cannot afford to 

give liberty to his slave (no uncon1mon case, 

because if he did he must after be unable to 

meet his engageinents), surely in such circum

stances he ought to have had some way through 

the law, if not of forcing the negro to labour

for I believe that to be impossible-at least of 

punishing him, for the sake of deterring other Q 

F 3 
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Many such instances of dishonesty came under 

n1y notice ·: nothing is more detrimental to the 

well-bei_ng of society than carelessness as to the 

performance of a promise ; and as the negroes, 

generally speaking, are strict enough in exacting 

the performance of one in their favour, such 

conduct is owing not to ignorance, but to a 

deliberate want of honestye 

I had now become very anxious to see our 

future abode. I had anticipated a good deal of 

difficulty; but on the other hand, I was very 

enthusiastic as to the much greater opportunity 

I should have of doing good to the negroes upon 

the estate in the retirement of the cuuntry, than 

I could _hope to effect in town. Not that I 

considered, even independently of the personal 

pleasure I had received, that rny time had been 

altogether misspent at Belmont. I had seen a 

good deal of the general society of the town 

and its vicinity, and there are many useful 

lessons in this_ world, which can only be gained 

by mixing in it. 

We set out for Laurel-Hill on a very chai-ming 
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n1orning, acco1npanied by the judge. Passing 

through part of the town, we soon got on the 

road to Sto Joseph's; which continues excellent 

as far as Stll Joseph's, seven miles fron1 Port of 

Spain. In some places it res.etnbled an English 

road, but then there were continual peeps of 

cane pieces; and the palrn, cocoa nut, orange, 

and lime trees, dissipated the illusion. Mr. Co 

pointed out to me, soon after leaving town, the 

place where he had been on guard, when the 

Spanish governor was brought into the British 

in 1797; and he also shewed us where the 

treasure was found when he was :sent to look 

for it, with Captain Rhind and a brother lieu

tenant, with a company of the 53d regiment. 

An Irishman of the name of Malony, a baker 

in St. Joseph's, who bore no good-will to the 

Spaniards, shewed them the plantations where 

the treasure was buried, and they brought some 

waggon-loads of dollars into Port of Spain. The 

dollars were ultimately returned to the Spanish 

government. After passing St. Joseph's, on a 

rising ground, to the left, the roads became 
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rather deep fro~ the heavy rains we had had ; 

we passed several estates, and some neat looking 

houses. The house of El Dorado II. struck 

me as a very English-looking place, and ex-. 

tremely beautifuL The view at the ford of 

Tacaragua ~iver, is decidedly Engl1sh scenery ; 

and such as know the river Ten1e, at the village 

of Bransford, in Worcestershire, will find a 

strong resemblance. ,v e now passed Paradise 

estate, and soon after turned up the avenue to 

Laurel-Hill. 

Those who fancy a fine trim English avenue 

to a West Indian estate, will be in most cases 

wofu11y disappointed. There cannot be a better 

specin1en than this, of the great difference 

there is between telling the truth, and yet not 

telling the whole truth. I might with the 

utmost correctness say we drove along an 

avenue nearly three quarters of a miie in length, 

with a lime fence on either side, and li1ne trees 

at short intervals ; some in blossom, others 

with green fruit, and some loaded with their 

yellow treasures. This would read weU ; but 
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indeed, with all the deductions which the telling 

of the whole truth will make, it was very 

beautiful,-but still, it was an avenue nearly 

in a state of nature: the fences so111etimes 

thick, s01netimes thin; at times high, and in 

other places all broken down. The road was 

grown over with grass, and the deep ruts of 

the sugar-cart whe_els rendered skilful driving 

absolutely necessary: many a juici lime we 

crushed in driving up ; and I could . not help 

thinking what the good folks of Glasgow would 

have given for such, to aid them in the manu

facture of their favourite punch. 

At the end of the avenue the ground rose 

suddenly into a little •hill, upon which were 

two small wooden houses, such as West India 

planters are weil enough contented with ; but 

to the European, they seem at first u~couth 

abodes. We had a small dining room, and 

another room to which we ascended by a few 

steps, as a drawing room; a bed-cha1nber, 

and dressing room entering from it, with a 

separate entrance also. About fifty feet off, 
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there were two bed roo1ns - a larger and a 

smaller; and a light closet, which served as 

a store for medicines, &c. for the negroes. The 

house rested upon wooden posts, rather more 

than two feet from the ground ; a good preven-

-tive against damp, but sei:ving also as a shelter 

· for snakes, and all sorts of reptiles. There was 

also a small gallery in front of the left-hand 

ho.use. A cellar at the end of the one house, 

and a store-room and servants' pantry at the 

end of the other, with a kitchen near it; but a 

separate building, as it always is in the West 

Indies. 

These houses were like the greater nu111ber 

in the West Indies, with open rafters, and no 

glass windows,-only a wooden shutter, pushed 

up during the day by a long stick, to adn1it 

air and light; and shut at night, by withdraw

ing the stick, and putting in a hook to an eye 

attached to , the ledge o~ the window-f ra1ne. 

Latterly we had glass put in the windward 

windows; before that improvement, if it rained 

heavy, we had only the choice between dark-
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ness and suffocation, or else, having all the 

floor of the room deluged. These are a few 

of the luxuries of a planter's life, which seen1 

not to be known in Britain lt · 
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CHAPTER XVIL 

Description of the Laurel-Hill estate-Scenery and 

views-Trees and birds-Orders in council~ 

Drivers - Instruction of the children on the 

estate ; and some detail of their progress-Negro 
curiosity. 

I was nevertheless well pleased by the aspect 

of our future home. Those who have an eye 

for the beauties of nature, will not miss a fine 

house, when they have such a prospect to rest 

the eye upon as I had. There was a noble hog

plum tree in front of the house, some fifty feet 

high; it branched out in great beauty, and 

there was still son1e fruit upon it, though now 

the n1iddle of September. The fruit is a 

bright yellow, like the English n1agnum b -
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num; irregular, elongated, and fully an inch 

long. The stone is so large, that the pulp in 

which it is enclosed is very small, and com

pared with the stone, is out of all proportion : 

this remark applies to all the plun1 tribe of the 

West Indies. The flavot1r is very delightful; 

but no doubt a skilful horticulturis.t might im

prove it. Hog-plum trees abound in Trinidad, 

and wherever this is the case, there are plenty 

of wild boars,-an excellent species of game. 

The view from the ~ouse in front was, for a 

land view, very extensive: there was a good 

deal of cultivation, and beyond that a dark 

thick forest, many parts of which I understood 

had never been trodden by the foot of rnan. 

The landscape terminated by the 1nountain of 

Tumana to the south-east: this mountain is 

generally the refuge of run-a-way negroes. -

The pasture for the cattle of the estate was 

one of the most l~vely objects; it commenced at 

the foot of the hill, and I could hardly be

lieve it possible that the hand of man had had 

nothing to do with the arrangement of the 
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majestic trees that rose here and there ; snme 

single, others grouped in the most perfect style 

of picturesque beauty-a little clear strean1 ran 

across the pasture. This is always an 9rnarnent 

in any country to such a scene, but it is doubly 

enviable in a tropical climate. 

On one side of the pasture were the negro 

houses. Two rows of wattled n1ud cottages, 

white-washed and thatched,, with megass; very 

similar in external appearance to the cottages 

alJ over Devonshire, only they have no such 

chimneys as are common in England. There 

were some fine almond trees, iH the road be

tween the negro houses, which afforded them 

shade during the heat of the day. 

The works for the manufactory of the sugar 

and rum, were at the foot of the hill, to t he 

right of the house; the hill sloped gradually 

down to the river-an inconsiderable one indeed, 

. but quite sufficient even then for many useful 

purposes; it was beautifully clear, and s01ne 

fine plantains and bananas grew on the banks 

of it. There was a pretty cottage by the water 
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side to be occupied by the washerwomen: it 

looked as white as snow, when contrasted with 

the deep green line of wood, which rose to a 
• 

great height, and served as a bounda1·y between 

the Laurel-Hill and the Paradise estates. 

To the north, or back of the honse, the ground 

rose ·gently; and gradually became more abrupt 

-one height .rising above another, covered with 

brushwood, and numerous fine forest trees 

There was a winding path, which even the fear 

of snakes and wild boars could not deter one 

from exploring, and which resembled exceed

ingly some of the lovely wild scenery of Haw-
,., 

thorn-den, near the village of Rosslyn, in 

Scotland : and in this direction something that 

1night almost be called a mountain, tern1inated 

our view ~ This mountain was covered with 

in1pervious wood, excepting an angular portion 

near the top, which was an open natural savan

nah, and which bore a crop of tall rank grass, 

such as is. common to tropical countries. This 

had a singular and fine effect. 

In fact, as regarded nature, the place was a 
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perfe~t paradise of beauty. But the canes were 

in -a sad state; every thing required the hand_ 

of industrious man; and the difficulty was, 

where to begin reform, where there seen1ed 

hardly anything fit to remain as it ~as. 

There was something too within doors that 

promised well for a leisure hour, for Mr. Warner 

had kindly left a number of books-a great 

luxury in a country where it is so difficult to 

procure them; these, added to · our own stock, 

n1ade us very independent. 

A ·great many negroes came up to see us the 

day of our arrival; others delayed tiH the en

suing day; _ but by that time, all had paid their 

compliments to us, excepting two old women 

who were too feeble to walk up the hill. To 

these I subsequently paid many a visit. 

I was glad to find my piano-forte in safety, 

after a drive of fourteen miles in a cart ; it 

however required tuning, so that we spent our 

evening in chatting over the events of the day. 

In adverting to the Irish baker 'Who discovered 

where the Spanish treasure was buried, the 
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J udg'e informed me he had made himself the 

hero of a most ludicrous scene : "Two gentle

men of St. Joseph's had intentionally annoyed 

and vexed him, and a quarrel ensued,-Malony 

vowing vengeance against them. He had a 

hut in the mountains, whither he occasionally 

retired for recreation. These gentlemen going 

out upon an excursion to see that part of the 

island, lost their way, and were in danger of 

starving. Seeing at last to their great delight, 

something like a human habitation, they ap

proached it, and asked if they could get any 

.thing to eat or drink, as they \Yere in a state of 

great exhaustion: imagine their feelings, when 

· they ·were answered in the affirmative with the 

greatest civility, by their old enemy Malony. 

Starvation, however, conquered pride, and they 

were fain to accept the offer of a dinner. In 

the meantime Malony, to con1plete the farce, 

begged the1n to come in and rest, and have a 

little rnm and water, while dinner was being 

cooked. Dinner at length made its appearance : 

it was an excellent ragout, and not only looked 
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well, but tasted ad111irably. The travellers, de

lighted and refreshed, thanked Malony grate

fully for his attentions; and added, 'whenever 

you come to town, you will make our house 

your home.' Malony hea.rd them very quietly, 

and looking ar~hly at them said, 'Indeed, 

gentlem~n, you need not be thanking me so 

much, may be you don't know what you've 

had for dinner?' So saying, he turned round 

the door on its hinges, exhibiting to the grateful 

travellers the skin of an immense yellow, full

grown monkey! They did not dare to remon

strate :-probably Malony gave the only thing 

he had to bestow; tho~gh no doubt, Irish 

hun1our and a spice of revenge had made him 

not over-scrupulous about the matter." 

Next morning, the first after our arrival, I 

arose at break of day to enjoy the cool fresh 

air of the country. I was more than ever 

struck by the beauty of the line of wood on 

the Paradise tstate: the trees were exceedingly 

lofty, and literally festooned from top to bottom 

by wild vines ; thus fastening the branches 
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of the different trees together, and presenting 

the n1ost gay and brilliant assemblage of blos

soms, varying from every shade of pink and 

purple to the purest white. These blossoms 

are larger, but very similar in size and form, to 

the convolvolus-1uajor of Great Britain,-some 

of these vines run up as high as fifty feet. 

On one side of the house, and close to it, was 

a very large Pois-Doux tree: it has a papilio

naceous purple blossom, resembling the ever .. 

lasting pea, and bears not very large pods, with 

small brownish-black peas, enclosed in a sort 

of white cotton-looking pulp, which is very 

sweet. Children are fond of sucking it, and it 

is perfectly harmless; but to birds it is a great 

attraction,-they open the shell and pick out 

the pulp, but evidently do not eat t4e seeds, as 

they are found lying under the tree. Every 

n1orning this tree was literally like an aviary, 

so full was it of birds of all shapes, hues, and 

sizes. Many were exceedingly beautiful in their 

plumage; but the parrots, gay as they look, 

n1ake a horrible chattering, and are far from 
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being· agreeable con1panio~s. One of the -pret

tiest birds is the Louis D'or,-thus called 

because it is of SQ peculiarly a bright golden 

colour. There were man.y beautiful birds of 

different shades of purple and blue; but one I 

observed more particularly, of a bright light 

blue, _which looked very _gay, perched 9n the 

same bough with a Louis D'or._ . 

Few of these lovely creatures had any note : 

the "Qu'est que dit," indeed, repeats something 

very like those words distinctly enough ; and I 

never could learn any other name for this bird . 

But after all, the handsomest shape and the 

gayest plumage are poor compensations for the 

melodious song of birds; and how one's heart 

would have bounded, c·ould one have heard the 
,, 

note of a blackbird, or a sweet Scotch mavis ! 

There was one thing we could not admire ; 

and that was the sand-flies, which had done 

such havoc on the younger men1bers of the 

family, that it was quite distressing to see 

them. \Ve all suffered severely ; but nothing 

compared with the children, who, in a few days, 
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had their faces so swollen, that a stranger 

would have supposed they were labouring under 

confluent smallpox; and at last their ancles 

and feet w·ere in such a state that they could 

not walk. This attack did not sub.side for 

some weeks; and though for the future nothing 

so severe occurred -as this first seasoning, still 

the sand-fly is at all_ times a most tormenting 

annoyance, and _is so small that no mosquito

curtain protects you. 

The mosquitoes were abundant and active, 

but you n1ay, by great care at night, exclude 

the greater nu1nber of them, though not always 

all ; and one persevering fellow will keep 

singing, and eluding all your efforts at destroy

ing him, until, in despair you yield to fatigue 

· and sleep ; when he instantly begins to feast 

upon you, and you rise next morning worn out 

with these pests of a tropical climate. 

The order in council for the improven1ent of 

the slaves of Trinidad had been some time in 

force. The driver is neither more nor less than 

an upp~r servant, promoted to the situation of 

VOL. IL G 
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superintendant over the negroes who are em

ployed in field labour. He is selected from the 

others for his superior . intelligence, and his 

general knowledge of the culture of the cane ; 

his own character, too., is necessarily taken into 

the account, as the common field negro looks 

up to the driver as an example in every point 

of view ; and he has always numbers to watch 

hin1, and report any false step he may make. 

They reply to him with the addition of Sir>' 

which custom also obtains from the field _ negro 

to head tradesn1en and boiler-men ; and their 

,vives and daughters have precedence next to 

the driver's wife and farnilya 

The driver in Trinidad merely superintends 

and points out where they are wrong, and en

deavours to keep up some order and regularityo 

'' The driver" is a name obnoxious to British 

ears, and I think it would have been good 

policy had the colonists never en1ployed such a 

tern1. The black overseer would have been a 

better designation; because Britons naturally 

associate a driver, with the idea of a mail 
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d riving cattle to a fair with a whipo Now, in 

point of fact, the driver is no driver; for he 

precedes, and does not follow the negroes to 

their work,-which if he drove them, he must 

do. I n Trinidad he carries neithei~ stick, whip, 

nor other such emblen1 of his office : he stands 

behind them at work, precisely the same way 

as a foreman does in England, and a grieve in 

Scotland. I f they are incorrigible, he can 

report them to the white ov-erseer,-and he 

again to the master,~or he may, and often 

does, report direct to the master : this plan was 

always followed at Laurel Hill. The driver 

has no power to punish in any way, whether by 

corporal punishment or confinement: his power 

is restricted to what I have already mentioned, 

and is exactly that of a farmer in England, or 

of a grieve in Scotland. A white or free over

seer, n1ight legally order corporal punishment ; 

but this could not take place without another 

free person being present, nor could any punish

n1ent exceed twenty-five stripes. 

If any slave considered himself aggrieved 

G2 
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either as regarded punishment or any thing 

else, he had a right to apply to the commandant 

of th.e quarter, or to the protector of slaves, 

whichever he might prefer. Every negro had 

one day in the week to work his provision

grounds. There was a market every Sunday, 

closed however at ten a.m., and a market every 

T-hursday,-in order, as far as possible, to check 

by degrees the fondness for Sunday markets, 

and to lead finally to their abolition,-a blessed 

change, which has been effected in Trinidad~ 

and also in St. Vincent. I never saw any of 

~he white population who did not deplore the 

Sunday market; they were suffering from the 

error, nay the sin., of their ancestors, who had 

ever permitted such an arrange°:lent, -. and 

which when once established, although only 

by custom, is not so easily stopped as some 

people imagine. 

The colonists were placed in more difficulty 

on this subject than people at home can well 

understand, for let it _be recollected that in Port 

f Spain, meat killed however late on Saturday, 
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would be totally unfit for use on Sunday ; and 

even in England, during the mackarel season, 

where in 1nany places it is a harvest for the 

poor, it is pennitted to be sold before church 

hours,-and however some people may disap

prove of this, I cannot help thinking that where 

there is so much suffering from the high price 

of provisions, and when Providence at one par ... 

ticular season sends a supply, it is OUT duty to 

let th0 poor have the full benefit of it, and not 

to allow wholesome food to be wasted because 

it is Sunday. Such is the heat · in Port of 

Spain, at some seasons, that fish caught in the 

morning are unfit for use by the dinner hour, 

which is necessarily about seven. Bnsiness 

goes on steadily until four, and often five, p.m., 

and by the time that a drive or ride for the 

preservation of health is over, it is nearly seven. 

There is a weekly market at St. Joseph's, and 

at the village of Arima, which is six miles to 

the eastward of -Laurel-Hill. There are also 

down the coast, the small towns of San Fer

nando de Naparima and St. Juan de Aricagua 
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and several other _ small . villages throughout 

the islamd, where the negroes dispose of their 

surplus proqucee I believe there was a little 

ebullition of feeling on the part of the slave 

population, when the Sunday market was 

abolished, but government was quite right to 

persist in it ; it was an intolerable nuisance to 

every one who. h-ad a spark. of Christian feeling 

I often talked to the negroes on ·this. subject; 

and tl1ei1 sole ground of real - objection was, 

that they did not like dressing in all their 

"grandee buckra clothes,'' (as they call their 

holiday dress) twice a week-that -is, Sunday 

and week-day also,-and all negroes like to go 

sn1art to marketo There are negroes who go to 

market not very tidy in their appearance; but 

then these are generally not the best characters. 

I uniformly remarked, that good negroes never 

liked to go to market without being a little · 

dandyish in their costume. 

We thought it prudent not to interfere the 

first Sunday we were in the country ; but to 

wait until we saw what were the habits of the 
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people. We were fourteen miles from any Pro

testant church,-a distance that rendered our 

going quite out of the question, especially in 

that climate$ Mre C. told the people he would 

read the morning service at eleven, and would 

be happy to see them attend, as there was 

room enough for them in the gallery of the 

house. They had, more than once, attended 

very decorously to the Judge reading the n1orn

ing service, when he had passed a Sunday on 

the estate, previous to our arrival. But rapid 

changes were then accomplishing in the cha

racter of the negro. The alterations enforced 

by the orders in council, had been too sudden 

for the mind of almost the best and most intel

ligent negro. They were possessed with the 

idea, that the master was no longer at liberty 

even to advise the1n, although that advice was 

given in the kindest and most disinterested 

manner. We read the service at the hour ap

pointed, and not one attendedG With the 

children of the estate, \Ve viewed the matter in 

a different light, and ordered them to come up 
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in the evening about seven. . I think we 

mustered fifteen, from the age of about five to 

sixteen yearse Some of t~ese were my ·old 

pupil. I found all the Laurel-H-ill -children at 

once readily qnswered all the ordinary questions 

which were put to them : they had more or less 

beeq in the Roman Catholi_c chapel at Arin1a. 

What shall we say of the apathy of the Protes-

tant church of England, when we find the 

negroes who attend the Roman Catholic chapel, 

always so much better informed than those left 

by the Episcopalian church to glean an uncertain 

instruction? Some of these children crossed 

themselves when they answered who the Sa

viour was; and also when I put the question. 

:But I did not confuse their ideas by putting a 

stop to what they had been taught to consider 

right, and what, in their present state of know

ledge, was immaterial. Of a Holy Spir·t it 

might be said they had no idea,--their only 

notion of a spirit was confined to the word 

spirit-" a spirit, or J um bee, the Devil;'' so 

that we had not only to teach, but to unteach-
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a still more difficult taske The Catholic chil~ 

dren could all say the Lord's Prayer, and the 

Belief, as they called iL 

As I know of no catechisn1, quite so well 

adapted as it ought to be, for the first instruc

tion of negroes, I took my own plan; which 

was to relate the simple story of the creation 

of the world ; of man-of his state when inno

cent, and how he fell from it, and was drivep. 

by God out of the garden of Eden. I related 

this twice; simply and slowly, in their patois; 

and as I went on, I paused and asked them if 

they '' savey'' what I said, (comprehended rne); 

and if not, to stop me and ·ask questions; which 

I assured them I liked very n1uch. I spoke 

kindly and _cheerfully to them. One fine lad 

about fourteen, Laurel-Hill J- · k, said, ''Misses 

if I'd been Eve, I'd kill a snake dead.'' They 

were aH alive to what I told them, and inte

rested in it ; and to give them some inciten1ent, 

I promise<l them I would shew them some 

pictures of what I had told them, if they 

answered well to ... morrow evening: and that I 

G3 
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expected them up every night. ·The following 

evening my little pupils returned, full of anxiety 

to say well; and to see the pictures. They 

an~wered very intelligently ; and from their 

answers, they had_ evidently given their under

standing to Jhe work. One of the St. Vincent 

boys,_ who had declined learning to read; and 

whom i_t was impossible to instruct in any way, 

so sulky was he and so averse to apply ; all at 

once changed, and became the most steady, 

atten~ive pupil I hadJ excepting Laurel-Hill 

J-. k. There was not a great difference in 

their ages, and they were then both house boys, 

~nd consequently always together. _ It was 

· very interesting to see these two lads watching 

with eager countenances, when a question was 

asked, to see whether his companion could 

answer or not, that he might have the pleasure 

of doing so. I arranged them in a class ; and 

they took up the plan without any difficulty : 

but I told them no unfairness would be per

mitted-no speaking before their turn-no 

whispering to a favourite-no signs whatever ; 
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and every one so offending, should be instantly 

placed at the bottom of the class. I thought 

such regulations might be useful in teaching 

them a little self control; and I was strict to 

the very letter of the law. I told them I recol

lected n1y promise of shewing them the pictures, 

anu I took this favourable moment of teaching 

them what a promise meant. They had done 

what I required, in answering correctly; and 

of course I was bound to keep my promise to 

then1 . shewed them, in Mrs. Trimmer's 

little Scripture prints, those applicable to the 

story of the preceding evening, and they were 

exceedingly pleased. I then proceeded to ex

plain · the state of man after his fall; and the 

ren1edy for his helplessness provided by God· 

and I promised the little classes, that if they 

answered well the fallowing evening, I would 

tell then1 a story. The next evening came, the 

answers were quick and intelligent, and after 

some farther instruction, they all with one con

sent said, "now misses, the tory.'' So squat

ting then1selves down in a half circle, with open 
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eves and mouths, I read to them, with those 
J 

om1ss1ons and alterations which I knew to be 

necessary for their comprehending it, Miss 

Edgeworth's story of the~" honest boy and the 

thief/' If that excellent authoress could have 

peeped across the Atlantic, at ~he little animate~ 

circle of lfappy faces of those negro children ; 

she would have had her reward. To proceed 

with these details would of course be tedious ; 

but I may state generally, that the children 

became tole~ably well informed upon the con

tents of the Bible; the stories gleaned from 

·which, read and explained, greatly interested 

them ; and by means of which n1any of the 

Scripture truths 1nay be advantageously ex

plained and illustrated. I cannot but entertain 

a hope that these agreeable labours have left 

be.hind then1 some beneficial resultse 

After some time I offered, as a favour, to 

teach any to read who chose it; but I deter

mined never to press this: because I an1 

satisfied, however desirable the knowledge of 

reading may be, that a great deal of good may 
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be done without reading. Three or four ac

cepted the offer-but this appeared dry work to 

then1 ; _ and I must honestly confess, that hardly 

any progress was made. As I had oft_en taught 

little children, and was rather fond of the 

employment, I cannot but believe that my want 

of success was owing to the natural indisposition 

of the negro to apply, except when there is a 

very lively excitement of the mind. I en-
-

deavoured to produce this excitement, by _ 

telling them what a blessing it would be to 

them to read the book of God for themselves, 

and all the beautiful stories I had told them, 

and to find them all true ; but even this had 

little or no effect, for the answer used always to 

be, " Misses, you no peak lie, n1e savey dat 

well ' ' " Misses always keep promise to a we." 

I then shifted my tactics, and pointed out to , 

them, that reading would make them clever ; 

and that they would rise in the world, and be 

as they term it, '' a head 1nan." But I n1ade 

so little progress in my attempt, that it is not 

worth reporting. Some few indeed could spell 
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out their words, but those .who read with great 

difficulty are not 1nuch the wiser ; the attention 

is absorbed on the letters, not in attending to 

the sense. · .Mental arithmetic they made pro• 

gress in ; and used to correct each other, and 

take places with great spirit. 

They were often in the habit of asking 

questions about " home,'' as they all call Great 

Britain, . and were exceedingly disappointed 

when I told them I had never seen massa King 

George ; and wer_e not satisfied until they found 

that their own massa had seen him frequently . 

Laurel-Hill J-k, was quite pleased when he 

heard thrat massa King George was a very tall _ 

handsome massa. '' Massa, do he tand so ? " 

said he, drawing himself up and rising on tip

toe-looking as he imagined, " every inch a 

king.·,, The quickness of this boyjs memory 

was astonishing. His father's name happened 

to be Hector; and someti1nes in jest, Dr. C. 

used, when J-k came into the room, to repeat 

the lines upon Hector and Andromache. The 

lad one day looking very full of meaning, said 
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" me can say so too, massa," and he began to 

spout the lines in the exact manner the doctor 

had done. It is true he could not finish the 

quotation, but such anecdotes prove there is no 

want of quickness in a negroo Nevertheless 

there is a restlessness, an impatience of steady 

application, and a dislike to every species of 

knowledge, where the outset is dry, that I 

never found in any European in any rank of 

life, or under any circumstances. 

So1ne singular notions I found an1ong the 

negroes, which it was next to impossible to 

eradicate; but they were generally hannless. 

Among others, I found the Trinidad negroes, 

young and old, with few exceptions, thought 

that when God made the world, he shook the 

earth fro1n off his hands into the water, and 

that made the West Indies. 
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CHAPTER XVIIL 

The vine_ gang on an estate-Little runaways
Deception-Punishment of negro girls by their 
mother-Infant habits-Court ma'rtial so called 
-Negro jealousy. 

IT is the custom for all children in Trinidad 

from four years of age upwards, to enter what 

is called the "vine gang;'' that is, they pick 

here and there, among the fences and cane 

pieces, wild vines for the sheep, under the 

inspection of some trusty elderly female negro. 

They continue under this regulation ·until eight 

or nine; when, at the season for weeding the 

young canes, they get a hoe put into their 

hands, proportioned to their size. This work is 

performed by them infinitely better than by 

grown people. The children work at first only 

three hours a-day with the hoe, and that not 
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without intermission ; the rest of the day they 

pick wild vines with their old comrades. As 

they get older and stronger, they work more 

and more with the hoe; and when at sixteen, 

they are considered fit for the common field 

duty. 

This, however, is uniformly regulated by the 

health and strength of the individual; and it 

must be borne in mind, that sixteen in the 

West Indies, is quite equal to eighteen 1n 

. BritainQ 

Boys have n1any intermediate e1nployn1ents; 

. such as driving mules; and if the estate's 1nill 

be a cattle one, he probably drives the mule in 

the mill. I never saw any of the young people, 

at six o'clock in the evening, when their work 

was done, ~ho seemed tired, or disposed to sit 

down; on the contrary, they were always 

dancing about and full of life and fun. 

The old woman who, on the Laurel-Hill 

estate, took care of the vine gang, was a very 

respectable native African, of great intelligence. 

l ' tnade a point of hearing, in their presence, 
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from her, how they had- behaved during the 

day. I allowed them to disprove, if they could, 

the statements she made; but Mammy J. was 

a very steady person; and knowing well that I 

would have no favourites, she was generally 

found to give a faithful account. 

There was one little boy, of nearly seven 

years of age : he was the sole instance among 

all n1y pupils of such apparently dogged sulki

ness, that he would not speak at all. His first 

pretence was, that he did not know one word 

of English ; but I obviated this excuse, by 

making· his sister translate, what was said in 

English, into his French patois; but speak he 

would not; his improvement seemed hopeless. 

Day after day, Mammy J. complained that" D . 

was one very bad pie-a-ninny-he no gather as 

many vines in one day as oder do in an hour," 

One afternoon, walking down a cane piece 

with n1y children and their governess, we met J, 

and the vine gang ; she addressed me, " Misses, 

you no see D., he wicked too much; he run 

away dis morning, and me no see 'e1n da whole 
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day; me tell he mammy and he daddy, they no 

see 'em ; abowshee ( overseer), and ebery one, 

and nobody see 'em. · Misses, what me do?'' 

Of course she had done already all that was 

possible; and I had no fear but that D. would 

n1ake his appearance at nighte We continued 

our walk a little way, when observing something 

like a human being 111oving among the tall 

canes, I put out my hand and caught him. I 

hact not time to speak a word, when the little 

fellow, in as good English as any negro ever 

speaks, said, " Misses, misses, oh ! pleese no 

tell Mammy J., for she tell me daddy and he go 

cob n1ee'' What made you run away all day? 

-your father and mother, and every one are 

hunting for you. Suppose a good big snake 

had come, what would you have done? "Misses, 

me no feared for da snake; but misses, misses, 

no let Mammy J. tell me daddy." I said, I 

shall give you up to Mamn1y J., and she will 

take you to your father or mother-I have no-

thing to do with punishing you, she must take 

care of you until six o'clock, and then take 
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yo~ home. This she did, and I believe his 

father administered a much more severe whip

ping than he would have got, had he been 

under the old regime, and punished by the 

.order of his n1aster. Now this child had for 
I 

months carried on the farce of being unable to 

speak one word of English ; and had in fact 

completely succeeded in imposing upon me. 

J3ut riext lesson, when he came, I said, ''Well 

D~, I now know you can speak English when 

· it serves your own purpose; and if you do not 

answer as the others do, I tell you very fairly 

that I will not only give you no reward, but I 

will tell your daddy." These last words had a 

most powerful effect ; fro1n that ·moment D . 

answered in English; but to the close he was a 

sulky untoward scholar. The propensity to run 

off and hide, is both dangerous to ol<l and young 

negroes, and extreinely troublesome to the master. 

Another little fellow, just turned seven, but 

of a very different disposition from D., being 

uncommonly smart, active, and intelligent-in 

fact a little man in miniature, had several times 
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run away. He had that rare blessing among 

negroes-a most affectionate father and mother. 

':{'he mother, when a little gir], had had this 

propensity; which, in fact, was a kind of 

disease. In every other respect she had been, 

according to the common meaning of the 

phrase, " a good negro." This little boy had 

been born when the mother had made one of 

her excursions in the woods in St. Vincent; she 

and the child ,vere found together-both did' 

we1I, and she never once again ran away. But 

at five years old, S. had begun the same tricks, 

and his good father had caught him, and whipt 

him more than once. Whether the report of 

wi]d hogs, big snakes, &c. had operated for 

some time as a preventive, I know not; but S., 

though taking flight occasionally during the 

day, always contrived to fall in with Mammy J. 

before six o'clock; and, moreover, he always 

brought such a quantity of vines with hi1n, that 

as J. said, " what me do with the pie-a-ninny; 

he only no walk wid us-he bring plenty a vine." 

But one evening about seven o'clock, when aH 
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was quiet, his father and mother presenteff 

themselves at the door, saying that " S. was 

absent without leave; and if he sleep in a bush, 

massa, he'll may be, be killed wid da snake." 

I mention this, that I may give an example of 

the extraordinary effrontery of little negro boys 

in telling lies. This little fellow,- after having 

been absent a week, was found in Port of Spain, 

and brought to Laurel-Hill. ~, Se'' said his 

master, '' please tell me why you ran off?" I 

shall never forget the sturdy determined look of 

the little fellow, as he eyed his master, saying, 

'' Massa, me no run away-me tell you true 

tory ·me, Massa: me go pie a vine in the plan

tain walk with Mamma J. and the pie-a-ninny, 

and massa dere come a pirit; now he just lif 

me up massa high so-jump wid me in he arm, 

from one plantain tree to anoder, massa-pirit 

den take me all a way to Port a Spain; an l 've 

been down a N aperima and seen it afore me 

daddy ! and so he continued to detail his adven

tures until he was caught; making the · spirit 

answerable, however, for all that had taken place. 
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The little run-away was delivered to his father 

and punished by him. The parents of those 

who took an interest in their children, com

plained very much of the prder in council, \vhich 

prevented their girls being punished by the 

order of the master. Strange as it may seem, 

they did not like to trust themselves to punish 

their child ; and that, too, from the fear that 

they 1night punish too severely. Let one, out 

of 1nany examples suffice. S., a girl of about 

fourteen, was indisputably guilty of most dis

graceful and immoral cond net. Her mother 

was, in this one respect, particularly correct, 

and had a high sens·e of her hon~ur ; at least 

from the- tin1e I knew her. She was a creole 

of St. Vincent,-past the n1eridian of life,-a 

perfect Am~zon in strength · and figure,-pos

sessing a sound understanding, and in many 

respects a superior person. But she was pos

sessed also with one of the worst of tempers. 

She could steal too; but she was so clever and 

so cunning, [that it was next to impracticable 

to prove it. Nor had she any objection to her 
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children stealing, if they did it adroitly ; the 

sin, in her eyes, was in being so silly as to let 

it be discovered. F. herself came -to us, and 

told me of her daughter's conduct; and begged 

that her massa would punish her. I said, "F., 

he can have her put in the stocks." '' But, 

misses,." said she, '' what signify tock to neger, 

-S. no mind tock dat ;" and she bit her ·nail, 

and spit it out. Her master was called, and 

he said, '' That is all I can do; and to talk 

to her, and try to convince · her how impro

perly she has behaved." F. looked very grave ; 

and said, '' Wen, n1assa, -better for S. had you 

punish her; for may be I punish her, and no 

top as you would." Her master told her she 

must not attempt such conduct; for if she 

acted to .S. as he had known her act before 

towards her elder daughter, she would be sub

ject to be sent to the comn1andant of the 

quarter, and punished for cruelty to her child. 

F. promised she would be quiet; but seeing 

her irritation, and knowing her temper, I kept 

the girl out of the mother's way until it was 
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bedtime; and as F. had promised to punish 

her, without going to extren1es, Se returned to 

her mother's to bed. Late at night, however, 

when all was quiet, did this woman rise, and 

beat her daughter most cruelly. I do not mean 

to say that the girl did not deserve punish1nent, 

and that it might not perhaps be the best way 

of deterring her from such conduct in future; 

I only mean to assert, and I could enforce the 

truth of the assertion by a n1ultitude of other 

examples, that in the greater number _gf cases 

young female negroes are now exposed to ten 

tin1es greater severity of corporal punishment 

than they Were when the master was the judge. 

This girl was so cruelly beaten, that next day 

she was- unable to move. I dared not have 

shewn her any attention, or taken her from her 

mother's house, whom she assisted in washing 

and bleaching lt Her elder sister, a sensible 

girl, who also was employed in washing, said 

to n1e, '' Misses no say noting to me man1my ; 

if you say anyting to me mammy, she go lick 
her again/' 

VOL. II. H 

, 
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F., the girl's n1other, was not an ignorant 

wo1nan; she had received much instruction 

from her youth upwards - had attended the 

·Methodist chapel regularly for years in St~ 

Vincent; and could talk very religiously$ But 

1t was nothing beyond talk: although a creole 

negro, she was in some respects as much a 

, ~avage as if she had been imported from Africa 

the day before. 

I have seldom met so mild a disposition, in a 

negro, as in Laurel-Hill J. He was exceedingly 

affectionate and obliging ; he had, however, 

his failings ;-he was rather artful, and withal 

a great coward; and like most such, a great 

braggadocia. One evening standing at the 

door talking, and dilating upon his great love 

for massa; he at last went so far as to say, 

that there was nothing his massa could ask 

hi111 to do, but he would do it at once-he had 

so great love for him. So massa, just to try 

him, said, "Well J., I have a letter to go to 

Belmont-now set off like a good boy, and 

take it immediately." "Yes, massa, yes, me 
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know ; me rise very early, and go a Belmont." 

"That is not what I mean ; I intend you to 

go now.'' '' To it, now, massa? not just now; 

by and by, massa, me run when da sun come." 

"The sun come !-why J. the sun is just gone 

down." " Yes, massa, and he soon come up 

again ; and den massa, me run all a way to 

Belmont." "But J., 't is this very time, now, 

I wish you to go." "Well then," said J., 

" E. (meaning his fellow servant in the house) 

E. will take me on he back ; he trong, massa; 

he run, and den we go a Belmont wid da 

paper." These little details are truly very in

significant ; but it is the insignificant that is 

often too much neglected, in speaking of the 

character -and condition of a population. 

These boys, being domestics, were often in 

the habit of asking questions about home. On 

the occasion of the arrival of a barrel of Scotch 

oatmeal, I was surprised at the curiosity they 

shewed to know what it was. I detailed to 

them, as I best could, the whole process from 

the sowing of a field of oats, to the return from 

H2 
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the mill. The next question was, '' do white 

1nassa do all dat vorck ?~' '' Not n1assas, but 

white men, plough as I have told you." I then 

shewed them a print of a n1an ploughing, sowing, 

and harrowing, in some of my children~s books. 

"Oh !" said E., " D. and G: (naming two 

servants of Mr. Whitfield's, in St. Vincent, 

who had been in England), tell 1ne white folk 

vorck hard too much in da cold too; and if 

dey no vorck, dey tarve: how would you like 

datJ.?'' 

Nothing astonished the young negroes more 

than looking through a telescope ; or seeing 

the quicksilver rise in the thermometer. Not

withstanding all my asseverations to the con

trary; '' J um bee," they said, '' must be in the 

telescope." - I shewed them how I could, by 

pushing it out or in, prevent or enable them to 

see; and that I had the whole of it at com

mand, not "Jumbee." Then, how anything 

could move up and down, as quicksilver did, 

and that thing not be really alive, passed their 

belief. I do not think it advantageous to shew 
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those th~ngs unasked to negroes: for it seen1~ 

to me to confou·nd and bewilder them. But 

they had often seen n1e look down the avenue, 

and te11 what was going on, when they could 

not do so with the naked eye; and they had seen 

my children raise the quicksilver- by holding 

the bulb of the thermometer in their hand: 

this it was which attracted their attention, 

and led them to ask questions. 

I found nothing more difficult than to get 

the little girls to sew,-· they disliked it ex

tremely. They learnt well enough ; but they 

did not like sitting. One young coloured girl, 

of about fifteen, who could work very ne~tly, 

I hired to assist in needle work. I gave her 

son1e stockings to mend. In the evening she 

brought them all done, and nicely folded up; 

but when they were taken out to be used, it 

was found that she had cut off all that part of 

the toes which required mending; and had only 

mended the heels; which being very well done 

proved she knew how to go about the work. 

When I told her of it, she said "so1ne one els 
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had done bad. to him, no she." So there was 

no ren1edy, but to purchase new oneso Servants 

know you have no re1nedy against such con

duct, and therefore do such things daily. 

The youngest negro, almost as soon as it can 

stand, begins to dance and sing in its own wayc, 

As they get older, they improve in both of 

these native accon1plishn1ents: some of them 

have very quick ears for musicG Very often, 

when I had finished their lessons for the even

ing, I sat down to play on the piano-fortee On 

such occasions they remained about the house, 

listening to the music ; and if it happened to 

be of a kind that admitted of dancing, they 

were sure to avail themselves of it. They soon 

had a large addition of tunes added to their 

· stock of negro airs; and I have heard sundry 

airs from Hadyn and Mozart, chanted by the 

boys when cleaning their knives, with astonish

ing accuracy. One of the most difficult pro

pensities to check among negro children, is the 

habit of fighting with each other: and in 

checking this1 I succeeded better than in many 
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other -of my attempts. They got into the 

habit, whenever they disagreed among them

selves, of coming up to Misses, often accotn

panied by Ma1nn1y J., _and then the whole 

evidence was heard. I made a point of first 

hearing all the complainant had to say, and his 

witnesses, one after another ; and then the de-. 

fendant and his witnesses. I seldom failed in 
-

being able to pronounce a verdict to please all 

parties ; because as they said, "Come up to 

misses; it all one to she, who right who wrong; 

she no love one pick-a-ninny more den anoder.' ' 

As for stealing, I found it impossible, in 

any way, altogether to break the young people 

of this negro habit; they seldom let slip 

a good opportunity of helping themselves.

When I was positively certain who was the 

thief, I told them so; and upon all such occa

sions there was this improvement, if improve 

ment it could be called, that the. article stoler 

was generally returned. 

The clothing for the house-boys is expensive 

beyond belief; and there is no keeping then 
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clean or decent do what you may. A gentle

man recently arrived from England, ca1ne to 

pay us a morning visit at Laurel-Hill. I rang 

the bel1 for one of the boys to bring glasses and 

some cool water: after waiting a long while, 

and repeatedly ringing, a little fello~ of about 

ten years of age made his appearance. Without 

turning round to see which of the boys it was, 

I ordered. the water and tu1nblers; when A. 

returned and placed them on the table, having 

on no clothing but his shirt~ " I suppose 

you've been in your grounds, A.," said a lady 

present; who felt I believe like myself, a little 

ashamed at a stranger having such a first intro

duction to a planter's house. '' No, 1nisses, 

but 1ne go a house for me trowsers ; and man1n1a 

say dey all, ebery one, in da ribero'' Twelve 

pairs of good stout trowsers had this little lad, . 

and yet not one pair left to wear. I ha,e 

already said, that I succeeded tolerably well in 

restraining the quarrelling and cruel behaviour 

of the negro children towards each other ; be

cause when they did quarrel, it became at last 
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an amusement to co1ne to me and hold '' court

martial"-a term they borrowed from the elder 

negroes. But I could not stop their wanton 

cruelty to the brute creation-the delight they 

evidently took in torturing helpless aniinalso 

We · had been exceedingly plagued by rats all 

over the house, so that we had even to beat 

then1 out of bed ; and in the store-room they 

made sad havock. At last E. and J. proposed 

setting a trap : this was done; and it is utterly 

impossible to conceive the eagerness with which 

these boys waited my opening the lock ~of the 

store-room next morning. There was an in1-

n1ense rat caught, half strangled" '' J.," I 

said, "if you are 11ot afraid of lifting the trap, 

take it away, and destroy the poor creature-

put it out ~f pain as fast as you can." ''Ye., 

misses, me no fear 'em." About half an hour 

after, my children can1e crying to tell me that 

E.· was very naughty; for that he and J. had 

got the rat behind the kitchen in the trap, and 

they were torturing it and cutting it with 

knives; and they could not bear to see such a 

H 3 
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thing. I instantly went out, and found them 

at the work, exactly as described& ] said, 

" Boys, how can you be so cruel ? '' " Cruel, 

1nisses, little misses fool too much; go cry for a 

tief and a rattaG-Misses, me le.t 'en1 know what 

it is to tief from my massae'' This, I need 

scarcely say, was all art and hypocrisy, to cover 

their crueltyQ All other animals which fell 

into their hands, shared the same fate as the rat .. 

Snakes they always try to dispatch quickly, 

because they know their danger from them. 

To return to the subject of those arbitrations, 

called by· the negroes court-martial, of which I 

have just spoken. These were not confined to 

the children, but were very generally resorted 

to by negroes of all ages, for the settlement of 

their disputes. Among the most fertile of these 

disputes was jealousy; and, just to convey 

some idea of the multifarious duties which 

planters may be called upon to discharge., I will 

give an outline of two cases which were made 

the subject of these references. Soon after our 

coming to Laurel-Hill, S., a Laurel-Hill field 
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negress, and the mother of a large fan1ily, can1e 

up to have, as she termed it, a court-martial 

from massa. S. complained that A., a young 

St. Vincent negro, was a great coquette, and 

that she was trying to deprive her of her hus

band, B. W., a free American negro, and a 

rich man, with fine grounds on Laurel-Hill ~ 

he kept a house, and was a person of some 

consequence. A. was summoned, and B. ,v. 
also, with the witnesses on all sides; and it wa 

fully proven that B. W. had been giving A. 

plantains and sundry other presents. IVIr. C 

had no authority over him; but gave hin1 his 

best advice. A. also was cautioned, not t 

receive presents from B. W.; nor from any 

n1an who had a wife; and S. was perfectly sati -

fled and pleased, when she found that A.' 

1nother had whipped her for her in1prudence. 

C., the wife of K., was a ren1arkably plain ne 

gress,-some ten or twelve years older than her 

husband. She was economical almost to par

sin1ony; a rare thing among negroes. R. ·was 

the handson1est negro I ever saw,-a fine fac 

and noble comn1anding figure : his address wa 
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- really graceful; and he was withal known to 

be a great Philander, if not a gay deceiver .. 

He liked C.'s good management-her well

wor_ked grounds, and the care she took to keep 

him a '' dandy.'' She was proud of R., but 

had no confidence in him,-probably she was 

not far wrong in this; but he knew her te1nper, 

and was as cun_ning as a · fox . He was one of 

the carters; and at the season when R. carted 

in the sugar to town, C. would often walk as 

far as the Tacaragua River to meet him ; and t 

ascertain that, in his politeness, he had not 

taken up some young negress in his cart, to 

help her home to some estate in the neighbour..: 

hood. The report was, that R. often did so : 

certain it is that he staid often three and four 

hours longer than necessary ; and that his 

mules came in quite worn out. Time after time 

did C. go and rr1eet him; but nothing did she 

see, but R. and his 1nules. At length one 

night, he being · unusually late, C. lost all 

patience; and, going to meet him, she encoun

tered him at the end of the avenue, and asked 

where he had been?-" :Nowhere," was of 
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c@urse the answ~rG When he got to the works, 

he took off his hat to get out a note he had 

received from ~he Judge; when C. saw inside, 

a wornan's handkerchief. This was too n1uch 

for C. to bear; she poured out a torrent of 

invective against R., who said he wasn't going 

to fight a woman, but they'd go up to massa in 

the morning to have a court-martial,-and up 

they can1e. C. began with, '' Massa, see dat ;'' 

and she spread out a common Madras handker

chief, such as the fen1ale negroes wear on their 

heads,-'' see dat, 111assa,-R. bring dat home · 

in he hat last night,-massa, . n1ake him say 

who handkerchief it be.'' R., whose handker

chief is that? said his master. " Massa, it's 

n1ine; n1e bought it a Port of Spain." "Bought) 

indeed!" said C., with a most contemptuous 

air; "he hem! no buy hem handkerchief, 

massa; me misses, dey know dey no sell hem 

handkerchief ;"-and so on. These, however, 

are specinlens of the numerous class of cases 

which we were constantly obliged to give ear 

to, and judg~1ent in. 
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CHAPTER XIX. 

Settlement of the negroes at Laurel-Hill-Their 
new provision-grounds and their returns-Sums 
paid to negroes on the estate for provisions for 
the family-Estate dandies-Absurd orders· in 
council- An anecdote - Another anecdote -
Massa Buxton and Massa King George-Igno
rance-Negro character. 

NEGROES, from the earliest age, have their 

provision-grounds ; and if too young to work 

them, the master causes the ground to be 

worked by a negro, during the master's hours. 

The produce of course goes to the family who 

takes care of the child; who, as soon as he can 

work a little, goes up to his grounds on the 

negroes' day, and learns the art of cultivating 

the soil. At seven years of age, little boys and 

girls have often a great deal to sell of their 

own, and buy fine clothes, cakes, &c. with the 

produce~ All the little boys and girls about 
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the house, have one day for themselves every 

week-.:..not a Sunday-to work their grounds. 

On such days they rise earlier, and work 

longer, than they are ever in the habit of doing 

· for their master. They do often work their 

grounds on Sunday also; but there is no occa

sion for this : were they never to lift a hoe on 

Sunday, they would still have an abundance 

of food for themselves, their pigs and their 

poultry, and n1oney for fine clothes also. 

I do not believe, that either English or 

colonial law will, for some time yet, prevent 

negroes from working on a Sunday. '' The 

love of money is the root of evil," applies 

with great force to the negro character; and 

I do not think, that if negroes had all the 

six days . of the week to work their own 

ground, they would cease from labour on the 

seventh. I do not of course speak of isolated 

cases-but of the majority; nor is there 

wanting practical proof of this truth. Who 

labours more on the Sunday than the free 

negro ? and even those born free are notorious 

for this. 
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· Little negroes soon learn to rear chickens ; 

and by twel~e years old, they make many a 

dollar by the sale of their eggs and chickens. 

After this age, boys in particular take to raising 

pigs; and an excellent speculation it is. Then 

many of them are clever at catching fresh-water 
I 

fish ; and many a half dollar have I paid at 

Laurel-Hill, for a dish of fresh-water fish. 

These fish were caught in the stream that ran 

at the foot of Laurel-Hill, by a boy; and at his 

noon-time, from twelve to two. 

Those who know little practically, of the 
. 

self-denial and the priv·ations of the working 

classes and labourers of England and Scotland, 

are little able to judge correctly of the com

parative condition of labourers in Britain and 

in the West Indies. But living, as I had done 

in my early years, very much in the country

in the counties of Mid-Lothian and Fife; and 

latterly seeing a good deal of the habits and 

mode of life of those classes in some of the 

finest and richest counties of England ; I can

not help saying that, whether in infancy, in 

youth, in n1aturity, or in age, the negro slave 
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1S lll rnuch the more enviabte condition as 

regards his physical wants. 

It was in the end of August or the beginning 

of September, that Mr. C. n1easured out the 

provision-grounds to the St. Vincent negroes, 

at Laurel-Hill. They eyed the fertile soil, on 

the sloping hill sides; · which were now, for the _ 

first time, about to be rendered subservient to 

the wants of man. The boundary on the front, 

and on two sides, ·was distinctly marked _out 

for each, to prevent, if possible, all quarrelling; 

but to the upper end no boundary was assigned ·; 

and they might clear the woods, and turn up_ as 

much new soil in that direction as they chose~ 

The St. Vincent people soon had their houses 

erected and whitewashed; and upon my arrival 

in the n1iddle of Septembe-r, they were nearly 

ready to e_nter into their, new abodes. They 

got abundance of roots, and slips of every thing 

useful for them to cultivate; and I pleased 

. some of them much by -giving-to one, a little 

early English cabbage seed; and to another, 

turnip, carrot, or English peas. They had 
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brought bags full of seeds of the legumes of 

St. Vincent; and I was requested to recollect 

an<:} keep all the pine-apple crowns, or tops., as 

they call them, to plant in their grounds. 

None of our people had come with empty 

purses; so they soon 1-1urchased pigs and fowls 

enough to set all a-going. Besides the estate's 

allowance of fish, &c., they had, until thei r 

provision-grounds were productive, an allow

ance of plantains from their master's _plantain

walk, every week, for six months : and each, 

two shillings and sixpence for the purchase of 

extras. I find, by my account-book, that each 

child had, besides fish and plantains propor

tioned to his or her age, two shillings and six

pence currency a week, from seven years of 

age upwards; -two shillings for all above two 

years, and under seven ;-and one shilling for 

all under two years of age. They had all new 

locks for their houses ; which cost four shillings 

and sixpence each. The infants had an allow

ance of rice, instead of plantains. I have 

already said , that every negro has always as 
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1nuch ~ugar as he and his family can consume; 

but of course it is not wished that they should 

sell it. 

There is a well-known root in Trinidad, 

common all over the West Indies, I believe, -

known by the name of the eddoe. It abounds 

upon every estate. The roots are not unlike 

a rough irregular potatoe : - the leaves make 

excellent, wholesome greens; and the negro, 

with the addition of a bit of salt fish, or salt 

pork-sometimes indeed both, has an excellent 

pot of soup. He may add pigeon peas during 

the months they are in season; and as for cap

sicums-his seasoning for all dishes-they are 

never wanting. This soup is excellent, whole

son1e, and palatable to all-creoles, white, free, 

coloured or slave; and indeed is one of the 

great blessings of the West Indies. 

It is needless after this to say, that in point 

of food our people, new comers as they were, 

were not to be pitied. Bread, unless it be fresh 

from the oven, negroes have no relish for; but 

three times a week, hucksters used to come, 
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from St. Joseph's to our estate, with great trays 

on their heads, loaded with bread, cakes, and 

pastry ; and they seldom carried many of their · 

dainties away. The negroes did not give 

money for these little luxuries ; they went on 

· the systern of barter and exchange ; and these 

huckster women might be seen,_ coming across 

the pasture from the negro houses, equally 

heavily laden as when they went; but with 

this difference, that they now carried fruit, 

vegetables, and eggs, to retail at St. Joseph's. 

Of course it was some tin1e before the St. 

Vincent people were able to cope as merchants 

with the old settlers; but still they did so 

much sooner than I had expected. The soil 

is so prolific and the climate so congenial, that 

no one who has lived only in Europe, can 

readily believe the quick and sure return made 

for any, even the most trivial labour-that of a 

very little child. The quick ret~rn of garden 

produce, often seemed to me like enchantment ; 

and n1ight very well have been ascribed by the 

negro to the agency of J um bee. I paid 20/. 
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currency in the first nine months of our residence 

at Laurel-Hill, to each of two negroes from St. 

Vincent for corn alone. They came and asked 

me, if " massa wanted corn (Indian corn or _ 

n1aize) for he horses?" I said he did; and 

they brought up so much, that I thought they 

were selling more than they ought. They 

assured me they had plenty for thernselves, 

and their stock in their houses, if I would 

come down and see: I did so, and found their 

account correct; and paid to each their 201. 

currency-forty Spanish dollars, for one article 

alone, out of many others, raised during the 

time I have specified. 

The first entry I find of St. Vincent people's 

cultivation, is on the 7th of November-two 

months and a half from their settlement; when 

I paid E., a house boy, seven shillings for two 

chickens. From that date, fruit, vegetables, 

eggs, fresh fish, game, poultry, and pork, fol

lowed in succession; and money was fast 

1nade. 

From the 16th September to 29th December 
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-little more than three n1onths, I paid the 

negroes on Laurel-Hill estate-seventy-seven 

in number, including all ages-from infancy 

upwards-l 76l. 15s. Id., not includi~g corn; 

being upwards of three hundred and fifty-two 

Spanish dollars. I paid besides this, during 

these months, about IOl. n1ore, for articles from 

other negroes, some free and some slaves. It 

ought to be borne in mind that all those artic_les 

sold to rne, were by no means all that was sold 

off the estate; they were but an item of the 

negro produce. Every week some _of our people 

went to St. Joseph's and to Arima to n1arket ; 

and the carters rarely took the carts to P ·ort of 

Spain without getting some articles sent into 

town for sale; and they also occasionally sold 

to the neighbouring estates, as their negroes 

did to us. These negroes were healthy and 

robust: there were a few sick now and then, 

and many more who pretended sickness to 

avoid working; but there did not seem any 

inclination to starve themselves in order to 

obtain money, by selling what they ought to 
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eat. The likings and dislikings of negroes are 

very different from those of an European: there 

is indeed a good deal of the gourmand in their 

dispositio_n; and negro cookery is by no means 

so despicable as some supposeo I rather think 

a good supper is one of their first objects; fine 

clothes for a gala day the next. As for their 

appreciation of a fine house and furniture, that 

altogether depends upon their advancen1ent in 

civilization. Every negro house on Laurel-Hill 

estate, was quite equal to those that I have 

described in the first volume of this work, as 

the general abodes of negrnes. They had their 

plantain-leaf mattresses, as we also had, in ge

neral use. Their pillows and bolsters were fea

thers · of their own purchasing, or from fowls of 

their own rearing; and in the article of sheets 

and linen, I seldom found any deficiency in any 

negro of good character. Son1e of course have 

111uch finer linen than others; but there are few 

who do not lay up some "Irish cloth," a.s they 

call it, for their burial. Attachment to respect

able dress (I do not mean mere finery, such as 
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jewels, &c.) is always a proof of civilization ; 

and some negroes are most ridiculous dandies. 

We had several of such at Laurel-Hill. S., the 

head ~oiler-man at Laurel-Hill, was invariably 

a dandy: and it was quite a picture to see him 

at the teach, watching the sugar, with his air of 

authority, and his shirt collar stuck up to his . 

ears. He was a native African,-a Coromantee, 

of a very grave and sedate dep~rtment, and ex

ceedingly reserved as regarded his former life. 

Upon my first visit to Laurel-Hill boiling house, 

with my children and their governess, he ad

vanced and made a very dignified bow,-wished 

us all health and happiness, and stooping down, 

with a piece of white chalk, he put, as I have 

already said is usual, a mark ori our feet; and 

we got another bow in return for our Spanish 

dollar. S. then ushered us all through the works 

of the sugar manufactory; when we tasted hot 

liquor and cool liquor, and pan sugar, the best 

of all. This is the remains of the sugar that 

hardens in the spout, which conveys the sugar 

fro1n the teach to the wooden coolers. I asked 
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S. one day, if he ren1embered Africa 1 "A little, 

misse-s." "Would you like to return there, and 

see it again?" " No, misses, me country neger 

very wicked,-me no wish to see 'em again.'' 

'' Do you think them n1ore wicked than negroes 

here-do they steal and lie more, and are they 

more apt to quarrel and fight?" '' Misses, 

white lady know noting of Africa, in my part; 

dey __ bad too much,-me cannot tell you how 

bad .·" S.'s look at this n10111ent, was one so 

expressive of a deter111ination that seemed to 

say, Ask no ,n1ore, that I stopped the conversa9? 

tion. S.on1e time after, I mentioned thi~ con

versation with S. to Dq, one of the pleasantest_ 

and mild est mannered female negroes I ever 

saw" She said, "Misses, it's well you no ask 

S. no n1ore questions;" and she shook her head 

a nd looked very wise : ' ·' his country, misses, 

,vicked too much." In a half mysterious 

whisper, she added, '~ Misses, S. be one Coro

mantee :! and oh ,t misS,es, ,Coromantee eat n1en ; 

n1isses. S. be one very good neger; but, 1ne 

misses, da Coro1nantee blood be in hirn. " So 

VOL. It I 
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was a good workman; but it required great tact. 

to keep him in humour: he was to be talked to 

always as a 1nan of rank and author.ity, and,in 

fact he had that about him, which made it im

possible for any one to dare to use any freedom 

with him. If any little negro forgot to say Si-r 

to hi1n, he was sure of-a blow that would make 

him remember in future. 

One evening, hearing that S. was poorly, I 

went to pay him a visit. I found him in his 

calico dressing-gown, clean shirt, and white 

trowsers-his head was bound with a Madras 

handkerchief;· and he was lying on his sofa, 

with three as nice pillows to recline upon as 

possible, with clean linen slips, as white as 

snow. He had a comfortable basin of chicken 

soup, with a plate of boiled i~ice beside him. 

And is this, thought I, a man who, had he 

been left in his own countr.y, would have pro

bably been regaling on his fellow creatures ! 

He talked very sensibly; and thanked me 

politely for coming to see him; but I always 

took care in future to avoid any allusion to his 
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countrye~S. has .since freed hin1self~ having 

previously freed his wife, in order, as he de

clared, to rid himself of her "bad tongue." · 

A fertile source of annoyance to the planters 

of Trinidad, was the constant changes occa

sioned by new orders in council, perpetually 

comiug out one after another, and often quite 

contradictory to each other. . It was evident 

that they were concocted by people who knew 

np more of the general system of agriculture 

in the West lndi~s, than that which is perhaps 

pursued in the moon: and, added to this, they 

indicated total ignorance of the manners and 

customs of the inhabitants of the· colonies, 

whether white, coloured, or -negro. No laws, 

however good and well intended, can be pro

fitable, if they be not suited to the character, 

the 1nanners, and the customs of the people 

to be governed by theni. .For what reason I 

know not, but an order can1e, that every negro 

was to be ac_curately measured !. Mr. C. told 

them all to con1e up at a certain hour, and 

have their height ascertained. In this he was 

I 2 

( 
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:r:nerely executing an order sent; nor did he ever 

suspect any objection on the part of the ne

groes. But at the hour appointed, the overseer 

came up to s_ay, that none of the negroes would 

come; dnd that they ref used to assign _ any 

reason -to hi1n. Of course their master . went, 

and told .them to come up to him, and hear 

what he had to say. They grumbled a good 

deal ; but .still they had so1ne faith in their 

master. He_ told them that measuring them 

w9uld not hurt then1 ; that he would do it 

himse_lf; and he took one of our own little 

girls, and placing her back against the wall, he 

ascertairied. and marked her height - took · a 

foot rule, and wrote down the number of feet 

and inches, saying, "You see I do so to my 

own picaninny, and you see it don't hurt her; 

con1e along, like good fellows, and let me do as 

I am ordered." But all shrunk back; and the 

negro children began to cry. "In the name 

of wonder," said Mr. C. '' what is the n1atter 

with you all-what are they afraid of?" said 

he, to R., a fine, tall, handsome, young St. 
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Domingo negro. " Massa," said he, " n1e 

can't tell;" · and evidently in a state of great 

alarm, and making an effort to gain courage, 

he looked steadily at his master, and said, 

'' You neber hurt me, n1assa-me tand so;" and 

he was n1easured accordingly. As he walked 

from the spot, his master said; "That is all ; 

you see I have not hurt you. "~ R.· wiped the 

cold perspiration from his brow, and turning 

round, said, '' Massa, a we no like to be mea

sured for our coffin afore · a we dead/' The

scene was altogether more affecting than ludi

crous to us; and yet, even when assured that 

the measure was not taken with the intention 

of n1aking coffins for them, some appeared 

incredulous. We prevailed, however, upon aU 

to be measured; and the driver laughed at his 

folly in not telling at once what their objection 

was, and ended by saying, '' Massa, Massa 

King George no know noting at all about a we 

negers." Change but the Massa King George 

to Massa something else, and never was t1~uth 

better spoken . 
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Massa Ki~g George the negroes always-con~ 

sidered as the author and con1poser of every 

·new law; - and if at any time we told them that 

if M·assa King Georg_e could see them,_ we were 

sure · he would shew no want of · knowledge, 

they uniformly sai_d, " ~en :why don't he com-e, 

and 1,hew a we how to do." More lately, 

l1owev_er, Massa Euston _(Boxton) was looked 

upon as the. highest authority. 

One day MrG C. went down to the cooper' s 

shop, and was accosted· tht1s by P., the head 

cooper. P. was a thinking, grave, sensible 

negro-had been twice with a former n1aster to 

An1erica, and had lived some months in New 

York. His wife S. was a good working-~negro, 

civil and quiet; and we had always considered 

her as a very go9d wife to P ., and attentive to 

her don1estic concerns. His house was well 

furnished; his grounds extensive and beautiful ; 

and they had no family. P . \Vas a good trades

n1an; and not easily put in a passion. He had 

seen what life is; and was well aware that his 

lot was a very con1fortable one. On the n1orn-
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ing in question he thus addressed his n1aster :-

" Massa, n1e hear new law come out for a' we 

neger ta go marry one wife; _ me massa, afore 

n1e marry one wife, me go hang me sel in a 

Paradise wood first." This was said iu a steady, 

determined tone-. '' I have heard of no such 

law/' said his master, '' nor do I believe it; 

but you know, P ., I have often said to you, and 

to all those negroes who have lived long and 

comfortably with their wives without changing, 

that I ,vould be happy to see you marry,-that 

I thought it was your duty to do so,-but I 

don't believe that any law has come out to 

compel you to do so; at the same time I cannot 

conceiv_e what objection you could have to mar~ 

rying S., with whom you have lived rnore than 

twelve years; and she has made a very good 

wife to you." '' True, n1e n1assa, very good as 

she is; but, n1e massa, pose (suppose) 1ne 

n1arry S., I say, 'S., do so;' she my wife then, 

n1assa-so she say, 'No!' Well, pose massa, 

now n1e say, 'S., do so;' she do it; 'cause she 

know if she no do it, me put her away, and get 
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anoder dat will ."' " I don't think S. would 

behave so," said his master; " I think she 

would do as much for you as she does now." 

"Massa, me beg you pardon-was you eber in 

New York?" "No, P/' " .Well den, n1assa, 

n1e have,-and me no be in a America fo r 

noting:. no, _no, me massa,. me n-o know ebery 

ting you k11ow, nor Massa King George neider ; 

hut me know some ting~ too, yori don't know ; 

me know dat 1ne- neber n1arry neger wife : if 

Massa King George say, a we neger marry, 

den ]et Massa King George send out white 

wife to ·a we from England, and den ,¥e marry 

as n1any as he like/ ' ' 'We don' t wish you to 

marry 1nore than one wife; but why do you 

prefer a white wife?" "''Cause, massa, white 

wife no run bout here, dere, a~d every where, 

like negers; massa, if you gie me your wife, me 

n1arry her to-day ; but afore me marry any neger 

wife, me go hang mesel in a Paradise wood .'' 

Upon investigation, we found that the carters 

who had returned from Port of Spain the pre

ceding evening, had spread the report over the 

• 
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estate, that Maisa Euston~ and Massa King 

George (Mr. Buxton had the precedence), had 

sent out a law, to order every negro to n1arry 

his wife--a law which, with only two excep-

tions, the negroes declared they would resist, 

and die rather than obey. A recom1nendation 

to the planters to encourage marriage, had 

indeed been sent,-and such is t~e tenacity 

with which negroes will resist all interference 

vvith their habits and customs, that it was son1e 

time before the discontent, which even this 

recomn1endation produced, gave way. 

My object in relating such anecdotes, is to 

shew the great difficulty there is for persons, 

not well acquainted with negro character and 

customs, to frame laws and regulations at all _ 

suited to their improven1ent or a1nelioration . 

One order passed with that latter view, and no 

doubt , considered in England greatly in favou r 

of the negro, was, that no negro was to be 

punished instanter for any offence; but must be 

first confined, for a certain length of ti1ne, in 

the stocks. Now this, l presun1e, was intended 

1 3 
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to prevent unnecessary or severe. punishn1ent, 

by allowit1g the master's ange-r time to coo], 

But, to those inclined towards severity, this 

failed altogether in its effect: I have already 

said, that the _negro looks upon the .stocks as 

no punishment, He goes to them, lies within 

his n1osquito curtains, with his pillow at his 

head--has his food brought to him, and prefers 

this to any work, however light$ The conse-

quence is, that a good-for-nothing ·negro be- • 

haves . himself as sotne convicts used to do, when 

sent to B~tany Bay, and saying, '' Thank your 

honour.'' The .negro snaps his fingers and 

says, "Thank you, massa,'' with an air calcu-

lated rather to provoke and irritate, than disarm 

the anger of a 111aster. Not only, therefore, 

had such an order no effect in ameliorating the 

\ condition of the negro, but it was not even 

~onsidered . a boon by him ; for although the 

stocks were · rather liked than otherwise, the 

negroes in general considered the previons con

finement as meant to be an addition to punish

ment, and it tended therefore rather to produce 
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bad than good feelingo Let m_e illustrate this 

view by an anecdote. 

Before coining on the estate, we had oeen 

told the general character and disposition of 

each individual. Among others, we were in

forn1ed that C.,- a female, was a personage next 

to impossible to manage. She appeared to us 

a clever superior person, with not a disagreeable 

countenance ; neat, and civilized looking. She 

had been a domestic at one tin1e to a former 

n1aster; but being in this capacity quite ineffi

cient, she was transferred to the field with her 

own acquiescence in the change. About ten 

days after our arrival, while the negroes were 

holing a piece of canes near the foot of the hill, 

I s~ddenly heard a very angry voice, which 

became louder and louder;. but as Mr. C. ,, as 

in the field, I paid no more attention to it. In 

the evening, wh_en the driver came up to get 

his orders for the next day, Mr. C. said, " F. ,_ 

I never saw such a woman as that; is she quiet 

now that she is in the stocks ? "-" Quiet, 

n1assa ! noJ noti0g will ever stop her. Massa 
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she bad too much/' "Can she work, F." ~' Yes, 

for hersel, n1assa; fine grounds she have ; but 

she'll neber work for you nor any massa-; me 

tink the J um bee in her.'' Mr. C. said, "Corne, 

we must try; I find kindness won't do, for I've 

tried that; and now I 'm trying whether the 

stocks will do.'.' F. shook his head; "Massa, 

tock neber do good to neger; dem who make 

dat~new law do very bad, to make massas keep 

bad heart to negers." " B~t why do you 

suppose that is a sign of keeping bad heart ? ' ' 

'' Cause, n1assa, all da time a neger is in da 

tock afore he be punish, massa heart b urn 

gainst neger, and neger heart burn gainst 

massa,-~ dat 's all bad, massa; dem who make dat 

law no know a 'We. '' "But F., those who made 

that la"'r say, that negroes were often and 

unjustly and severely flogged; because, at the 

moment, their master was in a passion : and by 

giving tirae, they think the 1naster will cool, 

and the negro repent."-'' Bless you, me massa, 

den dey know noting at all about it ; for afore 

time massa had no time for he heart to b urn ; 
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and neger neber like noting so bad as for he 

massa to keep bad heart to him."-" Well, Fe, 

I did not make the law. I must keep it, and 

try whether it will do good or not."-" Me-

1nassa, hear me; I know black neger better 

eber dan you; it do no good ; it do very bad ., 

1nassa.'' 

To return for a moment to C ., the negro who 

gave rise to this . colloquy : in the stocks, or at 

work, it was all the same to C. ; she was the 

torment of every one,-she poured forth abuse 

upon her master, the overseer, the driver, and 

her mother. She often came to sell articles to 

n1e,- poultry, fruit, and vegetables ; and was 

very civil and politee I took no notice of her 

bad conduct on the estate ; whether it was that 

she had expected I would have done so, and 

the ref ore was pleased at n1y forbearance, I 

cannot tell; but she always looked graciously 

upon me. 

The cook at this tin1e wished to change for 

the field; and I proposed to C. to take her 

place. I thought that, by removing her from 
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those with whom she had been accusto1ned to 

quarrel, and by flattering her .self-esteem -(for . 
to cook w~Ii is no small pride in a negro), I 

~ight change her charac_ter. She accepted the 

place, and served n1e faithfully and well; and 

became, under my eye, a most exemplary per

son; and she served us until the day we left 

Laurel-Hill; and cried for days before we went 

away. I asked her if she would like to go 

home to England with me? She said, "Yes, 

misses, me like to see England, if you bring me 

back." I Said, " That .is very natural, C. ; 

your mother is here, and all your friends".-
- -

'' Yes, misses, and me grounds." She might 

well say "me grounds," for C.'s grounds were 

indeed a source of riches to her: she had then1 

in beautiful order, and was altogether a money

making personage. She kept a complete 

huckster's shop on the estate; and many, both 

on Laurel-Hill and the adjoining properties, 

bought thread, tapes, candles, soap, and pins, 

&c. from her. She had always plenty of money, 

and could at any time change a doubloon for 
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_ne; or, iJ I was. short of a few dollars, C. 

always produced whatever sum I required at 

, once; · I giving her an acknowledgment for the 

sun1 borrowed, which she kept until I repaid 

her, when it was torn up._ She had no osten

sible husband. I often advised her to marry, 

and settle like a respectable girl,-for, -spite of 

her temper, she had two great attractions: she 

bad money, and was handsome; and I knew 

she had many admirers. She would not hear 

of n1arriage, however; but said, that "when 

neger come good, like white man, den she 

n1ight n1arry-.'' She gave dances, and made a 

great deal of 1noney by then1: she paid for 

every thing-supper, liquor, and music; and 

each negro paid half a dollar for admission. 

The refreshments were in the house, which was 

particularly neat; the dance was in front of 

her house, with seats surrounding a space large 

enough for the dancing ; the musicians being 

placed at the end. Yet, inconsistent as ~t 

n1ust appear, this young wornan was a perfect 

savage in many respects: if any one contra-
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dieted her, she was like a frantic person, and 

always began to bite furiously. 

I had told the grown-up negroes, that I 

should be very happy to see them come up, 

and hear the children instructed; and son1e, 

now and then dropped in; while others were 

very frequent in their attendance. Among these 

·was C., who listened with great attention. I 

often tried to convince her how improper her 

violent conduct was; but she always defended 

herself; and said, "Misses, when me say bad 

to you, you no curse me; (or you don't ansvver 

n1e unkindly, or rudely:/' by which she n1eant, 

that if when she abused the other negroes 

they would not return the abuse, she would 

sooner restrain her temper. No sooner had we 

left the estate, than she wa8 as bad as before 

w-e had come to Laurel-Hill-no one dared to 

speak to her. She freed herself, I believe 

in 1830, or thereabouts e 
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CHAPTER XXc 

More anecdotes - Massa Euston - Qualifications 

for freedom--Details of savage character and 

habits-Infant's sickness, and feigned sickness. 

IF I were to detail the whole history of the 

conduct of every negro on the estate, there is 

not one of such details that would not illustrate 

some point of importance, either in negro cha

racter, or in giving hints for legislation upon the 

condition of the slave. There is doubtless a 

degree of circumlocution in this mode of stating 

truths; and it may sometimes happen, that on 

a dialogue a page long, one line is all that 

merits attention. Curious and perhaps novel , 

if not important information, is generally how

ever to be gleaned from such details ; and I 
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shall yet for a little longer ~ontinue this mode 

of illustrating my views. 

I., one of our negroes, was a native African. 

· I said to her one day, Do you recollect your 

country well? · ''Yes, q
1

uite well.'' How did 

you come to the West Indies? '' Me massa, in 

a Guinea; one great massa, he go to war wid 

anoder n1assa; me taken, and sold to a __ White 

map." Where you a friend of the great massa 

you were taken prisoner from? 1' No, n1e , 

misses, 1ne his slave-me in a _ house, servant.'' 

And what work did you do? "First in a 

morning, me milk da goat plenty ; and put it 

in, a calibashes.. Well, den me go and wash 

me young misses's foot, help her sew calicoes, 

milk goat at night again, and wash me young 

misses's feet. Den she go to bed ; if she go to 

dance, or go any where, me tend her, and 

wait OH her." What did you do with the milk? 

"Me massa and he wife eat it when it be 

bonny clover," (that is curdled). Whether do 

you like white massa or black , massa best? 

'' Black massa not so bad neider; but on]y he 
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have so many wife, and so you see dat make s<:> 

many misseses. Massa himself not so bad ; but 

he whip he wife when she do bad too n1uch.'' 

Did he whip his servants? '' Some~imes ; but 

£or common he make da head servant do sow'' 

Now tell me fairly, were you ever punished so, 

and what for? '' Misses, me punish when 1ne bad; 

when me pill da goat milk ; when me young 

and foolish too much, den n1e like young negers 

here, have saucy tong\le; den da flog me to 

put saucy tongue out o' 1ne head." Had you 

good clothes given you? "Misses, 1ne have 

two coarse calico petticoats, two handkerchief 

ebery so many n1oons; but me have no chemise, 

no hat; me h~ve one fine petticoat too, to put 

on when me go to wait on n1e young misses_ at 

da dance.'' Now whether do you think you 

prefer being a slave to 1nassa in Africa or massa 

here? "Oh ! me misses, tne tink noting now 

of me country massa ; country massa good 

enough for dat country, but dat 's all,-white 

1nassa, just massa, and dat make great differ." 

Soon after this, I. came to consult me about 
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n1arrying J. P, She told me that she was 

going "to try live wid 'em first a little bit for 

trial, and den if he be one good neger, she 

marry 'em/' I said, "You know J.P. is at least 

twenty years younger than you,--he is quite a 

drunkard, lazy, and has a very saucy tongue; 

moreover his grounds are not in good order, 

and he is a sad thief, and I thin~ you had best 

not try him ; for I am convinced he only wishes 

to get you for his wife, that he may have the 

advantage of your good grounds,-he is always 

in trouble, and fighting, and his clothes are in 

rags; he· is a fine-looking young 111an, but l 

fear . that is all ; I would be happy to see 

you marry a good man ; and though it is very 

necessary and prudent to know the man well 

whom you marry, yet to live with him upon 

trial is very sinful ; it is against the law of 

God." I. comprehended me very well; but in 

spite of all my advice, J. P.'s eloquence pre

vailed-for he was as negroes say, "cunning 

too much.'' Some weeks after this ill-sorted 

union, I. ca1ne up to me, '' Oh misses me fool 
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too rnuch what me for do ! J. P. very bad; he 

t ief yam fron1 me, plantain from me, and dollar 

fron1 me ; 1nisses, what me for do? me heart 

break wi~ dat wicked neger." An investiga

t ion took place; and upon the graver charge, 

that of stealing dollars, there was some doubt. 

'' D o, me . massa, please punish hitn," said I. 

'' Well I., I '11 put hin1 in the stocks, and lay 

all the story before the commandant.'' "Massa, 

111e no g1e dat (biting her nail) for the com-

1nandant ; massa, n1e be your neger, -you 

love n1e, but strange 111assa no care for me, 

nor me dollar neidero'' '' Indeed he will, I. ; 

Monsieur Legendre, the comn1andant, is a very 

good .man ; and he will hear all the story, and 

t ry t o get back the dollars ; and if it is fairly 

proved, I ' in sure he'll punish-J. P .' ' I. however 

was not at all satisfied with this proposed plan ; 

she insisted that an appeal to the comtnandant 

always made negroes spiteful against those who 

proceeded in that way, and ended by saying 

' ' Dat new law bad law, when one own massa 

can' t gie justice to he own negero'' "But L 
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I wish to get Justice for you." '' Me know, 

me massa, you do; · .but -me want no stranger 

massa justice - stranger massa no love me; 

n1assa, you no care to love Massa Legendre 

neger-; Massa Legendre no love yours." This 

is one out of a thousand suGh instances. -A 

person better qualified than M. Legendre could 

not have been· selected for the . office he held,

he was perfectly -acquainted _with every custom 

and prejudice of the people he had to deal -with ; 

but difficulties on the part of the negro, of this 

nature, were never thought of by people at 

home, who, from erroneous information, had 

come to the conclusion, that neg~oes have no 

confidence in their masters. However people 

Illay bel~eve it or. not, I have heard good an'd 

intelligent negroes find great fault with the 

ignorance of "Massa Euston and Massa King 

George,"-for ever after 1824, it was evident 

they conceived Massa King Gt:!orge a very sub

ordinate personage to l\'Iassa Buxton. The 

negroes whose business it is to go to town, hear 

all that is going on in England ; and though . 
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they cannot read, they have the substance of 

all that is printed from those who can. Be

lieving as they a·o, that "Massa Euston '' is at 

the head of the English government, as regards 

negroes, it is not to be wondered at, that when 

they hear the substance of many speeches made 

by that gentleman, the minds of the best of 

them are now unsettled; and that the bad and 

idle characters, who forn1 too often the majority 

upon an estate, believe that unlirnited freedom . 

(a tern~ which they interpret in their own way) 

ha$ been given, and is withheld by the combi~ · 

nation of thei;r n1asters and the colonial govern

n1ent, against the comn1ands of Mr. Buxton.-

Upon Mr. C. going down _to the field one 

n1orning at six o'clock, he found a great de-

ficiency in the number of negroes. 

the matter?" said he to the driver. 

"What is 

"Massa ' -

dey all gone up in da grounds,-dey say they 

vorck no more for mass a." It was a circu"n1-

stai1ce ,veil worthy of ren1ark-that the negroes 

remaining in the field were all the good cha

racters. They were quite contented and cheer-
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ful ; and spoke with n1ark_ed disapprobation of 

the conduct of the others. '' Massa," said N., 

" it's pity R. and W. eber go in a Port of Spain ; 

dey hear bad ting dey, and tell bad tory (story) 

· to negers; and n1assa, dey foolish too n1uch; 

1ne know, me massa, you do me just (justice) 

better dan tranger." A better explanation than 

this negro gave, could hardly be: those negxoes 

who go to town, though generally chosen for 

the situation in consequence of intelligence and 

ability, are nevertheless exposed to the contact 

of bad advice. They return heated with liquor, 

and of _course with exaggerated stories in their 

heads; these they retail to all their comrades 

at night, as they sit eating their suppers, out

side their doors. The really good negro is 

wonderfully little impressed by it, but it is far 

otherwise with the lazy and the bad : freedom 

is -prized by the1n, not for the sake of personal 

liberty in the British sense of the word, but as 

they have invariably told n1e, "to sit down 

softly." Freedom, eo given and so used, will 

never be productive of civilization or Christianityo 
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The fact of all good negroes being contented 

and happy, and attached. to their masters, is 

proved by their working as they have done, 

with so many incitements to have acted other

wise. Had slaves been . treated as many people 

assert they are, it is absurd to suppose that two 

or three white men could have kept up any 

authority on estates where there is always such 

a majority of negroes, and distant too from all 

help. Turn the matter which way we will, the 

question remains yet to be answered,-and a 

grave questi~n it is, Would the in1mediate legal 

en1ancipation of the negro, advance or depress 

_him in the scale of civilized life ?-for unless 

we are quite sure that the slave population 

have reached that point of civilization when 

the boon of freedom would not make them fall 

back again to the habits of savage life, we are 

not benefiting but injuring them, both spiritually 

and temporally. Hitherto the anecdotes I have 

here related, have been mostly of good negroes, 

(by good, I mean good according to the negro 

VOL. IL K 
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code of morality) ; we shall now turn to the 

opposite side" 

One day I was much shocked by L Per 

presenting himself at the door, dreadfully 

agitated, as well he might. " See!-'' said he,. 

"massa, see what carpenter J. do me." His 

shoulder was bleeding,-a large piece had just 

been bitten out of the most fleshy part. The 

poor fellow was in dreadful pain. His master 

dressed the wound for him ; and making him· 

sit down, he sent for carpenter J. I need not 

detail the investigation that took place; both 

were bad negroes ; there had been a quarrel,

a11d this was the cons-equence. r ask this 

question-is a man, who, cannibal-like, bites a 

p1ece out of another's shoulder, advanced to 

that point in civilization -which renders it wise 

to bestow freedom upon him; or is it safe to 

free him from coercion? The sore produced 

by the bite was dreadful; it required dressing 

duri-~g many weeks; and years afterwards had 

left ,.- deep scar. 

B. W. , a free American negro, took some 
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tnnbrage at a negro family on the estate, and 

at night, when all was quiet, he got broken 

glass bottles, and laid them all along, with the 

sharp corners up, before their door, that when 

they came out in the morning, without being 

aware, they might cut their feet. Th~ driver, 

who is always up long before the other people, 

and who usually met his master and the 

overseer at the works, told them the circum

stance, and that he had warned the family not 

to come out until he had reported it to his 

master. The overseer saw it, and the bottles 

were cleared away, and B. W.'s conduct was of 

course inquired into. The proofs were abundant 

that he was the guilty person ; perhaps the 

best proof of all was, that the same day when 

Mr. C. was _at the works, he came up to rne, 

and did what I never saw a slave do, knelt 

down on his knees before me, to beg n1e to 

intercede with Mr. C. to allow him to remain 

on the estate, as he had heard it was very 

likely he would be ordered off. I told him to 

rise, and said that I was exceedingly sorry to 

K2 
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see him, a free man, who had been in America., 

and seen the world, behave so badly; that he 

ought to remember, that his being free would 

neither make us or the negroes respect him one 

bit the more, unless by his conduct he shewed 

hin1self worthy of his freedom, by behaving 

like a civilized being. He began a long speech, 

about the devil getting into his heart, and a 

great a ·eal of cant, which I assured hi'm I -did 

not care for; in short, he wished to convince 

1ne, that though he had done this savage deed, 

he was not to blame,-it was merely that for 

a short time he had fallen into the net set for 

hi1n 'by ''the enemy of souls:" Having his wife 

and children on the estate, he was suffered to 

ren1a·in, upon a promise of an1endment; but he 

was always a trou bleson1e, deceitful character, 

and a savage, who would have been better 

under restraint than free. I could enumerate 

numerous facts, all tending to prove that many 

negroes are utt~rly unfit for the rights of 

civilized men. I have seen negroes, upon the 

lightest provocation, snatch up any weapon at 
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hand, and inflict a deep gash on whatever part 

of the body first presented itself, of a wife.9 

husband, or child. One day I saw A" run 

down a young deer, in the plantain walk near 

t he house, and having secured it, he delibe

rately took his knife, cut a bit out of the thick 

part of the leg of the living animal, and ate it 

with great relish; and when I expressed asto

nishment and disgust, he said, '' It be best .of 

all so, misses." 

I have in the first volurne of this work 

spoken of the care of negro children ; and of 

the nurses who are appointed to look after then1 

upon all estates-a practice adopted, partly 

because a mother who had ~he sole charge of 

children, could have no time for work of any 

kind-partly because negro mothers are, with 

very few exceptions, extremely cruel to their 

.children. At Laurel-Hill, we were very well 

ff in this respect. Patience was really patient, 

b oth by name and nature; and many a 1nerry 

ong and dance, she sang and danced to the 

' ' little negers," as she called them; and when 
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~one 01' two began first to ·walk, she was as 

proud as possible to exhibit them, and ·all the 

little tricks she had taught themo I was very 

desirou~, however, to try and get the mother to 

feel some personal pleasure in taking care of 

one of their childreno I could not however wish 

-Mr. ·co to •make ·any experi1nent an1ong ·those 

'whose habits were such that we knew they 

pref erred' their pig to their children; but Mr. C. 

had in St. Vincent promised a reward of two 

joes to any mother who would produce her 

child to hi1n, at two years of age, in good 

health; and we renewed the experiment at Tri

nidad~ Three or four received the reward, but 

these were all; the others preferred work, and 

the nurse to take care of their babiese There 

were some other mothers, who were good to 

their children so long as they did not trouble 

them "too much;'' but I saw no·ne with whom 

I thought it would be safe to try the experiment 

of their taking care of their children all day, 

as well as all night. The fact is, that negro 
I 

women like the gossip and the fun of the field ; 
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and to stay at home and nurse their child is 

too monotonous and dull a life for tbemo No 

doubt there are ex~eptions, but they are not 

numerous; otherwise so considerable a reward 

as Mr. C. held out, would have produced 

greater results than it did effect. 

The management of the sick uegro is an 

important branch of duty on all estates; but 

the first difficulty is, who are really sick? I 

have already incidentally mentioned this; but 

a few details, and an illustrative anecdote, with 

reference especially to Laurel-Hill, are required 

notwithstanding. Nothing can be more ludi

crous than to see s01ne ten or twelve negroes 

crawling up to massa's house, on a Monday 

morning, walking at about the rate of a quarter 

of a mile an hour. The clothes are put on in 

a most negligent style, the head is ti_ed up in a 

peculiar form, which every one who has seen, 

can well understand, and which no description 

· of mine, could convey the reality of: then there 

is the whining tone, the entreaty for physic at 

once; or more commonly a blister, for that is 
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merely painful for a few hou~s, _ and of course 

produces consequences that relieves the negro 

from work for several days. Good negroes call 

these people skulkers-that is, that they invent 

any excuse to escape . work . Before I got out 

of bed on the Monday morning, I could, from 

the voices merely, tell almost to a certainty 

who were to be the skulkers for that week. 

By a good deal of tact, and some humour, Mr. C. 

used _to get rid of about one half the number; 

making them laugh, and so cajoling them, that 

at ]ast they would confess it was merely a 

Monday morning's sickness. Perhaps one or 

two might be really sick ; . but this any one 

acquainted with the negro countenance can 

tell without difficulty. Even the shammers, 

however, insisted on having some drug, to save 

appearan~es, or something t_o make grue~ with ; 

but it was understood that they took the 

physic, and went up to their grounds after 

breakfast. Sometimes a skulker makes his 

appearance during the week ; but Monday is 

the gre,lt. day. We were better situated at 
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Laurel-Hill than most planters, as regarded the 
\ 

sick list, because Dr. Ce lived upon the estate; 

but notwithstanding this, they sornetimes were 

cunning enough to baffle massa, misses, and 

the doctor too. · Let one instance suffice,

one won1an, C., came perpetually up, n1orning 

after 1norning, to the doctor ; her pulse was 

goo4_, her skin cool, not the least appearance 

-of sickness about her, excepting her tongue

and that tongue certainly did astonish the 

doctor, for such a tongue he had never either 

read of, or seen. Every morning it was of a 

perfectly different colour; · all the_ browns, 

greens, and shades of white had been exhausted, 

when to the horror of the doctor, a perfectly 

bright blue tongue was thrust out. He was 
' 

now convinced how rnatters stood ; so taking 

a wet clean towel, he told her to put out her 

tongue: she rather objected to this ordeal, but 

the doctor insisted upon it; and having washed 

the dye off, C. shewed as clean and healthy a 

tongue as possible, and for a good while after, 

:she did not skulk fron1 work; for the good 

K3 
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~ negroes quizzed her unmercifully. Many such 

cases are continually occurring on every estate" 

It ought to be remarked, that skulkers never _ 

appear on a Sunday, . holiday, or on their own 

day; or, if skulking the day before, they 

uniformly recover on those dayse 
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CHAPTER XXI. 

, The LaUrel-Hill negr·oes-Examples off aithful
ness-Saving banks, and negro opinions of them 
-Wesleyan Methodist instructian on the estate
Mr. Goy, and Mr. Stephenson-Conversations 

with the missionaries - Negro expectations

Difficulties in the way ef the government plan
Division of time - Compensation for clothing 
and provision grounds-More conversations with 
th~ missionaries-Negro marriages-Erroneous 

returns of the Methodi~ts. 

THE first Sunday we were at Laurel-Hill, 

nothing was said as to negro amusements on 

that day; we wished to see what their own 

habits were, and about eight in the evening we 

heard the drum begin. Next day Mr. C. told 

them he was aware he could not forbid them 

to dance of a Sunday, but that we would feel 
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obliged by -thei-r not doing so; that it was 

breaking a positive command of God, and it 

was disagreeable to us. Some said, "Massa, 

we no do so no more ;'' and other_s said, "Very 

well,'' good humour~dly ;- and but a very few 

looked '' black _ ~nd s-ul~yo" _ Their master 

added, '' I have no objection to your dancing at 

proper times, and making yourselves 1nerry and 

happy; but it is best not to dance on Saturday 

night either, because you are apt to dance too 

late, and . forget the Sunday n1orninga We 

were pleased on the next Friday to hear the 

drum with the dance going on, but there was 

no dancing on Saturday night or the Sabbath 

evening. But as the negroes heard continually 
I 

of fresh laws coming out, all tending to weaken 

in the negro, respect or affection to the master, 

it was not to be wondered at that certain effects 

were produced: I recollect, on one Saturday 

evening, between six and seven o'clock, after 

the period when the negroes beca1ne so unset

tled by the constant changes and orders, that I 

rang the bell several times and no one answered: 
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this was however not unusual, for the servants 

often fall asleep in the afternoon : and· I went 

out with the intention of awaking then1. I 

found Eo, one of the house-boys, alone.; the 

rest were all absent. I sajd, "~ ou tnay bring 

in tea, E .' ' · He stood rubbing a tumbler, 

and replied, '' Me finish rubbing me glass, and 

me going away down to the neger-house ; 

Massa Bnston say, Saturday night the same as 

- Sabbath-day;" and laying down his tumbler, 

and hanging up the towel, he brushed past me, 
-

and ran down the hill : this was in February 

1825, when the people were a good deal ex

cited, 1nore or less, upon every estate. In all 

such cases, no alternative remains but to help 

oneself; thus West Indian~ learn a number of 

useful and practical lessons of this kind; and I 

.am not quite sure if all the females who sign 

petitions, and sigh over the distresses of the 

poor negroes, would much relish doing their 

work for then1. 

Nothing evidently was more perplexing to 

the negroes, than the .conflict in their own mind 
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between the bad -··advice abundantly adminis

tered to them, and consequent erroneous views, 

and the feeling which still occasionally arose, 

of trust in their mastersQ Some few indeed 

neyer in any respect changed; and to the last 

moment of our residence in Trinidad, all the 

stories they heard, seemed to have no effect 

upon -them ; and when the time of our depar

ture arrived, and they found that we were really 

going to leave them, r_nany even of the bad 

negroes began to relent, and I think there were 

not above eight or ten who did not come to 

shake hands with ,us, an~ say, God bless you

and that too with a heartiness which, to us, 

who knew their characters, left no doubt in 

our minds that they felt they had behaved iJJ, 

and would have been glad to detain us. Nor 

were we forgotten, even when we had long left 

the West Indies. 

There were some five or six people upon 

Laurel-Hill, in the decline of life, who did only 

a little light work. Of these there were at first 

three, and latterly only two, past all work. 
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They were nice old women ; the eldest must 

have been eighty, or near it; their grounds 

were worked by their god-children_,-a general 

custom in Trinidad, as in Sto Vincent, If the 

aged person has no child of his own, the gcid

child is uniformly the _heir ; and if they have 

neither children nor god-children to work their 

grounds, the master appoints a person to do the 

duty, and he looks personally to see that there 

is plenty of provisions for the individual, whose 

other allowances of salt provisions and clothing 

are the same as those of any stout negro; and 

if the individual cannot use all the allowances, 

which is generally the case, she or he sells them 

for their own benefit. 

We often visited these old women. M. B. 

had a great deal of dry humour, and was very 

fond of childreri; the natural result of which 

was that all the children were fond of her. 

But though she could not cultivate her grounds 

herself, she could feed chickens and fowls, and 

sell them ; and M. B. had always fresh eggs. 

Then she had a cat, so wise, that she said it 
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knew better than many a neger : ~he regularl)7 

had a rat caught, and broiled it for puss's sup

per, to the great delight of the young negroes. 

Old ·as this wo1nan was, she remembered us 

with affection; and long after we were in 

England, I had a letter from a friend who had 

been visiting her at Laurel-Hill, and who says, 

the poor soul always inquires for you, and 

finished by hoping '' da _ Lord win bless da 

sweet pie-a-ninnies." Let no one suppose 

such a case as this to be out of the usual course 

of events in the West Indies. I can unhesi

tatingly say, that in St. Vincent and Trinidad, 

such are every day occurrences, and that cases 

of cruelty and of neglect appeared to me ex

tremely rare ; and that though going out highly 

prejudiced on the popular side, and employing 

five years in minute personal investigation,. and 

even keeping a journal of what I saw, I should 

be guilty of the grossest misrepresentation, did 

I not state things to . be in all respects, aS re

gards master and slave, totally the reverse of 

what the popular believe is. As for punish-
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ments, every body must allow that it would be 

more agreeable to the natural feelings of every 

kind-hearted person, could punishments be 
) . 

altogether dispensed with. But this, I venture 

to say, ,is impossible, whether labour is to be 

done by a slave or an apprentice, so long as the 

labourer is uninstructed and unchristianized. 

F. carr1e one day to his master, just before -

the standing stocks were introduced as a pun

ishment, and complained that . J. had robbed 

his grounds of three large branches of plantains, 

and he added, "Massa, pray do punish him:" 

his master said, " I'll put him iR the stocks, 

and I'll give you the same quantity of plan

tains." "Massa, it's no dat so much me want, 

me want him punish ; cause _massa, if he no 

punish, he tief from some one else to-morrow, 

and he say, ' N eber mind, me massa no punish 

me, but gie dem plantain from he own plantain 

walk;' and so he'll go on massa." J.P. was put 

in the stocks, but as usual he laughed at it. 

The planter had long known the inefficiency of 

the stocks, and at length government ordered 
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the use of standing stocks, in a conspicuous 

place of the estate ; which certainly were more 

effectual as a punishn1ent, but much better 

punishments might have been devised, without 

having any recourse to flogging,-for it may 

well be supposed that_ a planter, in the mids-t 

of the hurry and anxiety of getting his. sugar 

made before the rainy season sets in, will pass 

over almost any conduct, rather than deprive 

himself of even one workman for a day; and 

those know very little of negro character, who 

are ignorant that the negro is clever enough to 

see this, and that it is always when he can be 

least spared that the bad negro behaves the 

worst, knowing that scarcely any offence would 

not at that time be passed over. When I speak 

of flagrant offences, such as I contend deserve 

corporal punishment, let me be understood ; 

I call that negro justly punished, who was 

flogged for killing seventy-five head of poultry 

by thrusting coarse needles into them, for 

poisoning a calf, and cutting and maiming 
several mules 11 
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Another subject recommended by government 

to the consideration of the planter, was, to get 

the negroes to place their moneys in a savings 

bank. They ought to have been very grateful 

for so kind an offer, when a ban~ was a benefit 
I . 

and a conveQ~ence, which the white population 

even did not possess. We explained the system 

to the most intelligent negroes on the estate: 

I took twenty shillings currency in my hand, 

and said, " You give those twenty shillings to 

the bank, on Christmas day, they give you a 

'good ' for them (good, means acknowledge

ment). The Christmas following, you go back 

and they give you twenty-one shiMings,-you 

see you get your twenty shillings, and one 

shilling more ; or if you choose to leave it, they 

give you another 'good' for twenty-one shillings, 

and so on. Now you ,know that you are often 

robbed of your money ; you tie up all your 

gold and silver, and put it in a pocket hand

kerchief, and then stuff it ia the thatch of your 

house; and even if nobody steal it from you, 

you get nothing all the year from it. You put 
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twenty shillings into the handkerchief, and you 

take the same twenty out of it. Now I know 

you have all both gold and silver, a good deal, 

and l think you ought to .be much obliged to 

Massa King George for 111aking such a kind 

offer to you, a~ to keep your rr1oney safe, and 

give you something besides, for keeping it.'' 

The answer was, '' Misses, do yoll put your money 

dey ?" "No; I wish we had such an advan

tage, but it is only meant for you.'' "Misses, 

I fancy massa keep his own money? so will 

we." _I told them, massa trusted a bank much 

farther off, in England, and that I was sure 

their n1oney would be safe.'' " May be, misses ; 

but den you savey all dem ting; a' we no care 

to savey bout bank, we keep our own dollar.'' 

The mind of the negro 1s, in but few cases 

only, sufficiently enlightened to comprehend 

such a thing as receiving interest for money : 

he cannot believe that any one will take the 

risk of keeping his money, and will give him 

son1ething more; neither has he any trust in 

strangers, and nothing can compensate him fo~' 
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the pleasure of opening his handkerchief, and 

adding to his stock of dollars every week, as 

he sells his produce. Many of them have 

handkerchief upon handkerchief tied up, full 

of gold and silver, and thrust up in the thatch , 

of the roof-the universal strong box of the 

negroes. 

In 1827, very little money, only a few dol

lars, had been paid into the savings bank of 

Trinidad, and it was established in 1824. The 

fact is, that the civilization of the uncivilized 

is an infinitely slower process than any body 

who has not lived amo~1g negroes can imagine. 

They corne by very slow steps to perceive that 

their customs are inferior to ours. One grand 

step, however, is already gained in favour of 

the civilization of the negroes,-it is, that they 

universally admit that white man is wiser and 

better than they. When once we allow a 

person to be our superior in understanding, we 

are likely to benefit by his example and instruc

tion. Negro men say, give us white wives, and 

, e have no objection to marry; and negro 
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wo1nen the converse,-this is no bad proof of 

what I assert. 

The greatest difficulty we felt, was how 

to give them instruction; because we deter

mined not to adopt the error so con1mon among 

missionaries, to take '' words for deeds,'' and to 

lead them into a pharisaical mode of speech 

and man·ner, which is general1y indicative of 

anything but a change of heart. Finding 

latterly that the respect formerly paid to the 

wishes of ~he master, though not given as 

commands, was· entirely withdrawn, we were at 

a loss how to act. Sunday dances were now 

given regularly, and it was of no use to inter

fere; whenever we spoke by way of enforcing 

respect, there was some quotation from '' Massa 

- . Euston;'' for latterly Massa King George was 

not even allowed the dignity of a co-partnership 

with Massa Buston. Though, when any Jaw 

was ordered to be put in force, which the 

negroes did not like, then they used to say, "I 

wish dat Massa Euston would come and see 

a' we neger, and no send out dat law.'' The 
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good negroes were less shaken in their affection, 

and less changed in conduct, than any one 

could have expected; they spoke to me often 

with regret of the number of "bad negers," 

and the fear they had, that they would "do 

some ting bad too much." One evening, I 

was rather surprised by two very faithful negro 

n1en, Po and M., coming up about seveno'c1ock. 

It was during the time of sugar-making. I saw 

there was something unusual in their manner; 

they said, " Misses, come up tair (stairs) and 

hear a we.'' I took the candle in my hand, 

when they pointed to me to co1ne to a corner of 

the room furthest from the window, and said, 

'' Misses, no let me dear massa go down to 

night: misses, if he do,-wicked neger dey,

he neber con1e up again.'' In an instant the 

danger flashed upon me; and probably those 

two faithful creatures saw my alarm, for they 

added, " No fear, my dear 1nisses; no let 

1nassa co1ne down, that's all, and you no fear; 

no one shall eber hurt 1ne massa or m.isses, 

or the pie-a-ninny, or Miss F. ; '' meaning the 
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. children's · governess. I of course thanked 

them, and they told me I m,us_t tell no one, as 

the " wicked negers would be angry wid em.'' 

I _ offered them some refreshment; but they 

refused, saying they did not wish to he missed 

from the negro-houses; and they dashed down 

the shortest way, like two deer. 

· Sotne weeks after this, . Mammy J., who1n· I 

have so frequently mentioned, came to me one 

evening jtist as the sun was going down; she 

requested me to come with her to the doctor's 

shop; as she wanted some physic. When she 

got ther~, she shut the door, and said, " Me 

n1isses, hear me-me no say much, me dare not 

-no let massa down to-night, say to him old 

Ma~my J. say so; no fear for you all here; F., 

&c. &c. (and she na1ned several negroes) no let 

one come up to hurt you; tell massa no come 

down to a boiling-house to-night. Misses, you 

tell no one but me massa; God bless you, me 

misses,-give me some salts, den they no say me 

go up to tell tory." J. got as much physic as 

she chose in a saucer, that it might be supposed 
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she had been up really for this article. Of 

course Mr. C. went down neither evening, but 

it may be believed we slept little, and felt 

exceedingly anxious to remove from a country 

where we were no longer in security, and where 

a ll our exertions for doing good were completely 

neutralized by the efforts of those who, though 

they may be well meaning, may yet have to 

a nswer for a fearful state of things, induced by 

. their total ignorance of all classes of that com-

111 unity, which they profess so thoroughly to 

u nderstand . 

Before we had finally made up our minds to 

return to Europe, and when we found that all 

instruction from the master was useles~, since 

by the larger number of negroes, all that came 

from the master was looked upon with distrust 

and aversion ; the bad, also, intimidating the 

good; we thought it our duty to ascertain if the 

negroes would listen to others. Like many a 

resident, we deeply regretted that the Protestant 

Episcopalian church had left such a field open 

to those whom we, as members of the church 

VO L. II L 
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of England, conceived less qualified for so dif0 

ficult and arduous a work. But still we consi

dered-it more consistent with our duty, to have-

instruction conveyed- to the negroes by Wes-
.. 

leyan Methodists, than to leave them in igno-

rancee Mro Warner, the chief justice, conveyed 

a communication to this. - effect to .the Wes

leyan Methodist n~issionaries then resident at 

Trinidad, the Rev. Mr. Goy, and the Revo Mr& 

Stephensono The negroes were told that the 

Methodists were to preach to them next Sunday 

in the gallery of the house, where there was 

room enough for them, without exposure to the 

sun. Mrs Goy came ·to Laurel-Hill on the 

Saturday evening, and re1nained with us .until 

after mor~ing service on the Sundayo 

. There was a very fair attendance of the 

negroes, and they behaved very quietly: J. and 

one or two Roman Catholics crossed then1selves 

very devoutlyo I know not whether Mr. Goy 

observed this~ I think, before our departure, 

Mr. Goy was three times, or it might be more, 

and Mr. Stephenson once or twice, at Laurel-
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Hill; and n1y . mero~andum after each visit 

was, that they expressed themselve~ decidedly 

pleased by the attention of the negroes, and in 

as far as was in our power we received these 

gentlemen with hospitality and good-will, and 

with every sincere wish that they might do 

good. I told Mr. Goy the plan of instruction 

had pursu~d, and how it had been at last 

rendered nugatory, owing to the minds of those 

negroes who were of indifferent and bad cha-

1:acter, having been made unsettled by the 

events that had taken place in England; while 

those who were of good character had been 

intimidated by others, from shewing any wish 

to hear instruction from their master. I added, 

" we are most unjustly blamed for not instruct-
-

ing our negroes; and the espionage that is 

going on in the colonies, is sapping the foun

dation · of every prope1~ tie between the master 

and the negro." Mr. G. said, '' It is a very 

difficult business ; but I can assure you', our 

society don't employ spies.' ' I said, '' You 

may depend upon it, we had no suspicion you 

L 2 
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' were spies, or we would never have requested 

you to instruct the negroes.," '' Spies,'_' added 

he, '' are what our society would never pennit." 

'' But you are aware," I said, '' that there are 

spies, and that we are altogether misrepresented 

and calumniated by th9se spies." '' That there 

is no doubt of," said he; '' but I can assure 

you, we are not such.'' 

Son1e few negroes, both slave and free, 

attended these meetings from neighbouring 

estates; and although I n1ade thorough in

quiry, I could hear of no opposition to the 

preaching of the Methodists, excepting on one 

estate, where I was told the proprietor ordered 

the negroes· not to attend: but though I might 

regret this, yet it was only a step consistent 

with their religious belief. The family were 

Ron1an Catholics; and it ought to be recol

lected, that no consistent Roman Catholic 

could have acted otherwise. The negroes of 

the estate, too, I was told by two of then1, 

and by a respectable free woman who lived in the 

neighbourhood, were all Roman Catholics, or 

at least ostensibly so., 
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I asked one or two of the most intelligent of 

our people, after Mr. Goy had gone, if they 

understood what they had heard. They said 

they did. I asked then1 if they could tell me 

any one thing they had heard; but they could 

not. Now Mr. Goy's sermon was about as 

plain as any sermon could be, to be a sern1on 

at all, and this was decidedly the nature of 

every sermon preached to theme I never, how

ever, found that one of them, even the most 

intelligent, had gained one idea; and when I 

con1pare this with the great ignorance I found 

among negroes in · St. Vincent, who had at

tended the Methodist chapel for years, I think 

I am justified in saying, that beyond encou

ragi~g the habit of attending divine service

as regards the real conversion of the negroes

it is nearly a hopeless method of instruction. 

I by no 1neans despise the endeavour to esta

blish a habit of regularly attending divine 

service ; I only mean to say, after having for so 

n1any years daily studied the negro character, 

as well as instructed them, that in n1y belief, a 
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sermon preached in Arabic would be just . as 

efficacious as in English. Mra Goy left the 

Wesleyan Methodist Catechism, for the in

struction of those who might be wi}Jing to learn, 

with the ove-rseer, that he 1night teach them. 

-Mr. Goy did not mention _ this to us, but the 

overseer did, and we of course did dot interfere 

with his plan ; but I perused the catechism 

which Mr. Short, the overseer, ~as requested 

to teach them, and however good it may be, I 

an1 satisfied the answers were altogether above 

the capacity of any, even the best educated , 

European child of seven years o]d. I make no 

doubt, that even negro children might learn to 

repeat the whole of it; but however well such 

reports of progress look in print, they appear to 

me worth nothing as regards the real instruction 

of the negro; ·and it seems strange that even at 

the present day, so very few people are at a11 

aware of the mischief that PARROT TEACHIN G 

produces~ About two years ago, I happened 

to meet with an European child, of nearly eight 

years old-a very sharp little girl for her age., 
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She attended a day school, where she learnt 

English, French, writing, and sewing. On 

Sunday she attended a Methodist school: her 

memory was cratnmed full; it was absolutely 

beyond belief, the number of · hymns and pas

sages of Scripture which this child could repeat, , 

and very correctly too. One of my family, 

however, suspected that the understandir.ig of 

the child ~id not accompany all this _showy 

work, and asked this simple -question-'' lVIy 

dear, who do you mean when you say, 'Our 

Father which art in heaven?'" Her answer 

was, '' It is my papa, who died last year, and 

you know he is in heaven.:' No child could 

have been more in earnest. Dr. Watts' First 

Cat~chisn answers very well with European 

Children, b~t I found even that by no n1eans 

adapted to the capacity of negroes, who unless 

they be instructed by a person who has a very 

thorough knowledge of .th_eir customs, manners, 

and patois, will make but very li_ttle ad vanc-

1nent. 

It is to me impossible to conceive that any 
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one ever could have conv~y-ed the first elements

of religiou.s instruction to the negroes half so 

well as the master, who, in consequence of his 

daily intercourse with them, knows the indi

vidual character and temper of each, and 

can suit his instructions to their indivi<lual 

capacities, with a power and a success, that no 

stranger could effect.. It may be said-What 

success had I ? The answer is, that at first, in 

St. Vincent, there was improvement; but frout 

the ti1ne the Commissioners of Inquiry arrived, 

·there seen1ed to be a complete-check put to our 

. power ·of giving instruction-not that the Con1'9 

missioners were at all to blame; it was but th 

natural result of an ·attempt at such hasty 

legislation. One object occupied the majority, 

and excluded all wish to improve-and that 

one object was, '' to _be free, and sit down 

softly.'' Indeed, several 8t. Vincent negroes 

told me, " that Massa King George was to gie 

dem all da plantations; for widout dat, dey no 

care for free." More than once in Trinidad, 

talking to free negroes, and asking them if 
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they _were better off now than when they were 

slaves, they allowed they were not richer, but 

always ended by saying, "but, misses, you 

know, now we vorck if we like, we no vorck i 

we no like, a!ld we neber rise in a morning.' ' 

A negro on a neighbouring estate, I think, The 

Garden, having freed himself, and being asked 

what his reason was, answered, '' he would lie 

ebery morning till ten o'clock now." -1 cannot 

_help thinking that had a thorough system of 

instruction and civilization been attended to, 

emancipation would have proved a very different 

boon to the negro, fron1 that which it is likely 

to prove. No person, who, from his knowledge 

of negro character, is an i1npartial and con1-

pete.nt witness, can think otherwise, than that 

personal liberty, coupled with any necessity to 

go to work at six o'clock in the morning, will 

be laughed at by th~ negro; and unenlightened, 

and uncivilised as he is, l do not fear to say 

that his cunning will be n1ore than a· match fo1 

all the laws that may ever en1anate from the 

collective wisdom of the British parliatnenL 
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But let me not make an assertion without at 

le~st e-µdeavouring to support it, by bringing 

the results-or experience on colonial-cultivation 

· and negro character, to- bear upon ito 

Suppose- then, as is now proposed, that the 

negro is to wo-rk three"!'fourths of his time for 

the master and the rest for hi1nself; what is · 

the master to do, ~f it should so happen that 

the negro is always sick on the master's days, 

and-always well on his-own 7 The theorist may 

make two answers to this,----he may say, he 

must be made to work for the master on his 

own days~ What then is to become of h is 

grounds ?-for if the master take his own days 

from him, then his grounds go back in cultiva- · 

tion, and he has no vegetables to eat, and none 

to sell. Or _he may answer, the negroes n1ust 

be made to work.-Now, I cannot comprehend 

how this is to be done ; for in the West Indies, 

if a negro run off to the woods, or the moun

tains, wher~, according to his present partial 

_state of civilization, he can make himself quite 

happy, I am very sure that the exertions of the 
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best and cleverest police would be utterly

useless. A negro can run like a deer, and 

hold on by his feet, as well as by his hands, on 

the most precipitous paths, and he knows very 

well his superiority over any European in all 

such feats. 

It is also supposed, that he ought to be able 

to claim a wee~ly payment in lieu of food and 

clothing, if he chooses. Now there are two 

objections to this: the planters have but little 

money, and can with difficulty command the 

con1mon necessaries of life for their families,-

- it is indeed only by n1eans of barter with a 

merchant in town, that they can have either 

butter, salt beef and pork, tea, or a little wine, 

which is by no n1eans the daily beverage of 

every planter. And who that knows anything 

of. negroes could believe, when they made such 

a clain1, that they would abandon their grounds; 

or, if they did abandon them, of what value 

would the grounds be to the master, without 

labourers to cultivate them? People at home 

talk of negro provision·grounds, as if they were 
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something like the cabbage gardens of English 

labourers : do they know the extent of t?ose 

. grounds, and the value of their produce? Until 

they do, they are speaking upon a subject of 

which they are utterly disqualified by ignorance 

from giving an opinion. I have walked over 

the negro grounds of n1any estates ; and can 

assure my "readers, that some n·egroes possess 

grounds which would be an object of no small 

an1bition to n1any in Britain as a small farm ; 

and any n1an possessing, .tent free, the grounds 

that every negro may possess, would be reckoned 

at home, a man in very comfortable, and even 

independent circumstances. 

In January, -1832, on Laurel-Hill, few negroes 

had under six acres in fine cultivation, producing 

two crops a year. Now Laurel-Hill is a small 

estate, and the average extent of negro grounds · 

may fairly be taken considerably above this. 

extent. M., the driver on our estate, had 

twenty acres of his own ! ! I do not mean to 

say this man cultivated all this ground himself 

-he was rather too important a person to 
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labour much with his own hands; but his wife 

worked a little, his son a good deal, and for the 

rest, he hired labourers: and labourers hired by 

negroes, are generally negroes belonging to the 

same estate, and are almost always paid in 

produce. 

Negroes know the certain return from their 

ground's too well to grudge paying others, in 

produce, in order to set their work forwar~ . 

• Every good negro has good grounds, and every 

bad negro indifferently cultivated grounds,-so. 

much so, that the master is often obliged to 

send up a good negro in .order to give help in 

the grounds of a bad one, that he may not by 

his indolence be in want of provisions. I lay it 

down as an incontrovertible fact, to which one 

may arrive by the mere knowle<lge of negro 

character, but which has besides been proved 

by experience, that in the present state of negro 

civilization all contracts between 1naster and 

slave, whether entered into voluntarily, or 

forced by act of parlia1nent, are absurd and 

incapable of being depended upono I suppos.e 
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there is hardly an instance of a n1aster who 

gave a negro his freedom upon part payment of 

his appraised value, who ever got the remainder 

of the sum. I n1ade many enquiries, but I 

could not hear of one. Se·veral goo~ negroes 

have paid for their freedom the whole sun1 at 

once; but I again assert, that all contracts with 

n~groes in their present state of civilization are 

out of the question, as r~gards their fulfilment 

by the negro. I do not believe, therefore, that 

any negro would give up his grounds for any 

stipulated sum; and as to his clothing, there 

are very many who would feel no objection to 

go without---clothing, except upon gala days, or 

in cold weather; and l am very certai11 they 

never would spend any part of their wages upon 

comm9n working clothes. 

With respect to the wages which might be 

appointed by law to negroes, they know very 

well what is the value of a day's labour : I . 

have tried the experin1ent frequently, but never 

could get one of our people to work for me 

under a dollar a day. More than once I have 
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wished work finished on a day that was their 

own, and have paid them their dollar for it . 

But a head tradesman will not work under a 

Spanish dollar: and neither is the request out 

of the way ,-in his own grounds, the negro's 

labour is well worth that to hirn ; and in certain 

seasons it is worth 1noreo N~egroes are· most 

tenacious of their time and laboure I never 

found that I could get an extra hour from a 

domestic ·without paying for it. 

The utmost vigilance, a_s regards self-interest, 

is not at all at variance with the lowest state of 

civilizatione Should any one consider my state~ 

ments to be contradictory to each other, I can 

only say, that I state facts;· and if those wh o 

are inclined to cavil, would go and pass as many 

years as I did in observing n1inutely-not one 

set of people, but the whole p~pulation-they 

would come to the same conclusion that I have 

come to,-viz&, that nominal freedom is a thing 

which one nation n1ay give to another by a 

stroke of a pen ; but that mental freedom and 

real civilization wiH ever be a slow process ; 
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and I will say, n1oreover, it is a process which; 

since 1824, has been anything but wisely pro

ceeded with in the West Indies. 
,, 

Up to 1824, I never could perceive among 

the colonists any prejudice against Wesleyan 

Methodist 
1
n1issionaries ; in many cases l ob

served decidedly the reverse. I did, indeed, 

hear at all times a genera} regret that the 

church of England had not attended to the 

spiritual instruction of the West India colonies 

as she ought; nor am I aware of any apology ., 

she can offer. I had heard men in authority 

speak well of the missionaries in St. Vincent; 

nor ever~ until that year, did I hear one word 

said implying a suspicion that they had any 

secret influence over the nlinds of the negroes. 

It was upon occasion of Sir Charles Brisbane, 

the then governor of St. Vincent, making some 

remark opposed to what I had ever heard of 

the Methodists, that I said, " I th~ught your 

excellency had a good opinion of them, and 

that you had subscribed to their society."

" So I did/' answered his excellency . ' ' on 
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rr1ust often hold a candle to the devil in this 

world." I replied, "I thought it was much 

better never to do so ; for though I greatly 

preferred the negroes being instructed by Me

thodists, to their receiving no instruction at all, 

yet I did not see that those ought to subscribe 

to a society, who felt there was rnuch in it they 

could not approve of." Sir Charles shook his 

head, as much as to say, that may be all very 

fine talk;- and he added, '' I'll tell you what,-

if there was a disturbance in the island, the 

Methodists would have more power than you 

are aware of.'' I answered that I hoped they 

would employ it judiciously. " Well then " 
' 

said his excellency, "don't you see, that it is 

very necessary to keep them in good humour, 

and give then1 a subscription." 

When Mr. Goy came upon Laurel-Hill 

estate, I asked him if he had met with n1uch 

opposition to his labour in the West Indies. 

He said, "By no means so.'' I repli~d, that 

I was glad to hear hin1 say so, for the opinion 

in England was, that the Methodists were 
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much persecuted. - "I suppose," said Mr. C., 

" that you have occasionally fallen in with 

son1e gruff-enough managers or overseers.'' 

'' No, Sir," was the instant reply. '' I have 

been nearly seven years now in the colonies, 

and in all that time I have not encountered 

the slightest incivility from any one of the 

white population ; and from many, I hav.e· 

received great kindness and hospitality. I 

have had my difficulties in instructing the _ 

negroes, but, upon the whole, I like my" labour 

in the West Indies ; and I am sure I can say 

we are much more kindly treated, and expe

rience far less opposition, than in our labour in 

England." I said, '' I am happy to hear you 

say so: I hope when you go home, Mr. Goy, 

you will tell your opinion upon those subjects." 

'' You can do so, too," said he. I replied, '' I 

both can and will ; but, in your character as a 

missionary, you will meet belief, where my 

testimony would perhaps be disregarded." 

Although I had then no intention of ever 

writing for the public, l thought the conver-
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sation so important, that I committed ,it to 

writing, verbatim, on the day it occurred. In

deed, up to the period of my leaving Laurel

Hill, I thought the Methodist missionaries well 

intentioned, and had not an idea that any of 

them professed one set of sentiments, on one 

side of the Atlantic, and the reverse on the 

other. Mr$ Goy talked to me with horror of 

the sad state of ignorance in St. Domingo; ~nd 

through him alone were we informed that they 

had undergone a most severe persecution in 

that free island, and had been stoned, impri

soned, and had their very lives put in danger. 

I have kept notes of 'Son1e conversations with 

the Methodist n1issionaries, upon other topics 

equally important: none n1ore so than marriage 

among negroes, which is said to be so much 

discouraged by the planters. I recollect saying 

to Mr. Stephenson (also a missionary) that an 

idea seemed common at home, that the planters 

discouraged negro marriages, - than which 

nothing could be more false. I added, "the 

ne 0 Toes themselves very often object to it : " 
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and I mentioned some of those anecdotes which 

I have already related. Mr. S. said, ''By-the · 

by, the driver, I believe, wishes to be married." 

I said, "Which of his wives does he mean to 

marry ?-of course you are aware he has two

one with whon1 he has lived fifteen years: . she 

is here; and they have a son, a fine lad, about 

twelve. The other wife is a negress on - an 

estate, I think, in Diego Martin Valley : sh~ is 

a young woman. He is, strange as it 1nay 

seem, exceedingly kind to both wives : last 

Christmas he brought up his Di.ego Martin 

wife, and introduced her to me: she spent ~ne 
or two days at that time in the house with his 

old wife; and he gave them each new dresses · 

of the same kind, and the ,vives never had a 

quarrel. But," I added, '' for all that, he 

ought not to marry, and retain a married and an 

unmarried wife." Mr. S. said, " I was not at 

all aware of this circumstance/' Now I do not 

at all doubt that lVlr. S. ·was ignorant of the 

circumstance; but this is what the planters 

complain of-that Methodists are grievously 
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ignorant; a.nd what is more, that they do not 

wish for any information respecting the negro 

but through the negroes themselves, or coloured 

people. Mr. S. said, "We have married many 

couples, and they always live together very 

proper I y ." I said, " Do you never find that 

they consider the marriage ceremony only a tie, 

which forbids the wife to leave them, and puts 

her more under their power, particularly in 

punishing her as they choose, - because she 

cannot so easily run off as formerly?" and added, 

"1 wished they would all marry, did they folly 

comprehend the solemn promises they give and 

receive; but that I did not like their marrying 

without this knowledge; and that encouraging 

negroes to marry one wife, when we knew they 

would still retain others, was on]y making bad 

worse:'' to which Mr. Stephenson made this 

most important reply-'' If we were only to 

'marry undet' such circumstances as that, what 

would tlte society at home say ?-the_y would 

think we are doing nothing at all." I replied, 

'' People at home know little or nothing of the 
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people among whom you labour, or they could 

not suppose such rapi~ benefits to result from 

your labours, as appear to result from them." 

Here the conversation dropped. In the 

evening, M., the driver mentioned by Mr. Ste

phenson, as being desirous of marrying,-a 

peculiarly intelligent, good negro, in their sense 

of the expression,-came up to see his n1aster, 

about spmething he wished to know with refer

ence to his duty· early next morning. I said, 

"Well, M., I am very happy to hear that you 

have_ expressed a wish to be married ; but 

which of your wives do you purpose marrying'?" 

'' D., me 1nisses, she me oldest wife, and a very 

good woman." " Yes, indeed she is, M. : and 

D. is also willing, I hope, to marry you?" 

"Yes, me 1nisses." "N o,v, M.," said I, "you 

are I hope not going to marry D., and keep 

nevertheless your other wife at Diego Martin." 

M. scratched his head, and seemed at a loss 

what answer to make; but at last he said, 

'' Me misses, she be very good wife." I said, 

'' I do not doubt it, but God has comn1anded 
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that marriage is not lawful for any man who 

keeps two wives. I should be very happy 

indeed to see you marry, but only if you felt 

willing to keep but o~e wife ; for otherwise I 

should not be teaching you the will . of God, or 

doing my duty by encouraging you to marry." 

Upon Mr. C. adding something more respecting 

the obligations of marriage-'' Me see it," said 

M., " me savey what you and misses say very 

well, but me no knowed dat when me say me 

marry ; me will tink upon all dat." Thinking, 

however, that M. might with great propriety 

feel th at in giving up his other wife, she might 

find it a gr-eat loss, I said, " You know M. , 

you might very easily send something to your 

other wife, by some other person than yourself ; 

but certainly, before marrying D., you ought to 

see her, and tell her all this; and after you 

have told her, and made up your mind, you 

ought then not to visit her any more, for you 

might perhaps forget your promises to D." 

M. said, "Me misses, m,e tank you, and me 

tink upon it;" but there is no doubt th~t this 
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negro, at the very time that he expressed a 

wish to marry one woman, purposed retaining 

the other. From ignorance of negro customs 

and character, and f ro1n ignorance of the actual 

situation and intentions of the negro, the mis

sionary would have married him ; but I need 

scarcely say, that such marriage would have 

been no proof of his advance1nent, either in 

morals or civilization. There can be no doubt 

that many such cases as this have been reported 

at home, as proving that the planters discou

rage n1arriage among their negroes; but I think 

I have shewn, by this one case, that there are 

difficulties on every side, and to ju1np over 

them, as the missionary would have done, 

would have little 1nended matters. I confess 

that in the case to which I have alluded, I 

could not help feeling for M.'s youngest wife, 

and I saw the te~rs stand in his eyes when h~ 

spoke of her : yet D. had been much longer 

his wife; and I knew he loved her, and made 

her a good husband, and she was a mild, kind 

creaturec It is exceedingly easy to say, h e 
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ought to give up the younger wife and .cling 

to the elder; but the habits, feelings, and 

opinions of the negro, are sad stumbling-blocks 

in the way of those who would act upon the 

very best of precepts. · 

I have invariably found that the Methodists 

elude the communication of all information 

from the planter, who would point out to them 

the individual character and circumstances of 

his negroes; and which I ~hink can only pro

ceed from this,-that such inforn1ation involves 

them in difficulties as regards their labours, 

and would necessarily shorten the list of con~ 

verts which they send hon1e, and diminish the 

assumed quantity of improvement. Were 

they thus to disappoint the society, where 

would the funds for the support of the mission

aries come from? Much is heard in England 

of the labours performed, and the hardships 

endured, by the missionaries in the West 

Indies. I do not mean to say that the mission

aries do not labour; but I am sure their bodily 

and n1ental fatigue is a bagatelle in comparison 

VOL. I I. M 
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with that either of the professional men or the 

planters of the colonies. They are comfortably 

provided for; and it is quite right they should ; 

but it is more than ridiculous to talk of them, 

as people talk of them in England--of their 

persecutions and privationsca Privations, in

deed, as regar~s personal comfort, to a certain 

extent, every one in a tropical climate must 

undergo; but they undergo less of these than 

any officer in His Majesty's service does in any 

of the barracks I have seen in the West Indies ; 

and I am much mistaken if the pay of the mis

sionary be not as goodo 

That Methodists have been often decidedly 

opposed in the West Indies since 1825., there 

can be no doubt; but the whole fault rests with 

themselves: had they acted a candid, straight

forward part, they would have fared very 

differently,-but they have never come forward 

and made one single honest, manly denial of 

all the calumnies, spoken and published against 

them: one such avowal would have effected 

more, than all the reiterated and accumulated 
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assertions of the plant~rs. I have had a thou

sand examples of thus keeping apart from the 

planter, and making all that is done a mystery 

to hin1 whom, next to the negroes themselves, 

it the most concerns. Though the missionaries 

would rather have the countenance of the pro

prietor, he must not presume to offer them any 

advice, or give the least hint as to the conduct 

or individual characters of the people: in short, 

so long as a proprietor acts hospitably to the 

m1ss10naries, and remains a passive spectator 

of all that is going on,, they will be satisfied; 

but if the proprietor, or his wife, ask any direct 

questions, or exercise the right of private judg

ment, as I did, they must be prepared to receive 

in return, nothing but silent conten1pt. As the 

negroes, both in St. Vincent and Trinidad, had 

differed in the account they gave me, regarding 

the opinion of the Methodists upon dancing, 

I stated this to Mr. Goy, telling him that some 

of the negroes said the Methodists for bade 

their comn1unicants dancing at all; that others 

said they only forbade the drum, and not the 

M2 
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fiddle dance; while others again said it was 

only the African dances th_at were disapproved 

of. I asked whethe~ any of these accounts 

were correct?- but Mr. Goy, and. afterwards 

Mr. Stephenson, heard me in silence, and 

made no answer of any kind. 

I cannot but regret, in common with all who 

have really given attention to the subject, that 

the _field is mu.eh occu.pied by men-many of 

whom may be well-intentioned, but who are so 

completely bound down to the interests of the 

society they represent, and by party spirit, that 

. with· all their good intentions, they are still 

doing essential harm. But let not the real 

well-wisher to the negro despair; for there is 

stin_ a1nple room for the labourer; and l can 

promise to all who conduct the1nselves like 

Christians and gentlemen, suc.h a recepti-on 

among the planters, as will give assurance of 

an abundant rewarda 
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CHAPTER XXIL 

A fe'w words on a plan .of negro instructione 

SoME system resembling our parish schools in 

Scotland, would do mo>st essential service in 

the ,vest Indies. It n1ust be recollected, that 

nearly the whole population of the white pro

prietors of the West Indies, belongs either to 

the Established church of England or Scot

land; and that the feeling of confidence in 

Dissenters, which once existed to a great ex

tent in the West Indies, is now thoroughly 

destroyed, and can never be restored. There-

fore, no plan of instruction, where the teachers 

are not to be bona fide members of one or other 

of those Established churches, will ever meet 
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with encouragement from the planter; who has 

already had sufficient experience of the little 

confidence he ought to place in people, -whose 

personal interest is concerned in calumniating 

him~ Some difficulty would occur with Roman 

Catholic proprietors; but I cannot see that we 

could have any right to compel them to counte

nance Protestant instruction, farther than this; 

that if the negroes chose to - get Protestant · 

instruction, lhe proprietor should not have 

power to hinder it, 

I do not think any person of cool j udgment, 

and · especially any-one who ~as had ·colonial . 

experience, will ever expect much to be done 

in the instruction of the elder negroes, beyond 

what might be effected by personal exhortation 

and explanation given familiarly, and in a great 

measure delivered in their own patois, upon 

the siinple doctrines of the Bible; but with the 

young, ~1uch might be done, and the · sooner 

some proper system be set on foot, the better. 

I know that much difficulty will be found in 

the outset, in obtaining the n~cessary steady 
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attention from the young negro; without which 

he cannot learn to read. But were the negro 

children taught on Dr. Bell's system, in which 

there is considerable room for emulation, I 

should have no fear of success. Negro chil

dren are full of life, and fond of show; we 

must avail ourseves of all the national charac

teristics, and turn them to a useful account 4> 

I found the little _ I could do, in the w~y of 

prizes, very useful ; I had a fixed reward for 

every one who told the exact truth,-even if it 

were to confess a fault. I have frequent entrie 

in my memoranda to this effect-to Ao, for 

speaking the truth, a bit. To B., for coming 

up to get justice instead of fighting with C. , 

half a bit; and so on. Little shewy 1nedals, 

attached to _a shewy suspender, would I an1 

sure incite to learning and good conduct 

Quarterly public · examinations, where progress 

would be n1arked, by little prizes; such as they 

w-ould at first value-a trifling necklace to the 

girls ; a needle-book; balls of cotton ; scissars, 

or a head-handkerchief: while a knife; a neck 
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handkerchief; or_ a piece of j ean for a jacket, to 

the good boys; would be all prizes greatly 

v~lued by them. When they could read dis-

. tinctly, books would be the best prizes; but it 

is to be regvetted, that there are so fe-w suited 

for them; indeed, I know of no entertaining little 

books fitted for their perusa_l, without much al

teratione The greater part of European life and 

scenery, is a dead lette-r to them; and though 

.when explained, they delight to hear of it; yet 

unexplained, it conveys to them no ideal> Even 

European children in the West Indies feel this ; 

and I ·cannot give a better illustration than that 

1ny own children, w-bo could read well at four 

years old, and almost had Mrs. Sherwood and 

Miss Edgeworth's books by heart, besides 

many other children' s books ~ yet, so confused 

were their ideas respecting things on this side 

of the Atlantic, that when they arrived in Eng

land the merest trifles excited their attention, 

and puzzled and deceived them ~ They took 

the handles of the bell-pulls for watches ; and 

were down on their knees, to smell the_English 
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roses on the Brussels carpet, on the floor of the 

hotel we were in at Bristol. If such is the 

European child, with every advantage; ·what 

must be the confusion of ideas in a negro, who 

reads in a book, adapted to European scenes 

and ideas, such a multitude of things foreign 

to hin1? 

The slight similarity which exists between 

West and East India custo1ns and manners, 

made Mrs. Sherwood's books more useful than 

any others, particularly the "Ayah and Lady;' ' 

but even here much alteration was necessaryo 

When I read those stories, and introduced Wes~-

·India nan1es of ·anything, both the elder and 

younger negroes would look .delighted, and 

say, ~' we savey dat well, misses." Little stories, 

religious and . moral, yet entertaining, might 

easily be writtene They must be accommodated 

to their understandings, and illustrative of their 

n1anners and customs ; with correct allusions to 

the natural history of the islands. Books of 

this description might be read to them with 

great benefit, before they could read for the-m-

M 3 
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selves- making their hearing the story,. a 

reward to follow thei:r attention to their reading 

lessone Negroes so taught throu~hout all our 

colonies, would grow up very different fro1n the 

present middle-aged negro population. The 

elder negroes~-might gain much real benefit by 

stories suited to them being read aloud, b~cause 

aduits always make slower progress in learning 

to read, than child1·en doo I do conceive that 

without some such expedient as that which 
,, 

I have ventured to hint at, the work of instruc-

tion, to "Yhatever hands it is confided, will be 

tedious and unsatisfactoryo Negro children 

must be kept lively while instruction goes on n 

anything like prosy teaching, would set them 

to sleepfl Two hours in school each day would 

be sufficient ; and : one teacher might teach on 

one, two, or three estates ; at least in the greater 

number of cases~ When the estates were 

thickly settled, perhaps a central school for all 

the children might be the 1nost eligible plan . , 
.and if they were too nu1nerous to meet all at 

once, so many hours might be given to <;>ne set, 
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and so many to another. The children would 

require to be brought and taken from school in 

regular order, by the person who has the care 

of them in the vine gang; otherwise, they 

would run off and hide, fight, and commit 

every sort of disordero The superintenqent of 

the vine gang ought to report all good and bad 

conduct to the schooln1aster, and he ought to 

have the power of rewarding or punishing. I 

recollect sketching the outline of this plan to the 

Chief Justice Warner, one evening at Laurel

Hill, and he was pleased to look upon it as 

more practical and more likely to do real good ,

than anything that had before been proposedo 

But he added, "- Tlte good folks at home woul 

neve1· second it : for it would not be rapid enough 

.for them." .I recollect particularly, that he -

quite ag~eed with us, in thinking en1ulation a 

decided feature in the character of the negro ; 

and that honorary n1edals, to be bestowed by 

the master, and worn: by deserving negroes of 

any age, would produce excellent results. Mr. 

Warner knew negro character well; he had 
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l1ad long and close experienc~, and his -<?Pinions 

are therefore well entitled to attention. Had all 

· the money, subscribed to anti-slavery societies, . 
been bestowed upon a feasible plan of general 

colonial education, the negro would long ere 

this have ·been ripe for the appreciation of 

those - privileges, which might have been con

f~rred without danger, and would have bene

fitted the proprietor; and which would, indeed , 

have been one link in the chain of civilizatione 

But it is not too late: let party spirit be for

gotten; and let son1e far wiser head than mine 

organize a society, O-f concoct a syste~, for the 

general education of the negro population ; 

but let there be the one restriction I h ave 

alluded to, that the teachers be members of 

the Established church . It must not be sup

posed, that any such system could be put in 

operation without large expenses. Living is 

dear in the West Indies; and the teacher ought 

to be sufficiently well bred, and well educated , 

to entitle hiin to visit occasionally in the houses 

of the planters, in order that he 1night h ear 
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for himself all sides of the question, as regarded 

the real character of his pupils ; and his salary 

should be sufficiently large, to enable him 

by his external appearance and mode of life, 

to obtain the resp_ect of the negroes. He would 

no doubt find difficulties; but I am sure he 

would have much also to encourage hin1 to 

go on. 

I know there are many planters in such a 

state of poverty, that they could do nothing 

to help in such a plan; hut there are others, 

who although greatly reduced, would, I am con

fident, come forward. But those who could not 

give money, might lend a mason or a carpenter, 

&c. to assist in building the n1aster's house 

and school-room. I would qCcept help, in 

whatever shape it 1night be tendered ;-whether 

in n1oney, or labour, 01· wood. Service might 

be performed on the sabbath, in the school

room, if the station were distant from church 

or chapel; for no advice or interference ought 

to be used, to prevent the negro from attend

ing what place of worship he might prefer, 

be it the Episcopalian church, or a Roman 
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Catholic or Dissenting chapel; nor should any 

allusions to distinction of sect be permitted. 

Religious party spirit must be crushed, if good 

is to be done; and the only pow~r I would ask 

is, that the master be allowed _. to compel every 

child in health, to attend the school, i,nstituted 

by law, as well on Sunday as during the week$ 

To teach the catechism of either the church of 

England or Scotland, I think would be much 

above the negro comprehension; besides, that 

in the present posture of affairs, it would be in 

all respects better, to teach a catechism that 

would con1prehend, in the shortest and si1nplest 

. form the pure doctrines of the Bible, to which 

no one who professes to be a Christian, could 

possibly object. to say amen. This is but a 

very imperfect sketch of a plan of negro in

struction ; and my only apology for having 

ventured to say one word upon the subject is, 

the hope that it 1nay rouse some one better 

qualified than I am, and with a deeper k now

ledge of the subject, to propose a system from 

which the greatest possible good may result. 
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CHAPTER XXIII 

The agriculture of a sugar estate, as it bears upon 
the question of free labour-Machinery-Worn., 
out colonies-Trials off ree labour on the estate
Free labour in the Caraccas, Columbia, and in 
St Dmningo. 

WE shall, preparatory to some observations as 

to the probability of making sugar by free 

labour, take a glance at the agriculture of a 

Trinidad estate. These observations will be 

here aptly ~nough introduced, inasmuch as it 

is in Trinidad, that the experiment of free 

labour has been tried and vaunted. The agri

culture of Trinidad differs considerably from 

that of St. Vincent, and is applicable to many 

of the larger and more fruitful colonies. Trini

dad has many extensive valleys-little hill-side 

cultivation. - The land is_rich, and often alluvial 
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soil: the dews _are so _regular and so heavy, 

that want of moisture is a rare complaint; while _ 

a superabundance is ·more conunon. Holing 

the _ground for canes is therefore a different 

process from what it is in St, Vincent. Mro C.'s 
-

first i~pression of Trinidad agriculture was, 

that it was slovenly when , compared to St. 

Vincent's. The St. VinceQt negroes, indeed, 

quizzed Trinidad husbandry most un1nercifullye 

In the end- of September, or beginning of 

October, a piece was begun to be holed for 

canes, _and the St. Vincent phtn was pursued. 

The Trinidad negroes laughed at the plan,-for 

even practical knowledge gives a feeling of 

superiority to a negro. The canes were planted, 

and certainly it looked like a garden,-it was 

all so neat and regular. But a gentleman, 

originally from Antigua, came to pay us a_ visit; 

and his eye was at once caught· by this cane_ 

piece : he said it was very pretty, but that it 

would not do: and he was right. The wet low 

land rott~d the plants ·; the cane holes held the 

rain like a mud pool, and the whole had to be 
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undon-e. New plants were put in, and long 

trenches cut, after the Trinidad fashion, that 

the rain and the dews might be carried off 

from the plants, and _thus prevent their rotting • 

. The first weeding of canes in Trinidad is far 

more tedious than in St. Vincent; the soil 

being so rich, the crop of weeds is beyond 

belief. But the second weeding is less operose; 

because the great profusion of luxuriant leaves 

of the cane, necessary to be stripped off and 

laid on the soil, retards the second crop of 

weeds: whereas, in St. Vincent, the ground 

being less fertile, fewer weeds. arise the first 

tin1e : but, on the second weeding, their growth 

has not been so much retarded as in Trinidad, 

because the St. Vincent cane has not such 

luxuriant leaves, to be stripped off and laid on 

the soil. 

In St. Vincent, canes are generally three 

times stripped : in Trinidad, they are glad if 

they can command hands to do it once: some 

estates are so deficient of hands, that they 

cannot strip at all . About four st~ikes of sugar 
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ought to make a hogshead, of 1500 cwt. ; in 

St. Vincent it is usual to take off each strike in 

from one hour and a-half to one hour and 

three-quarters: the quicker it is done the better 

is the sugar; but so watery is the cane juice of 

Trinidad, from ·the amazingly rich soil, and the 

greater moisture of the climate, that ~on1eti1nes 

it requires fron1 five to six hours to take off one 

strike. Here is a great accumulation of labour, 

both to the negro and the stock; and a great 

additi~nal consumption of fuel; and a necessity 

is also created for steady labour. After the 
-

canes ·are ripe, the process of sugar-making 

admits of no more, perhcJ.ps less delay, than the 

wheat harvest in Britain. If left too long 

uncut., the canes are, for that season, useless -; 
/ 

and if cut, they must not lie for n1ore than 

thirty-six or forty hours, or they become acid ; 

and it is then impossible to make sugar of then1. 

In that case it is necessary, great as the loss is, 

to boil then1 into melasses ; which are after

wards distilled and made into rum. 

It is evident, therefore, that no sugar could 
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ever be made were there a fixed hour for 

stopping the boiling ; or if tlie planter had not 

the uncontrolled comrnand of the negro's labour. 

The most experienced planter or negro cannot 

tell, when he is grinding the canes, what 

watery juice they exactly contain; · but that 

watery juice must be evaporated before he can 

take the strike off. Those who represent the 

season of sugar~making as a time of oppression 

to the negro, must either be very ignorant, or 

else very determined to misrepresent facts. It 

is quite true that there is more work to do, but 

it is a work that the negroes like. It is the 

season of mirth and jollity; they look forward 

to crop-time, (the West India harvest), and 

speak of its getting nearer and nearer with joy, 

not with dread : and it is an unanswerable fact, 

that during crop-time the sick list diminishes ; 

and such is 'the fun, and such the feasting upon 

canes, hot and cold liquor, and new sugar, that 

even the most obstinate skulkers at other times 

are then much seldomer absenL The stock, 

too, have much more work to perforn1 ; never-
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theless, they have plenty of cane-tops and 

n1elass·es, and they also get fat and healthy. 

The master, the manager, and overseer, work 

harder too; and they have no one to relieve 

theni and take their place : still I never heard 

any complain. It was known to be a necessary 

duty ; and the general cheerfulness spread a 

smiling aspect over us all. In Trinidad, as in 

St. Vincent, there is a contest who is· to cut 

the last cane for the season ; and there is a 
. -

dance at the conclusion, and the n1aster sup-

plies the requisites for a merry-making . 
.. 

It is a rare occurrence, ,vhen the boiling-

house is not shut up by ten o'clock at night. 

The people during sugar-making, are divided 

into what are called spells; and those at work 

at extra hours on Monday do not come on again 

till Thursday. It is of the utmost consequence 

to get off the crop in dry weather; for the time 

and labour required to boil sugar in showery 

weatheF is most expensive; and the quality of 

the sugar is much deteriorated . 

Here, again, is demonstrated the absurdity 
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of any divisio_n of time between· the 111aster and 
\ 

negro; and the absolute necessity that the 

labour of the one should be at the will of the 

other, as regards time. The work of a cocoa 

estate is nothing compared to that of a sugar 

estate. The whole labour is performed in the 

shade; but negroes prefer a sugar estate not

withstanding. We had two negroes from a 

cocoa estate, who came upon a sugar one at 

their own request; and when a negro came 

with a message from a cocoa estate to Laurel

Hill, he said the very smell of the sugar was 

delightful to him; and he was quite happy to 

get liquor, hot or cold, to drink, and a bit of 

sugar to take home. 

I have often heard Mr. C. say to ~ negro, 

after six o'clock, and when he had taken his 

bundle of grass to the stock,-a duty which is 

the concluding one of every day,-'' Why are 

you here in the boiling-house? you have 

nothing to do here; go home and get your 

supper, and go to bed, and take a good rest 

against to-morrow/'-'' Massa,'' was the inva-
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riable answer, "me roast me yam in _da copper

hole, and get some hot liquor." Then there 

was the joke, the laugh, and the song going 

round; and I often said that the boiling-house, 

after regular work was over, reminded me of a 

blacksmith's shop in a Scotch village, where an 
the gossip of the day was sure to be retailed. 

S9metimes, indeed, S/s dignity was offended 

by the familiar dialogues going on; and he 

would turn round and tell them '' to go out, 

or not keep such noise dey." 

The labour of the negroes _ was never such as 

to prevent their having a dance at night,-and 

really I cannot conceive of people who are over

worked, preferring dancing to bed, and still 

being robust, healthy, and happy. Where 

there is really physical suffering it will easily 

be ~een; and the best and most wiley dis

sembler cannot deceive one on this head. 

Among all the negroes I have seen in towns, 

and on estates, I never saw one deformed 

person-old, young, or middle-aged. I never 

saw or heard of an idiot, or any insane negro ; 
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a fact, I think, well worth recording. One of 

our people was occasionally liable to a tacitur

nity, that at times amounted to despondency. 

He sometimes indulged in drinking to excess ; 

with this one fault excepted, he was a good 

faithful negro. In 1832, without any assignable 

cause, he committed suicide. -

M uch has been said, respecting the dogged 

obstinacy of planters in preferring manual 

labour to machinery. After, however, a resi

dence of many years among planters, I have 

found them wonde1~fully like other n1en. There 

was very much which they wished they could 

do in order-to facilitate labour; but then, where 

were the means ? Planters are in no ~olony in 

affluent circumstances. All their supplies must 

be paid for fron1 America and Britain ; and six 

per cent. is charged to the planter on all ad-

vances made for hin1 ;-charged too from the 

day on which the order reaches the merchant. 

Ready-money, consequently, is in fact a thing 

that hardly a single planter possesses. With 

respect to the plough, it is only in some 
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col9nies, and on some estates, that it could ever 

be used. In St. Vincent, for example, the 

greater part of the cultivation, and certainly 

the best canes, are on steep hiU sides. The 

little flat land there is, has never been suffi

ciently stumped up to admit Of a plough work

ing; because there never were spare hands 

enough to perform this laborious task. The 

cane holes, however, can be made by the hoe; 

and beautiful cr<?ps are raised. Indeed the 

agriculture and excellent sugar of St. Vincent, 

are well known to all who are conversant with 

colonial affairs. Upon Mr. Greatheed's estate, 

Colonel Caines, the late manager, made many 

years ago, a very fair trial of the plough. The 

proprietor sent ~ne out, and an Englishman to 

work it; for negroes there will not hear of such 

a thing. The piece of land was most favourable 

for the attempt; it lay perfectly level, and was 

freer from all obstacles than almost any other 

piece of land in the island. Four oxen were 

put in, but they were found not sufficient. 

Four mules were added; but neither would 
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this do ; and after all, the negroes were obliged 

to return, and hole the ground regularly. Thus 

all the trouble and expense went for nothing. 

Unless the proprietors were rich enough to 

stu1np their land clean, and cut drains on their 

estates, ploughing will never answer. In Trini

dad, could the estates be drained, there is 

plenty of level land; but _ proper drains, faced 

with mason work, could only be formed at an 

immense expense Besides, it must be paid for 

with ready 111oney, as well as the labour of 

stumping up the ground-an operation quite as 

requisite in Trinidad as in St. Vincent. Had 

the proprietors of Trinidad capital for thi_s, the 

plough, I do not doubt, would be n1ost useful. 

But latterly, planters have had neither money 

nor credit. 

A steam engine was introduced upon the 

Eldorada estate in Trinidad ; but I heard that 

it disappointed the expectations formed of it. 

The mill had been a catt]e mill formerly, and 

the steam engine was intended to reduce the 

expense of so many cattle. However, it was 

VOL. II . N 
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found upon trial~ that the labour required from 

the cattle .or mules, in going for fuel to supply 

the engine, was, equal to that which the n1iU 

had demande_d from then1. Much that is excel

lent, and apparently easy in theory, is impossible 

in practice ; and I can assure my readers, that 

however dogged they may -consider the planter, 

the negro is much more so. I hardly ever saw 
--

' a negro wh@ cou1d be coaxed not to do his-work 

in his own way; and I would ask any lady, 

r,esident in the .West J ndies, if she ever could 

even prevail upon h~r washerwoman-·her own 

slave-not to starch every article of her ward

robe, to a degree that in _England would render 

many things unfit for use. Even the pocket 

handkerchief-all are condemned to wear it in 

'' negro fashion." I never even heard of one 

negro who, although civilly requested, wonld 

con1ply witn this one change frorn her '' own 

sweet will.'' 

The truth is, planters would be very happy to 

improve their estates, and use machinery, where 

labour is sG scaice and dear; but they have 
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neither capital to make the improvements 

necessary to ensure a fair trial of machinery, 

aor money to purchase n1achines, and get out 

European labourers to superintend them; and 

thus, by degrees, conquer the antipathy which 

negroes have to· any change of system. · 

I believe nothing would contribute so much 

to the real comfort and welfare of the negroes, 

in many of the islands, as the passing a Bill to 

enable the proprietors of worn-out estates, in _ 

the old islands, to remove to Trinidad with 

their people. Let the people have the choice 

fairly set before them,_ explaining to them the 

capabilities and richness of soil, and abundance 

of land in Trinidad ; and I know very well 

there would be few negroes who would not be 

delighted beyond measure at such a change. 

Trinidad has never been surveyed throughout: 

there are immense tracks of level land,-rich 

alluvial soil, unappropriated : and does it con

sist with comm0n reason, to tie men down to a 

worn-out €state, such as many are in the small. 

islands, where, with ten times the labour requi-

N 2 
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site in Trinidad, and with manure too, the sarne 

produce cannot be obtained, as with the n1ost 

trifling labour, and with no ma~ure for several 

crops, may be obtained in Trinidad. The 

people whom we took to Trinidad, conti1iue up 

to this hour, to bless their. master for the 

change. 

Let me now add a few · words on the im-· 

portant subject of free labour-a subject, which 

was forced upon our attention in Trinidad, not 

only by the course of events in England, but by 

the experiments which were going on around 

us; and I may add, by the growing difficulty 

which every planter experienced, in getting the 

work of his estate performed by slave labour .. 

No one felt this difficulty more than the ,driver 

M. He said the bulk of the people only 

laughed at him, when he told them of their 

idleness. The steadiness of this man, and some 

of the other people, surprised me-and knowing 

· well his general intelligence, as regarded the 

agriculture of the estate, I said to him one day, 

M., what is it they want? ",vhy misses, dey 
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say dey want liberty." Well, said I, 1 am sure 

if they would work, as free n1en and women do 

in England, it 'Yould be much better for the 

1naster that they were free; do you think they 

would do so? "Dat is a very difficult /question 

misses." I know it is; but suppose M., a 
n1aster were to say, Your house is worth so 

·much a year, your garden, your grounds, and 

your clothing;-" and n1isses," interrupted M., 

"the doctor and the physic "-well M., and 

the doctor and the physic,-suppose the master 

says, instead of clothing, doctor and physic, I 

will give you as many dollars as your friend _ 

and my friend think them worth; and for the 

rest, you have your house, your grounds, your 

fire wood, and one w-eek day every week. Do 

you think M. they would work? '' Misses, I 

tink da good nigger would do, I tink so, but 

n1e no say for sartin ; but den, son1e o' dem 

would not like pay for doctor or physic ; dat 

would be de worst ting; but da bad nigger 

'1vould not vorck, only a leetle bit, one day or 

two day, den sit down ~oftly. Oh misses, me 
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know niggers better den Massa King George 

d 
,., 

o. 
-. 

I am thoroughly · convinced that M/s 

judgment was a very correct one: with the 

really· good negro, a little, but not much trouble 

would be found ; though I think it probable 

tha~·the master-would be obliged :frolll humanity 

still to pay for the do.etor and the physico As 

to bad negroes, which now I suspect constitute 

the majority, they would never do steady work.; 

and without steady work, it is utterly impracti .. 

cable to cultivate the cane or to n1ake sugar~ 

What would any intelligent Northumberland or 

Berwickshire farmer think, if he were told, 

that out of every eight workmen,. he could not 

depend any one morning on seeing more than 

two? How would he n1aintain his family; pay 

his rent, taxes, and current expenditure for 

cultivation? 'T is needless to· say he could not; 

and without steady labourers, neither can a 

planter maintain his family, pay his honourable 

engagements to his merchant, his expense of 

cultivation, and his colonial ta·xes. 

Before we came upon Laurel-Hill, Peon 
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(a Spanish word well known 1n Trinidad, and 

meaning free labourers) were tried by Mr. Fitz

gerald, the then manager·; but he could get 

o steady work from theme 

0 ur kind friend and relati;ve, Judge Warner, 

was exceedingly anxious, and Mr. C. was no 

less so, to make the fairest possible trial of free 

labour For even with the addition of the 

St. Vincent people, whom we brought to Trini

dad, there were not nearly enough of hands to 

do justice to the estate. A good many peons 

were therefore hired, at half a dollar per day , 

they had always the same allowance of .salt

fish as a negro, and three bottles of rum weeklyo 

They would not agree, unless paid in advance. 

They asked, how could they eat, if they had 

not their money and their allowances? In 

short, "' passave," as they drawl out the word ; 

meaning, it is to then1 a matter of perfect 

indifference whether they work for you or not<) 

They can go to the moantain, and work for 

themselves; and they only work as a favour 

for you : therefore, you must accept of thei 

terms, or do without them. 
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-Mr~ Cea proposed . the -payn1ents to be n1ade 

each evening; . bu,t -no, . they had stated their 

terms, and "'passave '' was again drawled out, . 
·and so free labour began. · .. I also was anxious 

.to have a garden made; and .we hired for that 

_ ~-~purpose a fre~ America~ negro-a very s1nart 

clever-looking young ma~1~ All the labourers 

we hired were stout, able-bodied, healthy men. 

-On the . Monday. three dollars were paid~_ to 

-them, and their fish and nun also were· giveni> 

They work~d three successive days very indo

lently; but they caine .back no 1nore that week. 

Next week they returned& They had be~n 

15 " sick-very sick ; could not work, and had 

been obliged t<? consume all their money and 

all?wances; and could not ·possibly work unless 

the weekly sum, the fish, and the rum, were 

given thern before they commenced.' ' There 

was no alternative; so given it was. They 

worked two days~-Monday and Tuesday; were 

sick three-Wednesday, Thursday,and Friday ; 

and returned on the Saturday; ·when the estates' 

people being in their grounds, their work was, 
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comparatively speaking, of little use. This 

went on for son1e time, until the expense of the 

experiment rendered farther trial of it out of 

the question. They did not care for being 

dis1nissed : they had good grounds of their 

own ; for they often came back and sold rne 

poultry and vegetables. So little n1anual labour 

indeed is requisite, in that genial clin1ate and 

rich soil, to produce two fine crops yearly f 

fruit and vegetables, that I see no cause to 

wonder at their preference of a very easy indo

lent life, with less profit, than riches and steady 

daily labour. 

I an1 convinced, that the love of labour, 

whether in or out of doors, is not the cause of 

our being well supplied in England with la

bourers. Could our labourers live comfortably 

without it, they would, even in our cold cli111ate, 

shew sorne inclination for a life exen1pt fron1 

steady labour: and this is indeed proved among 

the collieries . . But land and food are not so 

easy to be had in Britain as in Trinidad· and 

it is the difference of local circumstances, as 

..l - 3 
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__ nruch as anything else, that creates the great 

difficultY: in the way of free labour. To the 

planter, I conce_ive, the matter is now of minor 

in1portance. The mischief done to him cannot 

be repaired. The bond of affection between 

the negro, whether free or slave, and the planter, 

. is, for the_ present g.eneration, destroyed in the 

majority of cases; and, however the statement 

may be denied, it is certain there was a strong 

bond of affection between 111any masters and 

their slaves. It may, perhaps, in many cases 

have been begun and founded on reciprocity of 

interest; but it grew and increased : and I have 

seen a slave, freed by the fa1nily, serve after

wards for wages with an affection that rarely 

. occurs with servants in England. I heard of 

many families in Trinidad, who, from the diffi

_culties brought upon them by the rapid legis

.Iation at home, were reduced to the greatest 

. streights: for, when the English merchant sees 

. th~ngs getting worse and worse, he fore-closes 

·t~e mortgages-sells the estate, and pays him-

self; and what is it to him, ,vhether the negroes 
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lose their old massa or -net 1 I heard-of many 

such distressing cases in Trinidad, where the 

negroes went and regularly suppl'ied their old 

master, now in poverty, with vegetables, fruit, 

and at times with poultry and pork, from their 

own stocke 

Many other planters besides ourselves tried 

peons; but the result was ever the same-they 

never worked fo1~ above half the value of the 

sum and allowances asked by them; and even 

that, diey -did as a favour. 

I was rather inclined at first to boast of my 

free An1erican gardener; he was a neat, civi], 

clever fell ow o It is true he did not come to 

work until nearly seven ; but then the estate's 

negroes were never all of them out before that 

hour I certainly did -coax hin1, and keep hin1 

in humour, and he worked five consecutive 

days; but I suspect this was an event in his 

life that never happened before or since. The 

next ,veek, one day. and a half sufficed ; and 

then he said he was tired working garden work. 

Finding he was accuston1ed to the still-house 
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work, he w~s tried there; but he . got drunk, 

stole the rum, broke through the cellar window, 

and had to be turned off the estate. 

Some free labour-so called-has been per

formed in Trinidad, under the control of · go

vernn1ent; but the labourers work under com

pulsion ; in so far that no planter could have 

-the same means of inducing them to work, as 

the government has. Therefore no fair · infer

ence ·can be drawn from this circun1gtance. 

Colombia ~nd Caraccas have frequently been 

brought forward, too, as cases in support of 

free labour; but, to the shame of the mother 

country, who neglected altogether to send proper 

.religious instructors to her negro population, 

.does this example also fail: for, however some 

Protestants may choose to srnile at aught that 

savours of Popery, I can tell the1n, that though 

.Catholics do not teach their slaves to read, yet 

they 1nost conscientiously teach them, by means 

of missionaries sent for the purpose, to fear 

God-to behave honestly, soberly, and respect

fully to their n1asters; and to be industrious. 
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1'he negroes of Caraccas and Colomb_ia are, 

therefore, a far n1ore instructed population, as 

_regards moral dutie~; and, consequently, more 

likely to act as free men ought: and ha_d the 

n~groes of our colonies been instructed so, I 

should have had no doubt of their working and 

acting like free men; the fault lies with the 

Episcopalian church, who neglected them and 

their masters too. 

l had much conversation on the subject of 

free labour with a Spanish gentleman, who 

knew Trinidad agriculture well; and who paid 

a visit of some duration to the Caraccas, while 

we were in Trinidad. Nor was I astonished at 

· what I learned from hirn ; for I had n1yself 

ever found the even no1ninal Ron1an Catholic 

negro much . better disposed and more attentive 

to his duties, than those of other persuasions. 

In 1830, I had the pleasure of meeting a 

gentleman, a pro,prietor in St. Domingo. Upon 

asking hin1 how he got free labourers to _n1ake 

sugar, he said "'T is nearly impossible; I 

lose the half of my crop every year. They 
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:c.o~me two days, and cut and grin~; then off 

they go-the cane juice of course ferments, and 
1 has. to be thrown out. Weeding is nearly out 

of the questione Could you see, first a Jamaica 

est.ate, and then a Ste Domingo one; you would 

think the latter a caricature-. '' These words r 
noted down. The . quality of the sugar, he 

said, was very bad; and one dared not shew 

he negroes in what respect the work was 

wrong; for in that case they i1nmediately left 

you in the lurch. I inquired if missionaries 

we.re well treated there, in consequence of the 

freedom of their government? " Quite the 

reverse;'' he said : " Methodists and all sects 

are persecuted: it cannot be said there is any 

religion in the island." I asked, also, respect

ing the 1norals of the negro upper ranks of 

society in St. Domingo, comparatively with 

those of the white population of the British 

colonies ? The answer was most unfavourable 

to St. Don1ingo. This gentleman assured me, 

that t.he reputed great increase of population in 

Stfl Domingo was a subject he had personally 
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examined with care; and that the _statement 
/ 

was wilfully incorrect, and altogether a delusiona 

The gentleman I refer to has no British colonial 

property, nor has any connexions engaged ·in 

it; but he had resided in Jamaica nearly twenty 

years, and therefore was able to judge of the 

likelihood of free labour ever producimg sugar, 

in the same quantit_y or quality, as by slave 

labour. - · 

I certainly do not believe that the present 

generation of negroes will ever 1nake free sugar, 

to any an1ount, unless by compulsory labour, 

which is no longer free labour; and which I 

really do not see how governtnent could enforcee 

But although the present tin1e is lost, and the 

present proprietors, to a great extent, ruined ; 

and although the con1mercial interests of Great 

Biitain may yet, in respect of he1~ colonies, have 

to suffer a blow that many peQple dare scarcely 

think of; yet I entertain no doubt that, by a 

wise, and rational., and temperate course, the 

colonies n1ight, at some period, be enabled to 

send forth a negro population, much superior 
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to any of the present race of free negroes, in 

_any part of the globe. _But unless Britain be 

conten.t but to sow the seed, and leave the 

harv.est to be reaped by others, she can do 

nothing.. Impatience will destroy the fututeo 

Let rne add a single word upon the compen

sation to be offered to the planters. If, as 

many assert, negroes will make sugar as well 

by free as by slave labour; then it is evident 

that those people . consider the whole negro 

population to have made an ahnost 1niraculous 

advance in civilization and religion, since 1823e 

At that time, they only proposed such an1elio

ration and instruction to be given, as should fit 

them for emancipation. Therefore if, as they 

say, they are now fit for emancipation, it proves 

. that they consider that the 1neasures devised for 

the amelioration of the state of slavery, nn1st 

have been wisely acted upon by the .colonial 

legislatures µ.nd slave proprietors; since in nine 

years it has fitted a population of 800,000 

,slaves for freedom. But if they are fit for free

dom, they, of course, will work like freen1en-
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making a fair allowance for climate and soil ; 

and if it be certain they will do so, upon what 

principle do they propose- to give cornpensation ? 

I am sure a free labourer who would work five 

consecutive days, every week he is in health, 

would be a profit and not a loss to his n1aster. 

But the fact is, it is well known that the ma-

jority will not work steadily, as free labourers; 

and that many will not work at all; and there

fore it jg proposed to grant compensation for a 

loss-the amount of which no proprietor can tell. 

It is, in fact, a point dependent upon an experi

ment which is yet to be tried: and sure am , I, · 

if the West India proprietors require compen

sation - as every honest in1partial man n1ust 

a11ow they do--no less is corr1pensation in j us

tice required to be voted to the English n1er

chants, ship-owners, rnanufacturers, and traders ; 

all of whorn will be affected by whatever di

minishes the quantity of colonial produce. 
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CHAPTER XXIV. 

Negro recreations-Field sports--Description of 
feats-Branding of negroes-A negro song. 

l -have t0.lready, . when speaking of the negro 

population in the first volume of this work, 

treated upon negro . recreations. On looking 

back to these slight_ notices, I find that I have 

yet wherewithal to fill a short chapter upon this 

subject; which, besides being an interesting 

0ne, is not without its importance in devising a 

plan of instruction and civilization for the 

negroes. The habits of a people, in their hours 

of relaxation, may not be barren of a lesson. 

It may almost be said, that negro recreation 

is comprised in the one word, dancing. I have 

spoken of the entertainments given by negroes , 
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and o_f the handsome style in whi·ch they pro

vide refresh1nents; but as an every day amuse

n1ent, the dance is not accompanied by supper, 

or refreshments: and on these, occasions there 

is little other music than the drum,-which is a 

barrel, having the top covered with sheep-skin, 

and tightly fastened down. 

Christmas and Easter are the two grand sea

sons of negro recreation. Before speaking of 

ihe feats of these gala. days, let. me just notice 

another recreation of the negro ; not an every 

day, or universal amusement, like dancing,

but one in which he frequently indulges.; n1ore 

however, from the love of .gain, than from the 

greater pleasure it affords hirn. I allude to 

field sports-shooting and running down. game. 

Among the wild animals most commonly the 

subject of negro prowess are, the ramier, the 

tourterello, the perdrix, the wild boar, the lap, 

and the wild deer, all of which are abundant. 

The wild boar and the lap of Trinidad are ex

cellent; the deer is, however, greatly inferior to 

the venison of England or Scotland. I have 
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seen the wild deer so abundant at Laurel-Hill; 

that, on one occasion, I remember one of them 

having put i.ts antle~~s in at the window. They 

are not the light, graceful, elegant creatures, 

one sees in the parks of the nobility and gentry 

at hon1e :-on the contrary, they are tumble

down, awkw.ard, calf-looking animals. When 

a deer is caught, upon a n1oderate sized estate, 

which sometimes occurs twice iB a week, the 

person who catches it sends np a quarter to 

the n1aster; and sells, or makes use of the rest 

as he pleases. They also catch the armadillo, 

and the agouti; both of which are excellent for 

the table. The arn1adillo is as white and 

delicate as a chicke~; the agouti very n1uch 

resembles the hare. In some parts of Trinidad 

there are wild turkeys, which are considered a 

great · delicacy. All those animals are often 

caught at night; and in a moonlight night, 

some one or other of the negroes is always on 

the look-out. Excepting deer, the master 

always pays for gan1e to the negro who catches 

it. I paid a quarter dollar for an agouti, and 
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half a dollar for an armadillo ; for a lap, two 

bits per lb. ; and for wild boar the same. Tour

terello, ramiers, and perdrix, fron1 a dollar to a 

dollar and a half per couple. 

The vulture is very common in Trinidad. In 

town, there is a heavy fine for any one guilty of 

shooting them-so useful are they in devouring 

carrion. In the country the negroes oc_casionally 

have a shot at t_hem, as they are very destructive 

to their poultry. They are black-speckled, and 

about the size of a domestic turkey; they look 

magnificent birds when soaring in the air. The 

king of the corbeaus is, I believe, a splendid 

bird .; larger than the comn1on corbeau, and of 

pure white, with a fine crest. I never saw one, 

nor are they common ; but one was shot not 

very far from us, in the high grounds. Field 

sports, therefore, such as every colony affords, 

are one of the negro recreations. 

Negroes have an inclination for gambling ; 

and pitch and toss is a game for which they 

have an early predilection; but which I always 

tried to discourage. Sitting outside their doors, 
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in the Jine nights of a tropical c]imate,..:._oook~ 

ing, and eating their suppers, telling -stories, 

and singing songs, is also a common negro 

recreatione 

The .childrem, besides dancing, have -1nany 

games; sorn.e of which have a r.esen1blance ttl 

those of Britai-N. " Through-the-needle-eye, 

boy,'' I found very common; also '' French and 

English/' and a gatne resembling '' The hounds 

and .d1e have," which all little masters and 

misses in Trinidad know by the name of " l?m 

fishing, I'm fishing all night, and what did I 

catch but a groupper ;''-a handkerchief is 

dropt at the word groupper, a0d the chase 

begins. 

Let n1e return to the festival season, and its 

galas.. 1,he first Cmristmas I was at Laurel

Hill, I had an invitation to go and see a ball 

given by F., as a return from the St. Vincent 

people, for the civilities of those of Laurel-Hill, 

upon their arrival on the estate. We had a 

cold einner at three o'clock, that eur negroes 

might hav.e the sole use of our kitchen and oven; 
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which were soon filled with good things-hot 

and 1cold roast fowls, pork roasted and soused, 

and plenty of pies, both of meat and of fruit; 

cakes from St. Joseph's, and fruit in every 

variety. Mr. C. gave them some wine and 

porter; besides which, they had bought some. 

I went about nine o'clock, and found _ them all 

well dressed ~ The prevailing costume was 

thin 1nu·siin, and some had coloured slips on. 

Shoes were not universal; but many had hand

some neckla·ces and ear-rings. Their head 

handkerchiefs were gracefully put on; and the. 

whole was managed with an attention to polite

ness and decorum, that was certainly very 

creditable. The music consisted of four female 

singers , one drum, and three women, with 

calibashes hollowed out, so that a few stones 

may be put in them; this they flourish up and 

down, and rattle in the san1e way as a tam

borine. There -was no drinking or fighting : 

they supped very late, and kept it up until 

near sun-rise ; and danced the next night, as 

long, and as merrily elsewhere. I recollect one 
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Christinas rr1orning, I -was awoke just as day· 

dawned, by the sou_nd of many merry voices, 

young and old, wishing massa and misses a 

good Christmas. ,v e got up, and dressed as 

quickly as possible, to return the compliment,. 

and found upwards of twenty negroes-. both 

Laurel-Hill and St. Vincent people. Wh·en we 

came to the door, they al~ shook hands with us; 

some made long speeches, full of good wishes ; 

- and one fen1ale negro expre~sed what she no 

doubt considered the best ·wish of all. She 

me~nt that her master should enjoy a good old 

age; but she expressed it by saying, " Me 

massa, me hope you live long, very long; ine 

hope you live to bury an your pie-a-ninnies." 

Songs and dances followed: the songs of their 

own composition, and full of good wishes for a 

good crop and good sugar. 

The giving out the Christn1as allowances is 

a very n1erry scene: they flour each other's 

black faces and curly hair, and call out, " look 

at he white face! and he white wig !"-witl) 

many other jokes of their own. On Christmas 
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eve, or rather from noon the day preceding 

Christmas, nothing is done but to bring the 

grass for the stock-all is bustle and prepara

tion; and this is continued until the evening 

of Christmas-day, which always terininates in 

a dance. About eleven in the morning, a party 

of negroes from Paradise, the adjoining estate, 

ean1e to wish us a good Christmas. They had 

two fiddlers,9 whose hats and fiddles were deco

rated with many-coloured ribbons. They said 

they · wished to come and play good Christmas 

to the "young misses." They were very nicely 

dressed, in clean white shirts, trowsers, and 

j ackets. We told the1n to come back and see 

us on New Year's day; as we wished now to 

be -quiet, and read the service for Christn1as

day. They went away very good humouredly, 

and returned on New Year's day; and pleased 

and entertained us with their songs and merri

ment. The children's governess and I had been 

~ngaged some · days previous to Christmas, in 

tri1nn1ing their dresses; and every spare ribbon 

at Laurel-Hill being called into service, I had 

VOL. II. 0 
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got out a fresh supply from Behnont, besides 

artificial flowers, · which looked very gay ~n the 

hats of the dandies. . Indeed, there were some 

who_ cam~ up not an hour before the dance 

con1menced, to have their "hats dresto" We 

had to he our own ser·vants on that day; for 

the negroes were too happy, and far too busy 

in cooking and dressing, to recollect that massa 

or . misses had either to eat or drinko But · 

though we had no Christmas dinner, in the 

Englis~ sense of the word, we had nevertheless · 

a very_ merry Christtnas; and t<? see so many 

of our fellow creatures d_ependent upon u_s, all 

rejoicing around us, 'Yas worth ·all the Christ-

1nas ge.ese and plum-puddings that ever were 

set down. It was a busy and cheerful scene 

all day, to see the women hurrying to_ and from 

the river· with_ their pails, and often throwing 

the water over each other, and laughing till the 

woods rung. The supper, as usual, consisted 

-of pork., fowls, puddings, pies, cakes, Madeira, 

porter, rum, and lemonade. It was one of the 

loveliest of evenings. No one who has not 
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lived in a tropical climate, or at least in the 

most southern parts of Euro·pe, can fancy the 

splendour of such a nighL The moon was at 

her full: the sky was of the brightest blue, 

and cloudless: there was just breeze enough to 

nrake the cocoa-nut trees gently wav-e their 

branches, and shew their silver tintse The 

little stream glanced and. vanished, as its turn

ings and windings wer~ expofSed to the full 

glare of the n1oon, or were shaded by the noble 

forest trees, that studded the pasture.a 

. The drun1 and the song were soon distinct ; 

and we shortly reached C.'s house, where, before 

her door, a large space was left clear for the 

dancers, surrounded on three sides by seats of 

all kinds. · The musicians were at one end. 

They were engaged in a dance of eight persons 

when we reached the spot; it was si1nilar to a 

French quadrille, and they were dancing to the 

air of '' Le Garcon Volage." Muslin was the 

general dress of the young people, variously 

trin1med with colo ired satin and ribbons, in 

rows; and sagt s of the same. Some sported 

0 2 
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silk stockings, coloured kid shoes, and gilt 

buckles: while others had handsome large 

coral necklaces, or chains of gilt cut beads, and 

necklaces to suit the blue trimmings of the 

dress~ One had a pink silk dress, and gauze 

flounces; and illany of the elderly women had 

exceedingly shewy-coloured chintz petticoats, of 

the best quality, but of patterns such as we us-e 

in England for window-curtainso These had 

white thick muslin bodices and sleeves,-some 

trimn1ed with embroidery, some with lace: old 

Mammy J., whom 1 have often mentioned, had 

a profusion of V alenciennes edging : all had 

necklaces and earrings, some of them of con

siderable value. The universal neck-handker

chief was the Madras-the same as that worn 

on the head: these handkerchiefs often cost 

four and five Spanish dollars each. With 

hardly an exc~ption, these handkerchiefs were 

put on in the most becoming style. 

The men were all well dressed: the favourite 

costume was Windsor-grey jean trowsen~, em

broidered down the sean1s; and flourished 
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round the pockets with black or white .cord 

Almost all had white jackets and shirts. Some 

had a handkerchief round the neck-others had 

not; but all had high collars, and all the collars 

were as stiff as parchm~nt: so particular were 

they, that when the heat and its consequences 

1nade the collar droop, many retir.ed and changed 

them. The children were nice and neat; and 

danced on the outside of the space which had 

been enclosed. 

Every grown person paid Co half a dol1ar for 

coming to this da.nce; and for this they 

had refreshn1ents and supper. Th~ supper is 

not a sitting one ;---each of the party lends 

plates, dishes, and other requisites; and a 

certain number cut up the meat, which is ~anded _ 

round on plates~ The men always give the 

preference to the females, and wait upon them 

before they themselves sup. Punch, sugar and 

water, len1onade, and rum and water, are par

taken of, during the dance; an~ the men go 

into the house, and bring to their partners what 

efreshments they choose-generally lernonade, 
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or sugar and water: the wine and porter do not 

appear until suppero · C."s house was _well lit 

up : . the table was neatly laid out with refresh

ments; and there was a clean tablecloth, and 

dozens of glasses and tumblers of all sorts and 

sizes. Many dances of al~ kinds were per

formed : ari1ong the most interesting, a pas de 

de#ux, by the two oldest negroes present-the 

driver and his wifeo Dur~ng this dance . there 

was the profoundest attention, and the deepest 

sileneee The supper took place at a late hour, 

and they danced till snnrise~ I ought not to 

omit mentioning the two drun1mers; these men 

get each half a dollar, their supper, and refresh

ments~ and they well deserve their pay, for it 

is a most fatiguing job. They are seated on 

a hench, with their drum before them; and 

such is the exertion requisite to beat the drum 

in proper style, that they cannot bear the heat 

of a jacket; they have the shirt turned down 

over the shoulders, while two persons are 

obliged to stand behind them with dry hand

kerchiefs, with which they keep continuall 
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wiping off the profuse perspiration" It is con

sidered a first-rate accomplishment to beat the 

drum well; and a negro piques himself as n1uch 

upon this aceon1plish1nent, as a first-rate violin 

player does in Europe. 

Before finishing all I have to say respecting 

the ~egro population, I must add one or two 

observations, which would, indeed, have been 

better· introduced elsewhere, . but which, rather 

than omit altogether, I shall conclude this 

chapter with~ Much has been said as to slaves 

being branded with hot irons, and being 

punished by wearing heavy collars, weights, 

and chains_ attached to them. To pass over 

this, might be construed into a wish to blink at 

one of the charges brought against the West 

India proprietors. · In common with others, I 

once believed in those horrors;> but I do 

solemnly declare, that though looking into, and 

daily investigating the treatment of slaves,

walking over estates when no one expected n1e, 

or suspected I had a thought beyond tpe en-

joyment of a walk, I never saw one sl~ve 
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branded ; nor one working at any time with a 

collar, or weight, upon any part of his or her 

person. I saw, occasionally, _ a double series 

of marks upon some African male negroes,

n1arks v~ry similar to fresh scars left by cupping

glasses. But I never saw the_m wit~out inquir

ing what was the cau_se of those marks ; and 

th~ negroes invariably told ·me they were their 

own country marks.~ Son1e few like to have 

their initials marked on their ai:ms, and other 

figures pricked =- but this is a fancy of thei 

own. This is done by thems=elves for each other 

often, and sometimes they get white sailors to 

do it for them, with a needle . and gunpowder, 

and a little indigo. · The native African mark 

is admired by them: it is generally on the 

centre of the chest; and I t.hink I have seen 

one or two such marks on the arm, and· on the 

cheek. . They told me this tattooing was done 

in Africa, when they were young, that the 

marks might grow as they grew up. Creole 

negroe_s are never tattooed. 

Refractory negroes, in St. Vincent, when 
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taken up and brought to gaol, are at times taken 

out, attached to each other by a chain, and are 

made to clean the streets. I am not certain, 

but I think a tread-mill has since superseded 

this. I recollect saying to Sir Charles Bris

bane, that it was the only thing as regarded 

the punishment of negroes, that I saw any 

cause to wish a change in. His Excellency of 

course admitted that the spectacle was unplea

sant; but referred rne to the hulks, where, he 

said, - I should see the same; and that not a 

punish1nent of only a few days, but for life. · I 

1nention this to shew that I l1ave throughout 

never varied from representing things as I saw 

them, and expressing the feelings excited by 

what I saw also~ I have seen some distressed 

and diseased-looking negroes in St. Vincent ; 

but during two years and a half, their number 

did not amount to ten. Every one of such 

cases I inquired into; . and with the exception 

of one, they were all the result of personal mis

conduct; and unconnected with the acts of the 

planters. In the one case I except, the negro 

o3 
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had been punished-certainly with over severity, 

by a coloured master or mistress. It must be 

recollected, that the ~ajority of the coloured 

population are -less really educated than the 

white population: their ten1pers are conse

quently less under self-control, and they are 

n1ore a.ccustomed to correct with severity.· 

In Trinidad I never saw one distressed negro, 

though no doubt there must have been som·e 

brought to misery by depravity; which, with 

its~ consequences, cannot as far as I know, be 

e·xcluded from any state of society. I did, 

indeed see negroes, whom I could tell were not 

good people, with their clothes in tatters ; but 

these I knew to be incorrigible. Some of them 

I had tried over and over again to win to civi

lized habits; but found it impossible. Mr. C., 

who has been n1ore or less in many of the 

islands of the West Indies, has never, durin~ 

-thirty years, seen but one branded negro; and 

he ,vas the property of a Frenchman in St. 

Lucia. 

Perhaps n1y readers may be gratified by a 
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specimen of negro poetry ; and with it, I shall 

conclude this chapter. Soon after coming to 

Laurel-Hill, and subsequently to the meditated 

insurrection in Trinidad, I heard some of the 

young negroes singing, as I thought, rather a 

singular song. I asked J. to sing it for me; 

he hesitated, and said, "Misses, it no good 

song." Why do you sing it then? " 'Cause 

misses, it a funny song, and rne no mean bad 

by it.'' At last I prevailed upon J. not only to 

sing the song (which turned out to be an insur

rectionary song), but to explain it. The word 

are these-

Fire in da mountain1 

Nobody for out him, 

Take me daddy's bo tick ( dandy stick) , 

And make a monkey out him. 

Chorus. 

Poor John ! nobody for out him, &co 

Go to de k~ng's gaol, 

You '11 find a doubloon dey ; 

Go to de king's gaol, 

You '11 find a doubioon dey ~ 

Chorus. 

Poor John ! nobody for out him, &co 
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The explanation of this song is, that when 

the bad negroes wanted to do evil, they made 

for a sign, a fire on the hill-sides,~to burn down 

the canes. There is nobody up the-re, to put 

_ out the fire; but as a sort of satire, the song 

goes on to say, "take me daddy's bo tick," 

(daddy is a mere term of civility), take some 

one'-s dandy stick, and tell the monkeys to 

help to put out the fire among the canes for 

John; (meaning John Bull). The chorus 

means, that poor John has nobody to put out 

the fire iµ the canes for himo Then when the 

canes are burning, go to the gaol, and seize the 

money. The tune to which thi~ is sung, is said 

to be negro music; it is on a minor key, and 

singularly resembles an incorrect edition of an 

old Scotch tune, the name of which I do not 

recollect. 
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CHAPTER XXVe 

White society in Trinidad-Orange grove-La 
Reconnoissance and Count Lopinot-The climate; 

variations ; temperature .9 precautions necessary 

for preserving health-Heat not the real annoy-
ance of a tropical climate-Insects and reptiles

The sand fly, the chigre, snakes, . tarantula, ~c.

Ants ; the parasol ant, the ch{fsseur ant-sing11:l~r 
relation-Preparations for leaving the colony

Pa_rting from our people. 

IN this concluding chapter, I shall t.hrow toge

ther all that I have not been able conveniently 

to introduce elsewhere; particularly noticing 

the subjects of climate and disease, which I 

should certainly be culpable in · passing _over. 

From Monday morning to Saturday night, the 

planter's life, and the planter's wife's life, is a 
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life of labour-and someti1nes even Sunday has 

to be broken in upon, by hearing the negro 

quarrels, and adjusting themo It may be con

ceived, therefore, that planters have little tirne 

for social society. I did, however, partake of 

son1e, which I cannot soon forget. 

One of our near neighbours was the Honor

able William Burnley, at Orange .. Grove ; and I 

was much charmed by the aspect of this place: 

not that I considered its natural beauties at all 

comparable to Laurel-Hill, but it remains a 

marvel to m-e to this day, how the re1narkabl.e 

neatness of that place was effected by negro 

labourers. The house stands in a park of so1ne 

extent, studded with fine natural wood, and 

dotted with abundance of better-looking sheep 

than one usually sees in the West Indies. But 

when we speak of a park in the West Indies, 

it must not be figured the delicate velvet turf of 

an English park. Orange-Grove was, however, 

a very charming place to look at, and a very 

delightful place to visit. 

Perhaps the place most worthy of mention, is 
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La Reconnoisance, the property of Mr. Gillman. 

There is a story aln1ost of romance connected 

with the first settlement of this estate, which 

renders it a very interesting spot, independent 

of its matchless natural beauty. Count Lopinot 

Was the proprietor of an estate in St. Domingo : 

when the troubles broke out in that colony, he 

fled with his family, to save his life, and can1e 

to Trinidad. The whole of his negroes voluncs 

tarily followed him; and a hospitable planter 

in Taearagua, received him and all his people 

upon his estate. The Count made an applica

tion to the colonial government for a grant of 

land,-his negroes having declared their only 

wish was to serve hin1, and to live and die with 

·him. Count Lopinot was allowed to select that 

situation· which pleased him best; and he 

wandered up on the high grounds behind 

Laurel-Hill, taking his negroes with him to cut 

their way throllgh passes, then for the first 

time trodden by man. After climbing the most 

precipitous paths, the Count found on the 

mountain, a spot precisely to his mind,-plenty 
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of level rich land, and excellent water in great 

abundance. It was a serious undertaking to cut 

even such a path as one could clamber up by, 
._ 

to this paradisee The Count, however, was an 

old soldier-he was not to be baffied by diffi

culties : he soon erected a habitation for himself 

and family, and houses for his negroes; and by 

. perseverance and industry, this desert was soon 

made '' to blossom like the rose." 

To cultivate sugar where it would have been 

next to impossible to convey it to the highway, 

was wisely not atte1nptedo It was resolved 

that it should be a cocoa estate. Here again 

the old soldier shewed himself : he laid out 

the cocoa land in the form of a general officer, 

with his epaulettes. Nothing can be more 

beautiful than the cultivation of the cocoa : 

it is planted in quincunxes, so that whichever 

way you turn, a long vista presents· itself to 

the view. The cocoa trees are planted from 

fifteen to twenty feet apart; they are from the 

size of a large gooseberry bush, to that of a 

fair sized apple tree, according to the age of 
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the cocoa. The bois i1nmortelle, or in Spanish, 

La Madre del Cacao, or as the English negroes 

term it, the cocoa-mammy, is planted at equal 

distances arn~ng the cocoa: it collects the 

dews, and gives shade and nourishment to the 

cocoa. Independent of this, the bo1s immor

telle is a noble forest tree, abounding in all 

the woods of Trinidad: it is from sixty to d 

eighty feet in height, covered once a year with 

a bright flame ... coloured magnificent blosso1n; 

and at t,hat season, the woods seen at a distance, 

appear at times as if on fire. 

As soon as Count Lopinot had got all his 

family and his negroes up in safety, he assem

bled them together, and thanking God solemnly 

. for: their preservation and escape fro1n St. Do

n1ingo, and for the prospect now held out 

of a home once more, he christened the estate 

'' La Reconnoisance "-a na1ne which it would 

be sacrilege to change. La belle France, which 

the family had originally left at the first dawn 

of the Revolution, was never forgotten by the 

Count and Counte'ss, who also cherished a rond 

regard for the Bourbon line. Both lived to 
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hear of the re-establishment of that family in . 

1815; but they are now dead, and it is pleasing 

to know that their memory is even yet annually 

commemorated by the negroes, who strew the 

finest flowers over 1nassa and misses' graye in 

the garden. 

The ~illage of Arima, about six n1iles fron1 

Laurel-Hill, has a Catholic chapel and a resident 

curate. It is chiefly inhabited by free settlers, 

many of whom are Indians. They feed stock, 

and cultivate such prov1s10ns as are necessary 

for their support. The indolence of these 

people surpasses belief7 their only delight being 

to spend their lives swinging in a hamn1ock. 

The climate of the West Indies is always 

spoken of in England with dread, by those 

who have never been across the Atlantic, and 

by others also, who may have suffered severely 

fro1n in1prudence, or lost relations from the 

sa1ne cause; thus a West India climate is 

represented as little better than a grave for 

Europeans. I suspect there is a good deal of 

ignorance, and I know there is a great deal of 

exaggeration, in this . 
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I found, in first going to the West Indies, a 

much greater variation in the seasons than I 

had expected. December, January, and Febru

ary, may be said to be pleasant months; for 

although it is- generally showery in December 

and January, yet the showers are of short 

duration, and, from the nature of the soil of 
, . 

St. Vincent, a·t which island I first arrived, I 

found .the roads dry alrnost as soon as the rain 

had ceased. The average of the thenn~meter 

during those months in St. Vincent, may be 

stated to be about seventy-eight in the shade 

at noon : in the morning, very early, it is a few 

degrees lower; but seldom falls much in the 

evening, at which time, in that island (though 

not in these particular months) the heat is 

most oppressive, the nights being at times so 

hot as to preclude the possibility of undisturbed 

rest, and one often rises in the morning more 

fatigued than on going to bed. In December, 

January, and February, however, the nights 

are very agreeable, though never so cold as to 

require a blanket during the night. The heat 
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and drought increase i0 March, April, and 

May; the average of the thermometer is then 

rather above eighty. In June, or rather towards 

the latter end of it, heavy showers commence; 

the breezes so refreshing during the day in the 

other months are now scarcely felt. In July 

and August the showers increase, and some

,times it rains a few hours without interruption ; 

but heavy showers, with intervals of the brightest 

sunshine, are most common; and the heat is at 

such times very trying to those who- are first 

exposed to the rain and afterwards to the sun's 

rays. The latter end of August is generaJiy 

accompanied by a _ good deal of thunder, _and 

almost every night, by what is called sheet light

ning; but I never experienced a thunder stonn 

in St. Vincent, that appeared to me more 

severe than I have seen at home. Here, acci

derits from the electric fluid are extremely rare, 

and I may say generally in the West Indies, 

partly owing to the houses being low, seldom 

exceeding one story, and probably, also, owing 

to the absence of bell-wires and other things 
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which at · home act as conductors. During · 

September and October, the rains continue, 

and the sky is ll1ore often clouded than at any 

other season-thunder and lightning are very 

frequent, and at times, sudden and heavy 

squalls, and hurricanes. In August, hurri

canes are rare; September is the month when 

they are chiefly dreaded; and after full~moon 

in October, no farther danger is apprehended. 

St. Vincent is nearly out of th_e hurricane 

tract, although it has more than once suffered, 

particularly in 1780; but while I was resident 

there, no gale occurred that would have been 

reckoned severe, even in England. The only 

occasion upon which I saw any alarm shewn, 

was at the conclusion of the hurricane season, 

~he full moon of October: there had been heavy 

showers all the preceding night, and constant 

sheet-lightning, with a strong breeze from the 

eastward as usual; ba_t about eight in the morn

ing, the wind lulled in a moment; not a breath 

was perceivable; the oppression of the atmos

phere produced a suffocating sensation ; and 
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the sky assumed that peculiar bluish black, . 

intern1ixed with distant towering white clouds, 

so often to be remarked during the continuance 

of a storm at sea. · The barometer, that faith

ful indicator in northern latitudes, is of little 

use in a tropical climate. Its variations are 

so s]ight, that it is hardly worth while observing 

thetn : however, I found it had fallen about the 

fourth part of one-tenth of an inch, which was 

more than I had ev.er before been able to detect. 

This perfect calm continued for about ten 

minutes, when in a n1oment the wind shifted to 

the westward, and · blew with great violence. 

A certain alarm is felt whenever the wind shifts 

to the westward ; and as a first 1neasure of pre

caution, all the nails and ha1nmers were in 

requisition, to fasten the doors and windows. 

The squall increased, and we were just on the 

point of accepting shelter in a neighbouring 

kitchen, which had a stone arched roof, when 

our fears were as suddenly dissipated as they 

had been roused. There was a flash of light

ning, a peal of thunder, and iH a moment the 
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wind subsided, the sky began to break, and in 

less than an hour all alarm ceased. In Novem

ber the showers becon1e daily less, and it gets 

· cooler and cooler, until the pleasant n1onth of 

December is again hailed with joy, after the 

rains and intense-heatso 

I ,vas very much struck, at first, by the 

quantity of liquid drank by many in the fore

noon,-con1monly "vater,just tinged with run1; 

though by the older settlers, syrup and water, 

or tamarjnd beverage, is con1monly used; but 

new-comers seldom relish these drinks. Those 

who have been only a year or two from Europe, 

-do not experience the intense thirst which 

those do who have been long resident between 

the tropics; the constitution· becomes more and 

more relaxed, and the desire for liquids increases, 

while the appetite. for solids diminishes; and 

thus, after a time, one is tempted only by 

highly seasoned and salted food, which is not 

only more agreeable to the palate, but appa

rently agrees better with the stomach; at times1. 

indeed, fresh food, plainly dressed, is almost 
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loathed. During the first year I resided in St, 

Vincent, I never felt thirst between breakfast 

and dinner, unless I had walked or rode out 

during the heat of the day; but before I left the 

West Indies, I felt a great change in this re

spect, taking sometimes as many as six or seven 

large glasses of water in the forenoon. Upon 

the whole, indeed, the dangers of climate seern 

pretty nearly balanced between Great Britain 

and the West Indies : imprudent exposure to 

cold is dangerous in Britain, and the same ex-

. posure to heat is dangerous in the West Indies. 

I dined in company with a physician who 

had been long in the West Indies, a few days 

before I left Edinburgh for embarkation; and 

he asked n1e if I had any fears of the climate ? 

I said I had no fears. His answer was, " then 

by the blessing of God, that is the best possible 

guarantee for your health~ The greater number 

of people who die in the West Indies, die from 

apprehension. At first avoid exposure to the 

sun, and eat sparingly of all kinds of fruit; 

never eat two kinds of fruit in one day,-nor 
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mix different wines. Avoid cocoa-nut water, 

and nuts of any kind ; take no malt liquor or 

cider ; eat a fair proportion of as good anirnal 

food or fish as you can get, daily: by no rneans 

lower your usual diet if you are in health, and 

take at least a couple of glasses of Madeira 

every day. After the first rainy season is over, 

you are then seasoned. Exercise out of the 

sun is beneficial to health." I have subse

quently found frorn experience, that better ad

vice could not have been given : we went out 

even in family, and not one of us suffered from 

the climate. 

That which struck n1e at first as the great 

p eculiarity of the clin1ate, was the burning heat 

of the sun, and yet the constant breeze,-that 

by contrast seemed almost cold, and which 

blowing upon you, in doors and out of doors, 

while the body is more or less in a state of per

spiration, n1ust, I thought, be dangerous ; and 

so it is, out of doors, unless under proper pre

cautions. The best precaution against heat in 

riding, is by wearing a cloth riding-habit, but-

V OL. II . p 
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toned up to the throat, and a habit-shirt, with a 

high standing collar ;-so attired, one may brave 

both the sun and the wind. To cover the neck 

and chest as lightly as we do in an English 

summer, is neither safe nor con1fortable. The 

sun blisters the neck, unless it be defended fron1 

its rays. Linen is pretty generally worn, but 

cotton is considered safer. Flannel, however, 

is every way the safest and pleasantest wear. 

speak, however, of new comers; for after the 

first rainy season is over, and one is "creolized," 

almost any dress may be worn, with attention 

to ordinary precautions. 

White is the general dress of ladies, both 

morning and evening, and nothing looks so 

apprqpriate in that climate. All coloured mus

lins, and ginghams for children, become, after 

being washed several _ times, as white as if 

bought white~ Gentlemen mostly wear white 

Jackets, waistcoats, and trowsers, at dinner, or 

1n paying a morning visit, cloth coats are worn 

the same as in Europe. Black beaver and 

grey hats, the same as in England, are worn; all 
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fancy straw hats being reckoned vu~gar, and 

gentlemen never wear them except on an estate, 

and eve_n then very early in the morningo 

From six to eight is the time for exercise ; 

then breakfast; afterwards the heat renders 

exercise uncornfortable, till four or five, when it 

gets somewhat _cooler; and by half-past five it 

j s delightful. I then usually rode, or more 

often walked, out with n1y children for an hour, 

and on a moonlight night, much longero I 

St. Vinc~nt, the dews are very light, but in 
' 

Trinidad they were very heavy ; the conse-

quence is, that rheumatic complaints are not 

u nfrequent in Trinidad, but i1-i St. Vincent they 

a1 e rare. 
-

The nights 1n Sto Vincent are, in the hot 

season, most oppressive; but in rinidad , '"- ey 

are always cool, sornetimes colde I have even 

longed for a fire in Trinidad; and, between six 

and seven of an eve·ning, not unfrequently gon e 

and warmed myself at the kitchen fire. .A. 

blanket is at times not an unpleasant con1paniJ:1 

in Trinidad ; the sight of one in SL Vincen 

would be enough to put one in a fever . 

P2 
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There are, decidedly, unhealthy spots in 

Trinidad, near swa1nps and uncleared lands , 

and it seen1s most .unaccountable, that barracks 

for our troops are frequently, in the We·st 

Indies, built in -situations which no experienced 

person would select as a healthy residence. It is 

also a great error to send out troops at the near 

,approach, the co1nmencement'of, or the middle 

of the rainy season. The safest time to land in 

the West Indies is- in November, or at least 

befor"e February. It is an equal trial of health 

to remove from a temperate to a tropical climate 

during the heats, as it is to arrive fro1n the 

tropics in a temperate climate during its winter 

The following, I would say, are good general 

rules :-avoid drafts of cold air, when heated by 

exercise, or by exposure to the sun, unless suffi

ciently covered by thick clothing. When 

heated, and you wish to get cool, _the safest 

and siinplest plan is to shut up the room, so as 

to prevent any draft of air upon your person ; 

and after undressing, to lie down for a short 

time. This should always be done before 

washing and dressing for dinner, if one b 
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previously overheated. Cold bathing, mode

rately indulged in, is decidedly healthy. To 

sit in wet clothing, whether from rain, dew, or 

perspiration,-inj udicious in all climates,-is 

most dangerous in the West Indies; and the . 

utmost attent~on to cleanliness, also useful in 

temperate climes, is essential to health ,vithin 

the tropics 

ThC great danger which young officers, and 

indeed all new corners labour under, is this · 

the- inha-bitants of the West Indies are pro

verbially kind and hospitable. Their constitu

tions are seas~ned, and accustomed to the 

climate; and, in the excess .of their hospi

tality, they often forget that the stranger ought 

to partake of it at first sparingly. The stranger 

is also f uH of curiosity, and anxious to see the 

novel and striking scenery by which he is 

surrounded ; he i~ apt to forget the new circum

stances in which he is placed; he rides out all 

the n1orning, perhaps, without an umbrella

an accompaniment which an equestrian con

siders in mauvais gout; he drives out, drinks 
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freely, and concludes by dancing half the 

night; but all this is dangerous, until the 

constitution he seasoned~ Then it is probable 

that the variety and beauty of the fruit, and 

the thi_rst jnduced by heat and wine, tempt 

him to taste a little bit of each; the ston1ach is_ 

deranged, and the probable issue of all is, a 1 

attack of fever, more or less severeo 

In the event of feeling any the most trifling 

premonitory symptoms of illness, there ough4-

to be no trifling ; that which is of no mo1nentj 

if at first checked by proper medical treatn1ent, 

is often incurable from neglect. Even a slight 

fever from a cold requires prompt attention . 

but colds aro not frequent, The same trea "' 

nent is pursued in the West Indies as in Eng

and, but only with a little consideration of the 

nature of the climat~. 

The yellow fev~r never appeared when I was 

· n St. Vincent, or Trinidad; indeed the inha•• 

itants say, that there is now no such fever i1 

these islands, nor has been for many years 

he climate and health of every island must 
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ecessarily -improve, the more it is cleared and 

drained. 

Ague prevailed 1n Port of Spain and its 

neigh bou~hood for a short time as an epidemic 

all ages and colours were affected by it. I do 

not recollect hearing of any fatal cases, but in 

the country we had not one case. The only 

·general _prevailing epiden1ic while we were i1 

Trinidad, was hooping-cough; but excepting 

in a few isolated cases, it appears under a n1ucl 

milder form than in Great Britainc Measles i ► 

also a trifling disease in the West Indies, -corn 

pared to what it is in Europe Children cut 

their teeth more easily, and it-seen1s a climate 

every way suitable for young people until seve1 

or eight, when I think they often get thin, and 

look sickly. From eight o'clock till nearl 

five, all exercise out of doors is prejudicial to 

-the health of a child ; therefore a good deal of 

ingenuity is required, to provide varied amuse 

1nent and employment. After twelve years of 

age, children appear to require a chanie o. 

climate they grow too fast ; and at fourteei 
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girl who has never been in Europe, is, in a p

pearance and manner, like an English girl of 

seventeen or eighteen~ I saw many very healthy 

old people in the West Indies ) and it did not 

strike me that life was shorter, or deaths more 

frequent, than at homee 

St. Vincent is considered one of the healthiest 

of the islands, and Trinidad has often been 

characterized as the .reverse; but I saw nothing 

in the climate to be dreaded by persons living 

in healthy situations, and acting ,vith prudence~ 

Drinking· to excess is unknown in good society 

in Trinidad ;-the gentlemen join the ladies in 

the drawing-roon1, in a quarter of an hour after 

they have retired . It is worth mentioning, 

that I never saw, or heard of card playing in 

Trinidade 

I resided so much in the country, that I know 

little of the coloured population of Trinidad 

but by report. I however understood, that 

t here were many very respectable people among 

them. Several of them are proprietors both of 

land and negroes. The morals of the coloured 
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population, as a whole, are however undoubtedly 

very lax, compared with the white population, -~ 

whon1 I consider much more exemplary than we 

nnd them in England in the same rank of lifeo 

In no country of the world do married people 

live n1ore affectionately and happily: this may 

be easily accounted for, by the circumstance 

that nowhere do people so generally n1arry 

from dis•interested affection; it does not appear 

that money or high connexion is look .y, to .. 

Disputes~ about marriage settlements never 

occur; and young people are there supposed to 

be better judges themselves of the person with 

whon1 they can live happily for life, than any 

one can be for the111. Divorces and separa

tions, in consequence, are absolutely unknow110 

Family ties of relationship and connexion are 

kept up with much affection. 

I may rernark, also, that in general there is 

none of that unatniable system of exclusive 

society so prevalent in Great Britain: · every 

person of gentlemanlike conduct and manners, 

is adn1itted into society upon equal terms of 

P3 
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civility; and a man, <les.titute of these, would 

find neither birth nor gold obtain for him the 

advantages which they infallibly command 1n 

Englando Every proper respect is paid to 

either European or colonial rank ; but no 

attempt is n1ade, or any desire shewn, to ex

clude those from the best society, who, though 

they may have neither rank fron1 Europe nor 

in the colony, are fitted by their conduct, edu

cation, and manners, to move in any circl . 

West Indians feel a sad reverse when they go 

to England; where, if they have not rank , 

·admittance into society must be purchased by 

their weight in gold . 

With respect to the influence of climate upon · 

·the negro,--I believe the West Indies to be 

·very suitable to his constitution. I never herd 

a negro con1plain of heat ; but often in the cool 

season, he complains of cold . I think there 

can be no doubt that the habits of negroe ·, 

·particularly the late hours they indulge in a t 

night, contri_bute to shorten life. Their irregu

lar habits in other respects, act as a check to 
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po"pulation ; and my own belief · is, that unti l 

the n1oral habits of the negro very nearly 

resemble those of the white population, there 

will not, under any change of circun1stances,. 

effected by _the wisest laws, be that increase of 

population which, it is thought Ly some, js onlf 

prevented by hard work, and by a depriva io 

of temporal con1forts. 

The great objection to a tropicaJ climate i~~ 

considered, in England, to be its intense heat 

B11t it will generally be found, that those who 

have resided s01ne time in the West Indies fee 

this to be a trifling objection, and would , if 

a~ked to point out the greatest tropical annoy

ance, pass over the heat of the climate, an 1 

complain of the insects and reptileso No doub , 

after a ti n1e, sand flies and n1osquitoes bite less 

fi ercely and less frequently; but still they do 

ite, and d e r ive on e of sleep ; and at some 

easons, they are t roublesome even to an ol 

sett ler. 
J 

There 1S an insect with which the grr.s 

abounds calle "bete rouge ;" it is like 
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most minute particle of dust in size, and of the 

colour of red sealing wax. One footstep in the 

grass is sufficient ; -the feet and ancles are 

instantly cov.ered, and a few paces more, covers 

·the whole body; they produce a universal and 

most intolerable itching, and the only effectual 

remedy is, to get river sand and lime juice, and 

literally scour down your whole person$ · 

The chi~re is a sm~ll sand flea, which abounds 

in all dry sandy places. They bury themselves 

in the heels, the toes, and the fingers; and are 

particularly annoyingo 

Ants of many kinds abound in the West 

Indian. islands, and, as I believe, in none more 

than Trinid __ ad ·; if you go in their way, or in 

any manner disturb them, they sting severely ; 

this I have already adverted to. 

I had heard of the parasol-ant previous to 

going to Trinidad, but I could hardly believe 
I 

the account I had received of them. The first 

morning I was at Belmont, Mrs. Warner called 

me to run out and see the parasol ants-and 

sure enough there was a string of black ants, 
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about the length of a common house fly, moving 

as ants do in England in a long file; and every 

ant with a small bit of a green leaf, held erect 

over its head. I never beheld · any thing so 

strange; not one was without the leaf ;-I heard 

too, a stranger story still, that they plucked 

these leaves, and took them down a great way 

under ground. I was informed by Mr. Gillman, 

of La Reconnoisance, that his negroes having 

by his orders dug into the ants' habitation, it 

was found- full of these same leaves withered, 

and at the bottorri of the nest, one or two (I 

forget which) white snakes, of from nine inches 

to a foot in length; and it was said, that every 

one who had dug out these nests, .had found 
~ 

the leaves and the white snakes. 

At Laurel-Hill, we observed a great n1any of 

these parasol ants; and Mr. C. resolved to get 

at the truth. The · ants carae from the high 

ground, a considerable distance above the 

house; their route was as distinct, and as bare 

of he~bage as a sheep track. They were accord•

ingl y traced to the side of a bank, and we dug 

• 
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where they disappeared. It proved a work of 

sOr:e difficulty to get fairly to the nest; it was 
from ten to twelve feet underground, and there, 

sure enough, were found two contiguous cham

bers, full of tl)e leaves, and a white snake 

nearly in the centre. 

One morning n1y attention was arrested at 

Laurel-Hill by an unusual number · of black 

birds, whose appearance was foreign to 1ne ; 

, they were smaller, but not unlike an English 

c~ow; and were perched on a calibash tree 

near the kitchen. I asked D,, who at that 

mon1ent can1e up from the garden, what could 

be the cause of the appearance of so n1any ot 

those black birds ? She said, "Misses, dem 

be a sign of the blessing of God; dey are not 

de blessing, but only de sign, as we say, of 
-

G od's blessing. Misses, you'll see afore noo -

ti1ne, how the ants will co~e and clear the 

houses." At this mon1ent I was called t 

breakfast, _ and thinking it was some super

stitious idea of D.'s, I paid no f~rther atten ti 1 

to it. In about two hours aft~r this , I o s rver 
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an uncommon number of chasseur-ants crawling 

about the floor of the room : my children were 

-annoyed by them, and seated themselves on a 

t able, where their legs did not con1municate 

wi th the floor. They did not crawl upon rriy 

person, but I was now surrounded by them. 

S hortly after this, the walls of the room be

c a rne covered by them,-and next they began 

to take possession of the tables and chairso I 

now thought it necessary to take refuge in an 

adjoining room, separated only by a few ascend

ing steps from the one we occupied; and this 

was not ~ccomplished without great care and 

generalship,-for had we trodden upon one, we 

should have been s u mrnarily punished . The1e 

·were several ants on the step of the stair, bt t 

they were not nearly so numerous as in the 

1 oo ~1 we had left ;-but the upper room pre

sented a singular spectacle, for not only were 

the floor and the walls covered like the other 

·oon1, but the roof was covered also . 

Th e open rafters of a West India house, at 
( 

11 ti n1es afford shelter to a numerous tribe of 

. ( 
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insects, more particularly the cockroach ; but 

now their destruction was inevitable. The 

chasseur ants, as if trained for battle, ascended 

in regular thick files to the rafters, and threw .. 

down the cockroaches to their comrades on the 

floor, who as regularly marched off with the 

dead bodies of co.ckroaches, dragging t.hen1 

away by their united efforts with an1azing 

rapidity. Either the cockroaches were stuHg 

to dea.th on the rafters, or else the fall killed 

then1. The ants ~ever stopped to devour their 

prey, but conveyed it all to their store-house . 

The windward windows of this room were 

glass, and a battle now ensued between the 

ants and the jack-spaniards, on the panes of 

glass. The jack-spaniard, may be called the 

wasp of the West Indies; it is twice ,as large as 

a British wasp, and its sting is in proportion 

more painful. It builds its nests in trees and 

old houses, and sometimes in the rafters of a 

room. The jack-spaniards were not quite such 

_ easy prey, for they used their wings, which not 

one cockroach had attempted. Two jack-
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spaniards, hotly pursued on the window, 

alighted on the dress of one of my children . 

I entreated her to sit still, and r~main quiet. 

In an almost inconc~ivably short space of ti1ne, 

a party of ants crawled upon her frock, sur- -

rounded, covered the two jack-spaniards, and 

crawled down again to the floor, dragging off 

their prey, and do·ing the child no harm. 

Fron1 this room I went to the adjoining bed

chamber and dressing-room, and found thern 

equally in possession of the chasseurs. I 

opened a large military chest full of linens, 

which had been n1uch infested; for I was 

determined to take every advantage of such 

able hunters. I found the ants already inside: 

I suppose they must , have got in at some 

opening at the hinges. I pulled out the linens 

on the floor, and with the1n hundreds of cock

roaches; not one of which escaped. 

We now left the house, '1nd went to the 

chambers built at a little distance; but these 

also we-re in the same state. I next proceeded 

to open a store- room at the end of the other 
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house, for a place of retreat; but, to get the 

key, I had to return to the under room, where 

the battle was now n1ore hot than ever : the 

ants had commenced an attack upon the rats 

and mice, and, strange as it may appear, they 

were no match for their apparently insignificant 

foes* They surrounded _them, as they had the 

insect tribe, covered thein over; and dragged 

then1 off with a celerity and union of strength 

that no one who has not watched such a scene 

can comprehend. I did not see one n1ouse or rat 

escape, and I am sure I saw a score carried off 

during a very short period. We next tried the 

kitchen-for the store-roo1n and boys' pantry 

were already occupied; but the kitchen was 

equally the field of battle, between rats, mice, 

cockroaches, and ants killing thern. A huck-

ter negro came up selling cakes, and seeing 

the uproar, and the family and servants stand

ing out in the sun, he said, "Ah misses, you've 

got the blessing of God to-day, and a great 

blessing it be to get such a cleaning.'' I thin 

it was about ten when I first observed the ants , 

about twelve, the battle was formidable ; soon 
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· after one o'clock, the great strife began with 

the rats and mice ; and about three, the houses 

were cleared . In a quarter of an hour more 

t he ants began to decamp, and soon, not one 

was to be seen within doors. But the grass 

round the house was full of them ; and they 

see1ned now feasting on the remnants of th eir 

prey, which had been left 9n the road to their 

n ests ; and so the feasting continued till about 

four o'clock, when the black birds, who had 

n ever been long absent fro1n the calibash and 

pois-doux trees, in the neighbourhood, darted 

down among them, and destroyed by millions 

t hose who were too sluggish to make good 

t heir retreat. By five o'clock, the whole was 

over ; before sun down, the 11egro houses were 

also c~eared out in the same way ; and they 

told m e they had seen the black birds hovering 

about the aln1ond trees close to the negro 

h ouses, as early as seven in the morning. I 

n ever saw those black birds before or since, and 

th e negroes assured n1e that they never were 

seen but at such t imes. 

Snakes abound in all t he colonies,-in Trin -
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dad they are from two or three feet long, to 

twelve or fourteen; from four to six feet, are 

the most con1mon size. - Son1e are quite harm

less, but others are venomous; these latter are 

short, and of a brownish-black colour. The 

· boa-constrictor, it is · said, is sometimes found 

in the woods. The tarantula is not unco1nmon. 

Centipedes, as well as scorpions, are abundant . .. _ 

These, not the climate, are the great drawbacks 

on the pleasure of a residence in a tropical land. 

We _had now determined upon returning to 

Europe.: there seeined no longer any rational 

prospect of doing good, in any sense of _ the 

. word, the toil became insupportable, where 

the best intended efforts all failed, either for 

the improvement of the people, or the benefit of 

the estate. We felt · that the really important 

influence of the proprietor was gone; that even 

personal security was in danger; and in fine , 

that there was no longer any .incentive to re

main. There were some good and faithfu l 

negroes, both of those originally attached to 

the estate, and also ainong those from St. Vin

cent ; but in the event of any rising, thei r 
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numbers could have been of no avai1. Health 

and spirit both fail under such hopeless cir

cumstances ; and though we had . many dear 

friends to part from, and felt a deep yiterest in 

our people, yet the certainty that vie were no 

longer safe, and were no longer able to effect 

any good, determined us to leave the estatet . . 

There was little · time for deliberation; only 

two shjps remained to sail, in such time as 

would enable us to reach England during the 

summer; ~ one of these was to proceed first to 

A~erica; we therefore chose the other, direct for 

Bristol, and our arrangen1ents were soon n1ade. 

The best negroes expressed much concern at 

the prospect of our departure; and n1any who 

had latterly behaved ill, appeared then to f~el 

there was a possibility they might miss us. 

Numbers can1e up a few days before we left, 

begging us to give them some remembrancer of 

us; and the morning before we left, all but ten 

negroes came up in turns, and received some

thing to keep them in mind of massa and 

misses. Jugs and plates, saucepans and baskets, 
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every thing that could be mustered, was in 

requisition. Many no doubt took the opportu

nity to profess an affection they did not feel, 

that they might possess themselves of some 

little household article they coveted; but we 

knew the true character of every individual, 

and who those were who prized the gift more 

than the giver. Some of our really attached 

people brought up fine fowls, as a present for 

us, to put on .board for sea stock; indeed, we 

purchased and collected nearly our whole pro

visions for the_ voyage hon1e, fron1 the estate 

negroes. Plenty of fruit was gathered, and 

brought for the pie-a-ninnies to eat on board ; 

antl for the last few days, the good negroes 

were continually loitering ahout the house, and 

seemed anxious to see all they cpuld of us, 

during the short time we had yet to remain . 

I had visited all my favourite spots, and 

walked for a last time round the garden with 

old D., who was evidently struggling with her 

feelings.-'' Misses, I'll take care of dis bush 

for your sake," said she, as we passed a young 
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elder tree, which I had got from La Recon

noissance, and .cherished as an European plant. 

Mr. Warner sent to let me know that the. car

riage was ready. The best negroes were all 

around the door, waiting to shake hands, and 

say "God bless you;" many others were at 

the foot of the hill, where the carriage was. 

Tears were streaming down their cheeks, all 

save one,~ and that one I have often mentioned 

as a n1ost excellent negro Ned's conduct on 

this occasio 1 was quite like himselfo Seeing 

his wife crying and so~bing, he pushed her · 

back saying with spirit, "You fool too much, 

no cry so,-1ne love massa, love n1isses, love 

pie-a-ninny, ebery one; but me no g_o cry; rne 

gie me hand to massa, n1isses, pie-a-ninny, and 

say, God bless you all ebery one, and take you 

safe in a' England ober da sea. l\!Ie say rne 

prayers ebery night for you all, and den go 

vorck ebery d ay wid good heart, for n1assa. 

See, you n1ake massa and misses cry !· B., you 

fool too n1uch. '' We walked down in silence, 

followed by our people; and again shook hands 
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with them, and the others waiting t<l see us, at · 

the foot of the hill. There was not a dry eye 

. to be seen : they kissed the children over and 

over again :-and lifting them into the carriage, 

I silently commended those whom we had left 

to the ,care of the Almighty, · hoping and trust- ·. 
. . - . 

ing that though our path of usefulness had 

been closed, yet in His own way, and good 

time, He would begin and perfect his own work. 

We drove on in silence, until we approached a 

bend in the road which I knew would shut out 

Laurel-Hill from our view ; and there we all 

involuntarily turned round, and took one last 

look at a spot, endeared to us, even then, by 

many, many recollections. 

In a few w~eks, the Atlantic rolled betwixt 

s and Trinidad . 

THE END . 

l'RlNTED BY MANNING AND SMITHSON 1 

LONDON-HOUSE YARD. 




